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ABSTRACT
The goal of the MG-VLA survey program is to image and identify radio sources drawn
from the MIT-Green Bank (MG) 5 GHz radio source sample. The first part of this thesis
describes the observations, reduction, analysis, and follow-up of some 2500 sources
selected from the MG II and MG III source lists and observed with the VLA at X-Band
in A-array. Morphological classification of these sources is compared with intrinsic source
properties. Optical identifications from the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey, and cross-
identifications from an extragalactic source database, are explored for all sources. The
implications of identification rates as a function of morphology, radio brightness, and
spectral index are discussed; one finding is a decreasing optical identification rate with
steeper spectra. One aim of the MGV survey is to identify potential gravitational lens
systems; several candidate lenses are presented, including the confirmed lens
MG1424+2255 discovered by Patnaik et al. [92]. The second part of this thesis explores
the nature and properties of a large, well-defined sample of compact steep spectrum (CSS)
double sources found in the MGV survey program. CSS double radio sources, defined by
their sub-galactic dimensions and steep radio spectra, are subjects of much current debate.
They may be a new type of object constrained to small sizes by dense interstellar media,
or may represent an evolutionary link to extended classical double radio sources. This
thesis discusses the results of our VLA, MERLIN, direct imaging, and spectroscopic
observations of a unique sample of these sources. The MGV close doubles are
distinguished from previously studied samples by their good number statistics and low
limiting flux density. We demonstrate that only a small percentage (<28%) of the MGV
close doubles represents larger sources seen in projection. Ram pressure calculations show
that the jet power of an average MGV double is sufficient to prevent containment of the
jets over a typical radio source lifetime for reasonable values of ambient gas densities.
This thesis concludes that the properties of these sources are consistent with the hypothesis
that they are young sources and precursors to extended radio doubles.
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Radio surveys were at the forefront of the field of radio astronomy almost from its
very beginning. The first low resolution studies of the radio sky measured the radio
continuum emission from our Galaxy and astronomers speculated as to the contributions
to it of discrete radio sources. With the rapid development of. radio telescopes and
techniques, such as interferometry, came the increased resolution and sensitivity that
allowed for the study of individual radio sources, such as radio galaxies and quasars.
These powerful extragalactic sources, known collectively as active galactic nuclei,
predominate in high frequency surveys such as the one presented here. Not only are radio
sources interesting in their own right as powerful energy emitters, but also as cosmological
probes due to their great distance from us; their source counts and luminosity functions can
give vital information on cosmic structure and evolution.
Chapter 1 gives a broad overview of radio astronomical phenomena to give
background and motivation for the MGV survey. We discuss the physics of synchrotron
radiation, present an observational and theoretical overview of AGN, explain basic
gravitational lensing, and conclude with a section on radio interferometry and data
reduction. Chapter 2 of this thesis will describe the observations, reduction, and mapping
of some 2500 radio sources selected from the MG survey source list and followed up with
high resolution snapshots at the VLA' at X Band. This collection of radio sources, though
not a complete sample, is representative of the wide variety of radio morphologies found
in a high frequency radio survey. This thesis discusses the significance of morphology as
it relates to other source characteristics, such as spectral index and flux density. Optical
finding charts from the Palomar Sky Survey have been prepared and from them optical
identifications have been investigated for all sources. The implications of identification
rates as a function of morphology, radio brightness, and spectral index are explored.
'The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated Universities, Inc.,
under contract with the National Science Foundation.
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A driving aim of the MGV survey is to compile a large number of gravitational
lens candidates for use in studying many astrophysical problems. Gravitational lens
candidates were selected morphologically with special attention to sources showing double
or multiple unresolved components on size scales under 2 arcseconds. One confirmed lens
system, MG1424+2255, was detected. This "quad" source had been previously discovered
by Patnaik et al. [92]. Several multiple and "ring-like" candidates are also now being
followed up optically. A large number of double sources were found in our sample; ones
that have flat spectral indices and thus could represent double imaging of a single point
source were followed up as possible lens candidates. This investigation is ongoing. We
note that a large number of ring-like candidates are predicted to be in the MGV sample
but remain unidentified, possibly due to the low sensitivity of our VLA "snapshot"
observations.
The vast majority of the sources in the MGV sample are not lenses. One of the
particular utilities of a sample size this large is its potential for use in addressing questions
about other interesting astronomical phenomena. A large number of steep spectrum
compact sources are found in this sample. These sources show compact structure, usually
within an angular scale of 2 arcseconds, but have steep spectral indices. Thus they
distinguish themselves from the two traditional categories of radio sources--compact flat
spectrum cores and diffuse steep spectrum lobes. These sources are not well understood
at the present time since they usually require VLBI techniques for their thorough study.
We present here a uniformly selected, well-defined sample of CSS close double sources
complete to a flux density much lower than any other previously studied sample. Chapter
3 of this thesis will present results of our multifrequency VLA, optical direct imaging,
spectroscopy, and MERLIN observations of this sample. Physical quantities derived from
the observational data are used in ram pressure and V/V,, calculations to explore whether
these close double sources are constrained to small sizes due to a dense interstellar medium
or whether they are young progenitors to large classical double sources. The thesis





The field of radio astronomy was founded serendipitously in the 1930s by Bell
Laboratory engineer K.G. Jansky who was studying radio interfeience at 20 MHz and
discovered weak, steady emission that peaked in a direction near the Galactic center. By
the 1950s radio investigation of the sky had become a field of active research into the
source and nature of this continuum emission and the contribution to it of discrete radio
sources. The development of increasingly better radio telescopes and antenna arrays of
high sensitivity and angular resolution gave astronomers a unique new tool for exploring
the universe through the radio "window" which extends from about 6 MHz to 60 GHz in
frequency. [Unsold 91, Salter 88] This chapter will give an overview of the physics of
nonthermal radio emission and of radio sources and phenomena to give the background and
motivation for the MGV Radio Survey.
1.2 Physics of Nonthermal Radio Emission
The observed radio spectrum for our galaxy most closely fits a power law (I, oc v")
with spectral index a about 0.8. [Unsold 91, Salter 88] Thermal radio emission from an
optically thin region would be expected to produce an intensity I, that would be only




where k is the Boltzmann constant. If we approximate the radio intensity as a power law,
for optically thin sources we would expect a - 0 and for optically thick sources a - 2.
Either value differs from that which is observed (a - 0.8). In addition, equation (1.1), when
applied to observed intensities, would imply much higher brightness temperatures than
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seem reasonable. By the late 1940s, it was clear that thermal processes could not account
for the spectrum and high apparent temperatures of radio continuum radiation.
In the early 1950s, H. Alfv6n and N. Herlofson postulated the nonthermal process
of synchrotron radiation to account for radio continuum emission. [Unsold 91]
Synchrotron radiation is produced by relativistic cosmic ray electrons spiraling in a
magnetic field. The equations of motion for a relativistic electron moving in a static
magnetic field would be [Rybicki 79, Shu 91]
d V
-(ymvj =q(-xB)dr c (1.2)
d (Ymc2 )= qC E=0dr
where x is the retarded time. These imply y = constant or Ivi = constant. The components
of acceleration parallel and perpendicular to the velocity vector would be




where c, is the relativistic gyration frequency and a is the pitch angle of the helix, the
angle between v and B.
The emitted power from a relativistically moving charge can be written as: [Rybicki
79, Shu 91]
pem = 2q2 (a2 +y2a3c3
= 2 r 2y2B2Si2 a (1.4)
3
=2a 7 32y 2 UBsin2a
where oT is the Thompson cross section, r, is the classical radius of the electron, and UB
is the magnetic energy density. Averaging over an isotropic photon distribution, <sin2 a>




The observer will detect flashes of radiation emitted in a cone of opening angle of order
y' in harmonics up to a critical frequency of o,=o,=y 3 sina. [Rybicki 79, Shu 91] A
careful derivation [see Shu 911] of the Fourier decomposition of the emitted radiation gives
an average spectral power of
<Pv(y)>=3 oc2 2 UB,(y) (1.6)




where vo,=c1/2t and K,,3() is a modified Bessel function. An illustration of the shape of




Figure 1.1 The functional form of ,?(x)
[from Rybicki 79]
For an ensemble of cosmic ray electrons with Lorentz factors between y and y+dy,




where the power law index p would have a typical value of 2.5. [Rybicki 79, Shu 91] The
emissivity would then be
pj,= f<P(y)>n(y)dy
1
cf .9()y v dyy (1
-(p-I) (x)x-d
where the coordinate transformation x= (v/v0 ) has been done. The monochromatic
luminosity would thus be:
-(p-)
L,=f pjvdV v (1.10)
Vol
for an optically thin source. Thus we have shown that synchrotron radiation from a power
law distribution of relativistic electrons will cause a source spectrum to vary as a power
law with spectral index a = (p-1)/2. For a p of 2.5, the spectral index a would be 0.75,
which is a typical value for extended radio lobes. [Shu 91] This differs from thermal
(free-free) radiation which has a nearly flat spectrum. The radio sources investigated in
this thesis are believed to radiate by the synchrotron process.
Polarization from synchrotron radiating electrons is given by: [Kellerman 88]
II- (3p+3) ~ 70% optically thin(3p+7) (1.11)
3II= 10% optically thick(6p+13)
Typical measured values for polarization are usually much less than 10%, due to the





Figure 1.2 A radio spectrum showing
self-absorption below v. [from Shu 91]
In very compact radio sources, theprocess of synchrotron self-absorption can flatten
the radio spectrum. Self-absorption losses become significant when the brightness
temperature is of the same order as the electronic kinetic temperature. [Kellerman 88] In
this process, the photon interacts with the cosmic ray electron, which absorbs some of its
energy and thus changes its frequency. Accordingly the source can become optically thick
as a function of frequency. [Rybicki 79, Shu 91] The monochromatic opacity can be
calculated [see Shu 91] to be:
(p2) 
-(4)(1.12)
pxV=1CgnoBB 2 v 2
The optical depth r p,,-fpgrds would equal pR,pi for a uniform sphere of radius R,. The
received flux for the optically thin (< 1) and for the optically thick (r, > 1) cases would
be: [Shu 91]
F,=pjO • . 2 v- (,<l)
5
Fv =I8 2S,, vi (5V(>1) (1.13)
where (S, 5L)4X7
and 0, is the angular radius of the emitting region. At low frequencies, the spectrum
would vary as va whereas at high frequencies the flux would be described as before by
the spectral index ac. The "break" in the spectrum, shown in Figure 1.2, should occur at
a transition frequency which depends on magnetic field strength, observed maximum flux
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and observed angular size of the source. Consequently, compact sources for which this
transition is detected can give a measure of their magnetic field strength. In most sources,
the opacity is not uniform in all areas which can then lead to a flattened spectrum when
all contributions are added together.
We defined the brightness temperature earlier in equation (1.1). Radio sources are
observed to have an upper limit in maximum brightness temperature of about 1012 K for
compact sources. This can be interpreted as being caused by inverse Compton scattering;
relativistic electrons whose energies are comparable to that of the photons can transfer that
energy, increasing the photons' frequencies by a factor of y2. This process would drain
some of the electrons' energy and thereby lower the brightness temperature. Energy losses
due to inverse Compton scattering becomes important when the energy density in the
magnetic field, UB, approaches the value of the energy density of radiation in compact
radio sources. [Kellerman 88] Detailed calculations show that losses to inverse Compton
scattering become significant for source temperatures above 1012 K, providing a natural
limit to observed brightness temperatures. [Rybicki 79, Shu 91]
A calculation of the timescale for synchrotron energy losses is quite valuable in
estimating the age of a nonthermal radio source. The lifetime for synchrotron radiating
electrons is proportional to E• . Calculations give a "half-life" timescale as [Unsold 91]
3 1
t1 2=5.7X10S(Btl0l)-2(V m[tGHp)-2 (1.14)
For typical values in the radio regime, this equation gives a lifetime of approximately
6x108 yrs. For comparison, optical synchrotron radiation has a much shorter lifetime-- of
order 6x105 yrs.
1.3 Active Galactic Nuclei
The previous section gave a brief overview of nonthermal radiation processes
applicable to the study of radio sources. This section will present a broad outline of the
types of radio sources found in a high-frequency survey such as the MIT-Green Bank-VLA
8.4 GHz survey. Although most, if not all, galaxies show evidence of emission at radio
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frequencies if observed with sufficient sensitivity, there is a sequence of objects of
increasing radio luminosity, from Seyfert galaxies, N galaxies, radio galaxies, to quasars,
that are collectively known as Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). A normal spiral galaxy like
our own Milky Way is a relatively weak radio source with a luminosity of - 1037 erg s"-'.
In contrast, a typical quasar would be 100 million times more luminous at - 104' erg s-1.
[Kellerman 88] The energy contained in the relativistic particles and magnetic field of a
typical radio galaxy is huge-- 1056 to 1060 ergs or more. The radio structures are
impressively large as well. A typical AGN shows a compact central component that can
be identified as the nucleus of the optical galaxy, and two radio lobes, fueled by jets, have
separations of 100 kpc to as much as 5 Mpc. [Unsold 91] AGN show a nonthermal radio
continuum spectrum; extended sources have spectral indices averaging about a--0.8 and
compact sources have indices averaging ac0, reflecting synchrotron self-absorption.
Understanding the nature and physics of AGN is one of the most pressing problems in the
field of astrophysics at the present time.
On the lower end of the luminosity function for radio sources are the Seyfert
galaxies. Seyfert galaxies, which are classified as type 1 or 2 according to their spectra
and luminosity, are spirals whose radio luminosities are roughly 100 to 1000 times greater
than a normal spiral galaxy. [Kellerman 88, Unsold 91] They represent perhaps 1% of the
spiral galaxy population. The central regions of Seyferts have an optical spectrum which
shows strong emission lines. In radio observations they appear compact and are
considerably weaker than radio galaxies. [Unsold 91]
Radio galaxies, whose host galaxies are typically elliptical or SO, have radio
luminosities which are greater than their optical luminosities. The radio structure is
typically double lobed, sometimes with a compact component coincident with the galaxy's
core. Radio galaxies often show strong nuclear emission lines and can be classified as one
of two types based on the width of their lines. Narrow line radio galaxies (NLRGs) show
narrow permitted and forbidden emission lines with linewidths of order 500-1000 km s-'.
Broad line radio galaxies (BLRGs), in contrast, show broad allowed lines, usually of H and
He, with widths up to 25,000 km s"'. [Kellerman 88, Unsold 91] The forbidden lines, of
O, N, S, and Fe, are not broad like the permitted lines in BLRGs; the broad line emission
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is thought to be produced in a very high density environment where collisional de-
excitation prevents forbidden-line production. [Osterbrock 89] NLRGs are often similar
to Seyfert 1 galaxies whereas BLRG have similarities to Seyfert 2 galaxies. A particular
type of BLRG is the N galaxy which appears to have a very bright barely resolved nucleus
surrounded by faint emission in optical images. The bright emission lines of radio galaxies
make redshift determination relatively easy, and very high redshifts have been observed
for some sources. [Kellerman 88]
Quasi-Stellar Radio Sources (quasars) were first identified in the 1960s as bright,
star-like objects whose radio continuum spectra and bright optical emission lines were
reminiscent of BLRGs. Quasars are located at large redshifts, ranging from z=0.16 to
almost 5; in terms of absolute magnitude they are the most luminous objects in the
universe, with optical luminosities of 1012 to 1014 Lo. [Uns61ld 91] It is thought that they
represent galactic nuclei so bright as to drown out the underlying extended features of the
parent galaxy. Quasi-Stellar Objects (QSOs) are the radio-quiet analogue to quasars; QSOs
are ten times more numerous than quasars. (In the literature, "QSO" is sometimes used
as a general term to include both radio-loud and radio-quiet varieties.) The host galaxies
detected in careful observations of more nearby quasars or QSOs are usually spirals and
of quasars, elliptical galaxies. Quasars show a nonthermal radio spectrum with a spectral
index averaging about 0.6, which is very similar to that of radio galaxies. These sources
have a compact component that can show considerable variability in luminosity on short
timescales, often just weeks. As for radio structures, the compact radio component is
usually more prominent than that of an otherwise similar radio galaxy, with jets (often
bent) and radio lobe(s). Energy content, assuming equipartition of energy between
relativistic particles and fields, can range up to nearly 1062 ergs. Multi-color photometry
of these sources shows that intermediate redshift quasars appear blue due to a UV excess
in the continuum spectrum; high redshift objects can appear red. Quasars usually show a
positive correlation between the magnitude of the radio flux density and of X-ray
luminosity. Similar to quasars are the BL Lac objects which show high variability but no
emission lines which makes redshift determination nearly impossible. [Unsold 91]
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The radio structures exhibited by AGN can be broadly categorized as steep
spectrum extended regions and flat spectrum compact cores. The radio spectrum of a real
source is not a simple power law over the whole frequency range (for example, it may
steepen at high frequencies), but may be characterized by a spectral index between two
chosen frequencies. Lobes show a range of index between 1.3 and 0.5 with an average
near 0.8; compact regions are typically flatter than 0.5. [Kellerman 88] Sources are
known as "core-dominated" or "lobe-dominated" depending on the relative prominence of
these features. The radio image of an object also depends on the observing frequency due
to the difference in spectral index between the two types; at low frequencies steep
spectrum lobes are more prominent and at high frequencies flat spectrum cores are more
pronounced. A typical source shows a compact core, with narrow jet(s) of emission along
which relativistic particles and energy are presumably flowing to the outer extended lobes.
In some sources, flatter-spectrum "hot spots" are seen at the end of the lobes, indicating
a shock front where the jet collides with the ambient gas medium. [Kellerman 88] Radio
jets are not well understood, though much studied; they appear to extend stably over large
distances for long time periods (-107 yrs) and seem to need continuous input of energy and
particles from the central source. They often appear distorted or bent by as much as 90
degrees, presumably due to interactions with the external gas medium. [Unsold 91]
Core double-lobed radio sources can be generally categorized as FR I or FR II
sources after Fanaroff and Riley [74] FR I sources, which typically have absolute
luminosities at 14 GHz of less than 10"2 W Hz-', appear "limb darkened"-- lobes appear
fainter the farther away one looks from the central source. The jets of a FR I source are
usually two sided and are thought to be subsonic and in equilibrium with the interstellar
or intergalactic gas. The host galaxies of these sources are most often found in clusters
with X-ray evidence for hot gas. FR II sources have brighter absolute radio fluxes, and
they appear "limb-darkened" often with prominent hot spots. The jets most often appear
one sided (perhaps an observational effect due to Doppler boosting) and supersonic. FR
II's are most typically associated with radio galaxies and quasars. [Kellerman 88]
Models of AGN have to account for the vast amounts of energy that these sources
contain. With typical luminosities of - 10' 2Lo, it is clear that non-stellar processes are
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involved. The Eddington limit on luminosity is the maximum luminosity a spherical body
of mass M can have, equating gravitational forces and radiative pressure: [Osterbrock 89]
4 • GMmnc ML = G = 1.3x1038 (1.15)
For a luminosity of - 10 2L,, the mass would need to be - 3 x 108Mo. In addition, this
mass would need to be concentrated in a small area. From causality arguments, variations
in luminosity on timescales At would lead to a size scale for the source that could be no
greater than cAt in extent. Flux variations in AGN are often seen on scales of a week or
less, implying a very small region indeed. The only known mechanism for generating this
much energy in a confined locale would be the conversion of a substantial fraction of rest-
mass to energy of in-falling material on a compact object the subsequent release of
gravitational potential energy. [Osterbrock 89]
The most widely accepted model for the central engine of an AGN is that of a disk
of accreting material around a massive black hole. Indeed, the Schwarzschild radius for
a 10SMe black whole would be z 2 A.U., which is in good agreement with observed AGN
size scales. [Unsold 91] Gravitational energy release is a very efficient process. If we
write:
L = ektlc2  (1.16)
the efficiency, E is typically 10%. For our example of an AGN luminosity of 1012Lo, we
would need a mass infall rate of a little less than 1 M. per year. Over a period of 10'
years, the total mass accreted on the black hole would be close to 10' M,. [Osterbrock
89]
In a model given by Osterbrock [89], an AGN would consist of a central ionizing
source (the black hole) surrounded by an opaque, or optically thick, disk which would be
identified as the broad line region (BLR). The size scale of the BLR would be less than
about 0.1 pc with high densities of 10' to 1010 cm "3 . The narrow line region (NLR) would
be roughly spherically symmetric around the BLR and much larger (~ 100pc) and be
composed of clouds with much lower densities (- 104 cm73). [Uns6ld 91] The jets would
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represent collimated energy emanating along the axis of the BLR disk. The axis of
rotation would not need to be the same as that of the parent galaxy because of the BLR's
small size and thus lower angular momentum; observationally, no correlation is seen
between the two axes. With this general model, various types of AGN could be
qualitatively explained as having different amounts of BLR gas in their accretion disks
which would lead to differing observational properties. [Osterbrock 891
Figure 1.3 A simple model for the
AGN "central engine" (not to scale).
Due to possible relativistic beaming of the jets and dust obscuration of the broad
line disk, an AGN described according to this model would clearly appear different
according to its orientation along the line of sight to the observer. Unification theories
have been proposed to link the high and low luminosity classes of quasars and radio
galaxies as the same basic sources viewed at different projection angles. [Urry and
Padovani 85] High luminosity quasars and FR II sources would be members of the same
underlying population; quasars would be viewed at small angles and FR IIs would be
viewed at large angles. Lower luminosity BL Lac objects and FR I sources would be
similarly linked. Besides observational evidence of the importance of Doppler beaming
in the appearance of a source (e.g. one-sided jets, jet curvature, etc.), support for this
theory includes similar optical characteristics of the host galaxies for quasars/FR II and BL




effects are taken into account. Though the case for full unification has not yet been
proven, the observational data are compelling.
1.4 Gravitational Lensing
One of the most interesting radio (and optical) discoveries in recent years has been
the phenomenon of gravitational lensing. Astrophysicists have long recognized that
gravitational lensing has the potential to answer many fundamental questions in cosmology.
Gravitational lensing occurs when the light from a distant source (i.e. QSO or distant radio
galaxy) is bent and focused by the gravitational field of a foreground galaxy or cluster to
form multiple images, rings, or arcs. A lens system can give information about mass
concentrations, including dark matter, that lie between the source and the observer as well
as serve as a "cosmic telescope" through the magnification of sources that otherwise would
be too distant to observe. Gravitational lenses have a promising application in
cosmography, the determination of the large scale geometry of the universe. Competing
cosmological models can be constrained by observations of the number counts,
characteristics, and angular sizes of gravitational lenses. Lenses can also be applied to the
determination of H., q. and •, within the standard cosmological model. The MGV survey
was in great part conceived as a means of finding a large number of lensing candidates for
use in studying these and other astrophysical problems.
The deflection of light in the field of a point source M, can be derived from the
Schwarzschild metric:
dS2GM 2  2GM -1ds = -(1- 2GM)dt2+(1- 2GM) dr2 +r2dQ 2  (1.17)
r r




where t is the impact parameter, or distance of closest approach. The geometry of a




Figure 1.4 Gravitational lensing geometry
For a point mass lens of mass M, the lensing, or ray-trace, equation, is given by:
[Schneider 92]
or P=--a D Ls
Dos
(1.19)
When the source and the lens are aligned, 3=0, and we can obtain relations for the
"Einstein ring":













which gives two solutions O, and angular separation AO:
62=(+4 2 (1.22)
A0=0-0_:= 40E+ 2
For P=0, we recover a circle with radius A0=20u. It is important to note that since lensing
occurs over vast distances in the Universe, the Euclidean assumption, DOL+DLs=Dos, is not
appropriate due to curvature. Instead, Dij are angular diameter distances which for a
Friedmann-Lemaitre model universe are given by:
2c (1 -20)(G,-Gj) +(GGj +G Gj)
YHo ° o(l+ze)(1+z)
where Gi=(1 +Cozi) .
Gravitational lensing conserves surface brightness but will affect the ray cross-
section and thus will alter the apparent flux, defined as surface brightness times solid
angle, by a magnification factor that is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix: [Schneider
92]
M=Idet P-L' (1.24)ae
For a point mass, this would give a magnification for each image of:
S 13 ¢__+4_M,=( + E±,2) (1.25)
and a flux r+4atio of:





For 0=0, the magnification is divergent; for 0•0, one image is brighter than the unlensed
source, and with positive parity. As 0-+-oo, M->•1 and M.-*0.
The point source model, though useful as an illustration, is obviously not sufficient
when applied to the study of real lensing events. The general ray-trace equation is given
by: [Schneider 92]
D
-= 5L-DLS a() (1.27)
where the deflection angle is given for a general lens mass distribution:
() d22(e( m(1.28)
2lens pla -
where Z(4) describes the surface mass density of the lensing galaxy. These equations
describe a mapping from the lens plane to the source plane, 4--rl. The lensing galaxy is
often modeled as an isothermal ellipsoid.
A typical large galaxy, of mass MN10 12M., will give typical image separations of
order one arcsecond; clusters, if sufficiently compact, could cause much larger separation
angles. An observer would suspect gravitational lensing if multiple images, rings, or arcs
are seen, but additional tests would be a) identical redshifts for all images, b) similar
spectra, line widths and strengths, and c) detection of a possible lensing galaxy at a redshift
lower than that of the images.
1.5 Radio Interferometry
The previous sections described radio sources and phenomena; this segment will
present a brief explanation of the observational method of aperture synthesis interferometry
which is the operational principle behind the Very Large Array (VLA). A single dish
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radio telescope, even if quite large, has poor resolution when compared to even modest
sized optical telescopes. The beam width, or resolution, of a radio dish of diameter d
observing at wavelength X is roughly -X/d radians. [Unsold 91] For observations at C-
band (6 cm) with the Green Bank 300 ft telescope, the resolution would be -136 arcseconds.
The principle of radio interferometry, first suggested by M. Ryle, is that by combining the
signal response from two or more telescopes one can obtain high.resolution images by
simulating a telescope with a diameter of the order of the separation of the antennas. The
method of aperture synthesis uses multiple antennas, spaced at different projected baseline
separations, to act as the equivalent of a much larger, "filled" aperture. [Pacholczyk 70]
A prime example of a synthesis imaging system is the VLA, which consists of 27
moveable telescopes on tracks in the shape of a "Y."
The two-element interferometer can give a basic sense of how one can obtain high
quality images of a radio-emitting source through synthesis imaging. The following
discussion follows closely the exposition of Thompson [89]. Figure 1.5 shows a simplified
diagram of a two-telescope system whose output signals are amplified and combined in a
correlator to produce an output signal r. The plane wavefronts from a distant radio source
(in the direction s) encounter the first telescope and then, after a delay 'rom=b-s/c, the
second telescope. The observational frequency is centered on v, with a bandpass of width
Av. The signals turned out by the amplifiers for each antenna can be written: [Thompson
89]
V,(t)=vcos2i- v(t- -) (1.29)
V2(t) =v2cos2n vt
The correlator will then put out a signal r(b-s):
r(bs) =<VI(V 2t)> (t) =v1v 2cos 2n•v (1.30)C
where v1v2 can be considered to be the fringe amplitude. In terms of the radio brightness
I(s) and the reception pattern of the antenna A(s), the correlator output can be written:
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r(•s)= Av JA(s-) I(s-)cos( 2 6-sda (1.31)
S
where the integral is taken over the celestial sphere.
If we write s=s,+o, where s, is in the direction of the
phase tracking center, the complex visibility is defined
as:
-2niv
v = JA=)e - alt= Ivle k"'.z) Figure 1.5 The basic two
s element interferometer.
The correlator output, equation (1.31) can thus be written:
r=AIVljAvcos( 2 v bs o- v) (1.33)
C
where Ao is the antenna response at the beam center. [Thompson 89]
The two-element interferometer thus gives a measure of the amplitude IVI and phase
0v of the radio fringes; this data, after suitable calibration, can be used to obtain the
intrinsic source brightness I(a) through Fourier transformation of equation (1.31) as long
as measurements of the complex visibility have been made with good u-v baseline
coverage, i.e., with many values of vb.s/c. (If 1,m are directional cosines describing the
vector s, u and v are defined in the equation vb.s/c = ul + vm for a co-planar array.) For
a synthesis array such as the VLA, the multiple baselines can be treated as a collection of
two element interferometers. For N antennas, there will be N(N-1)/2 pairs and thus the
same number of baselines.
Data recorded by the VLA is in the form of complex visibilities recorded by each
pair of antennas (or baseline) for each timestamp (10 second integrations are typical). In
theory, the image of the radio source is obtained simply through a Fourier transform of the
observed visibility function. The baseline vector is described by components u and v in




of elements in the array, the u-v plane is sampled discretely, which introduces the necessity
for more complex handling of the data.
If (l,m) describes the position in the sky via directional cosines from the phase
center, the visibility, or spatial coherence, function would be:
v(u,v)= fA(1,m)I(1,m)e -2(u+v)dldm . (1.34)
where A(l,m) describes the normalized reception pattern or primary beam of the telescope
and I(1l,m) is the intensity of the source. [Perley et al. 89] This can be inverted to yield
S'(,m) =A(l,m)l(l,m) = f f V(u,v)e 2n' (+)dudv (1.35)
which relates the modified sky brightness I'(1,m) with the measured visibilities. The
discreteness of the sampling in the Fourier plane can be described by the sampling function
S(u,v):
I D(,m) f S(uv)Y(uv)e 2 (+vmdudV (1.36)
Where the superscript D refers to the 'dirty' image. The point source response, or the
synthesized beam, of the array is given by
B(l,m)= f f s(uv)e2 s2%'v)dud, (1.37)
Thus, I=I'*B, or, the observed brightness is simply the convolution of the source
brightness and the synthesized beam. The AIPS routine 'MX' uses a 'CLEAN' algorithm
to deconvolve the image to obtain what we hope is the true brightness distribution.
Basically, this algorithm treats the radio source as a collection of point sources and
iteratively fits and subtracts the dirty beam from the peak(s) in the dirty image. The
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'cleaned' image is just these clean model components convolved with a clean gaussian
beam and restored to the map. For sufficiently bright sources, this clean model can be
used in a self-calibration algorithm to re-calibrate the gain phase and/or amplitudes to
improve substantially the signal-to-noise of the final map.
The above explanation of complex visibilities ignores the vector nature of the
radiation field and thus the issue of polarization. In reality, the dual polarization feeds of
the VLA antennas give information on the left and right handed circular polarization of the
received signal. When taken in the proper linear combinations, the parallel and cross
products of the R and L signals give the Stokes parameters, I, Q, U, and V. Each Stokes
parameter can be related to a visibility function -- VI, VQ, Vu, and Vv . These visibilities
can be inverted as described above and then combined to provide images of total intensity,
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Chapter 2
The Northern Sky MGV Search Sample
2.1 Introduction
Large scale astronomical surveys are important tools in studying many interesting
phenomena. Radio surveys can be used for determining radio source distributions and
luminosity functions that can be applied to cosmology and the study of large scale structure
and source evolution. In particular, the MIT-Green Bank (MG) 5 GHz radio surveys can
serve as a launch point for the study of interesting sources, such as gravitational lens
systems and compact steep spectrum sources. This chapter will discuss the methods and
results of the VLA follow-up to the MG surveys and applications to the study of radio
source structure and morphology. The chapter will conclude with a presentation of lens
candidates and will discuss the current status of our follow-up program and the
implications for estimates of lensing frequencies.
2.2 The MIT-Green Bank 5 GHz Surveys
The MG survey program was begun in the early 1980s to fill the need for a
comprehensive high frequency survey of radio sources. [Bennett et al. 86, Burke 88] A
strong impetus for compiling a large number of radio sources was the 1979 discovery of
the first gravitational lens system, 0957+561, by Walsh et al. [79]. [Burke 90] High
observing frequencies favor the detection of quasars which, when lensed, are relatively
easy to recognize. The first MG survey consisted of some 6000 sources in the declination
range -0.50-<619.50 observed with the NRAO 91m transit telescope at 5 GHz.[Bennett
et al. 86]. The first VLA follow-up of these data was carried out from 1981-86 and
enabled the discovery of four new lens systems including the first Einstein ring. [Lawrence
et al. 86, Hewitt 86]
This VLA-observed sample also proved a good resource for studying radio source
structure. Lawrence et al. [84] introduced a high-frequency radio source classification
scheme, which they used to categorize a sample of 602 radio sources mapped with the
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VLA. This group later applied these categories to a full sample of nearly 1000 sources,
whose maps were published in 1986. [Lawrence et al. 86] The accurate VLA positions
were used to search the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) for optical counterparts.
Lawrence found that identification rates and types differed greatly among radio
morphological classes, indicating that these categories represent real differences between
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Figure 2.1 Sky coverage of the MG I, II, III surveys. [reproduced from Griffith et al 90]
Starting in 1989, the MGV lens search program was continued at higher resolution,
X-band at A-array, drawing sources from the newly completed MG II and MG III source
lists. [Langston et al. 90, Griffith et al. 90] Using the same methodology as the first MG
survey, the MG II and MG III 5 GHz surveys covered declinations north of the original
survey. The coverage of the three surveys is displayed in Figure 2.1 [Griffith et al. 90].
The second MG survey covered 9=1.5 1sr of the sky with right ascensions between 4h and
21h, and declinations between 170 and 210 with 6182 sources detected at the 50 level.
The third MG survey covered I= 1.11 sr of the sky between right ascensions of 16.5h and
5h in the same declination strip, and included 4761 sources. The MG II and MG III
surveys are virtually 100% complete at a flux density level of 90 mJy.
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2.3 The VLA A-array Snapshot Program
As mentioned in the previous section, the first VLA follow-up program of MG
sources had promising results in studies of radio source structure and in the detection of
gravitational lens systems. However, the properties of these lens systems, taken as a
group, are somewhat at odds with what theory predicts. [Conner et al. 93] These systems
are clustered around a separation of 2 arcseconds or greater, whereas theory predicts that
the MGV sample should contain principally ring images of extended radio emission with
mean separations of under 0.7 seconds of arc. [Kochanek et al. 90] Kochanek and
Lawrence [90] calculate that the first VLA follow-up program, done at 5 GHz with B-array
(1."2 beam) and A-array (0."4 beam) may have missed many of the expected small rings
due to the resolution of these observations. A major impetus of the MG-VLA search
program begun in 1989 was to increase likelihood of detecting these smaller lenses by
observing at X-band (8.4 GHz) and at A-array, which gives a beam size of 0.2 arcseconds.
The initial part of the VLA A-array X-band program occurred in January 1989 and one
lens system, MG1654+1346, was detected out of 360 sources observed. [Lehar 91]
Table 2.1
Summary of A-array VLA Observations at 8.44 GHz
XDAY Date t(hours) # obs
3 05/05/90 20 407
4 25/07/91 24 445
5 26/07/91 24 485
6 03/01/93 24 488
7 08/01/93 16 322
8 09/01/93 16 301
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The VLA is an aperture synthesis interferometer consisting of 27 twenty-five meter
telescopes in a "Y" configuration on moveable tracks. In A-array, the widest antenna
spacing, the longest baseline is 36 km. At 8.4 GHz (X-band), the synthesized beam size
would be 0.2" and the primary beam of the telescope would be 5.4 arcminutes (FWHM).
The largest extended structure of uniform surface brightness that could be detected would
be approximately 6 arcseconds in size.
A summary of VLA observations is given in Table 2.1. XDAYO was reduced by
Lehar [91]; XDAYs 1 & 2 will be included the dissertation of S. Conner [96]. This thesis
will present the results of the reduction of data of 2448 sources from XDAYs 3 through
8. Sources with galactic latitudes lbj>10 ° were selected randomly by flux density interval
(> 50 mJy) from the MG II and MG III source lists. A complete listing of sources in this
MGV sample is given in Appendix A along with their characteristics as given in the MG
lists. Observations for our program were carried out using the VLA in "snapshot" mode,
and averaged about two minute integrations on each source. Sources were observed
generally close to their meridians, insuring good u-v coverage, and in such an order as to
minimize the transit time of the antennas. The flux density calibrator standard chosen was
3C286. Point source phase calibrators close to the program sources were observed at least
as often as every half hour to correct for instrumental and atmospheric instabilities in gain
and phase. Data were recorded at two intermediate frequencies (IFs) 50 MHz apart and
were subsequently averaged for the final mapping.
2.4 VLA Data Reduction
All data were reduced in the AIPS (Astronomical Image Processing System)
environment on a SunSparc workstation. The full reduction of the VLA visibility data
from raw data to calibrated clean maps for nearly 2500 sources is time consuming for both
user and computer. S. Conner has developed a semi-automated reduction scheme that
ensures individual attention to each source while automating as many steps as possible. [S.
Conner 96] The MGV survey reduction procedure is as follows:
(1) Each day of radio data is calibrated using standard AIPS routines for this purpose.
We used the "2 pt" option within the AIPS routine CALIB to interpolate the antenna phase
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solutions between calibrators. Phase calibrators were observed two to three times an hour.
Most days of data calibrated well with few errors. Unfortunately a thunderstorm during
parts of XDAY4 and XDAY5 caused rapid phase variations and instabilities necessitating
a more complex calibration scheme. The routine 'RECALIB', developed by S. Conner,
uses bright compact program sources as secondary calibrators for fainter sources. We plan
to use 'RECALIB' to attempt to recover this corrupted data.
(2) Sources are classified as points, slightly resolved, or extended from the appearance
of their u-v plots of amplitude versus baseline separation measured in wavelengths. All
sources are then preliminarily mapped through the routine 'PRELIM.' 'PRELIM' searches
for the peak in the dirty map, computes the map shift in right ascension and declination
to center the source, sets a clean box (whose size is determined by the source type) around
the detected emission, and the sources are then iteratively cleaned and self-calibrated to
make a cleaned map. For X-band A-array maps, 'PRELIM' maps are 512x512 square
pixels with a cell size of 0.08 arcseconds per pixel and a restoring beam size of 0.5
arcsecond.
(3) These output maps are inspected individually through the routine 'SETBOX.' The
map is blinked with the beam to help in distinguishing true source emission from
sidelobes. The user then sets clean boxes around real emission for use in the final
mapping routine. Larger, tapered maps are made to search for confusing sources if there
is evidence of a sidelobe pattern in the map, or if 'PRELIM' has mistakenly centered the
map on a sidelobe to search for the true peak. Some sources were too highly resolved to
accurately locate the emission in the map. These sources were labelled as "over-resolved."
A special follow-up program, described in Section 2.6 used a more compact configuration
of the VLA to identify these sources. Some 12% of sources from the MGV sample were
not detectible in the u-v data or maps and were labelled "nondetections." These sources
place a limit on the reliability of the MG surveys. Many of these were followed up in the
compact array program to determine whether they were truly nondetections or severely
over-resolved.
(4) Sources are finally run through the routine 'MAINMAP.' Using the clean boxes
set in 'SETBOX,' sources are iteratively mapped and self-calibrated to optimize the map.
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The three levels of self-calibration are i) phase only, averaging over the entire scan ii)
phase only, averaging over fractional scan, in order to compensate for fast phase winding,
and for the brightest sources iii) full amplitude and phase self-calibration. [Conner et al.
93] 'MAINMAP' has the capability to produce I, Q, U, and V maps, at low or high
resolutions, with various options for weighting of the u-v data. At the time of this writing,
all program sources had been mapped in I (Intensity) only; future work will involve full
polarization calibration of the data and production of polarization maps. The maps
presented in this thesis are normal resolution natural weighted I maps with a beamwidth
of about 0.21 arcsecond. Natural weighting maximizes signal-to-noise in the map; uniform
and super-uniform weighted maps can also be produced to explore compact features. Final
map size is usually 256x256 (depending on source size and orientation) with a cell size of
0.03 arcsecond per pixel. Source components greater than 7 to 8 arcseconds from the peak
in the map are mapped separately.
(5) The routine 'ANALYZE' is then used to extract peak brightness and positions, and
integrated brightness (within the 6% contour) for each source component. This information
is listed in the table in Appendix B. The table includes the component name, position in
J2000 coordinates, the peak brightness, and the integrated brightness. The accuracy of the
clean component integrated flux density is limited by calibration errors in the map and are
provided as estimates only. Error estimates for position and flux density are presented in
Section 2.7.
(6) Final contour plots are then produced using 'AUTOPLOT.' Contour levels are set
by 'AUTOPLOT' from the noise characteristics of the map. The contour increment is set
at 1% of peak; the contour levels range from a minimum percentage that represents 3a of
the noise value, to 95% of the peak. These contour plots, presented for all non-point
sources in Appendix D, display the percentage of peak of the lowest contour level in the
upper left hand comer. The size and shape of the beam, and the direction and magnitude
of any expected bandwidth smearing is shown in the lower left hand comer. The radial
bandwidth smearing is produced when the program source is far from the phase center, and
is further discussed in Section 2.7.
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2.5 Source Classifications
We obtained VLA A-array X-band snapshots of 2448 MG radio sources. Of these,
348 could not be mapped either because there appeared to be no flux in the map, or flux
appeared only on the shortest baselines. We have classified our radio sources by
morphological class, based on the categories first introduced for high-frequency sources
in the paper by Lawrence et al. [841 and later used to classify sources from the first MG
survey. [Lawrence et al. 86] The explanation given below of radio source morphology
follows closely the discussion in the previously cited papers. Figure 2.2, reprinted from
Lawrence et al. [84], gives examples of the various source types, described more fully
below. The table in Appendix B contains the classification given to each source. Table
2.2 gives the percentage breakdown
Radio Class
of all sources into the appropriate categories.
Optical Identifications
Structure # % %ID EF G O FO U
Core-Double 109 4.5 41.7 63 3 26 16 1
Core-Jet 159 6.5 47.8 83 9 32 36 0
Cometary 94 3.8 18.3 76 2 9 6 1
Diffuse 124 5.1 13.7 107 1 6 10 0
Double 453 18.5 25.8 336 13 51 52 0
Jet 38 1.6 39.5 23 0 10 5 0
Multiple 28 1.1 39.3 17 1 4 6 0
Nondetections 294 12.0
Overresolved 88 3.6
Point 754 30.8 47.7 393 29 149 180 3
Quasi-Point 177 7.2 41.2 104 11 36 26 0
Triple 68 2.8 47.1 36 1 16 15 0
Unclassified 62 2.5
TOTAL 24488 100. 38.2 1238 70 342 352 5
Table 2.2 Morphological Classification and Optical Identification of the MGV Sample
EF-- Empty Field; G- Galaxy; O-- Object; FO-- Faint Object; U-- Unclassified
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Figure 2.2 Archetype radio sources to illustrate the various morphological categories
(from Lawrence et al. 1984).
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These morphological classes were determined visually, and not by mathematically
modeling the source to determine whether components were truly unresolved or resolved.
The classification of sources into various morphological types is highly dependent on the
resolution of the observations. For example, an object that might appear to be a point at
lower resolution might be resolved in our VLA sample. For this program, which used the
VLA in the A-array configuration at 8.4 GHz, the beam size was - 0.21 arcseconds, and the
array would not be sensitive to radio source structures of scale greater than - 7 arcseconds.
Similarly, radio classifications are also dependent on dynamic range. Because these
observations were taken in "snapshot" mode at the VLA -- total integration times averaged
under 2 minutes-- faint structures could be buried in the noise of the map. For example,
the difference between a core double and a wide double source could depend on finding
a core component between the lobes that might be missed at low dynamic range.
2.5.1 Point (P)
Radio sources are classified as point sources if they appear unresolved. The most
populated category with nearly a third of the sample, these point sources usually
correspond to the cores of galaxies or quasars. Because of the high resolution of our
observations, any extended flux which might be associated with these sources might not
be apparent.
2.5.2 Quasi-Point (QP)
The "quasi-point" category includes sources which appear primarily to be point
sources, but with evidence of some extended emission. At slightly lower resolution, such
as with the VLA in B-array, many of these sources might be classified as points.
2.5.3 Diffuse (Df)
Diffuse sources are resolved and often amorphous. Some of these sources might
represent the single lobe of a larger source, the other components either too faint or over-
resolved to be evident in our A-array maps. These sources are good candidates for follow-
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up with lower resolution observations, such as our C-array extended source program at the
VLA.
2.5.4 Core-Jet (CJ)
Radio sources are categorized as core-jet if the source has one unresolved peak with
a one-sided jet or nearby faint lobe of emission.
2.5.5 Cometary (Cm)
Cometary sources are similar to core-jet sources but the peak of emission is
resolved. Like the diffuse sources, some of these cometary sources might have "missing"
components, due to the high resolution of our observations. S. Conner [96] disputes the
validity of this class, especially in light of the low optical identification rate for these
sources. As such, they may not merit a separate category, but are included here to remain
consistent with Lawrence et al. [84]
2.5.6 Double (D)
Double sources show two components in the radio maps. These sources compose
the second most populous category, with 19% of the sources in the sample. The angular
scales vary from 0.2 to 120 arcsecond separations. Many very wide doubles may be two
unassociated sources found coincidentally in the beam of the array. Other wide doubles
are identified with nearby large radio galaxies. Close doubles, defined as having angular
sizes under 2 arcseconds, may represent a different class of radio source entirely, and are
the subject of chapter 3 of this thesis. An object whose second component is enclosed by
the lowest contour and is much fainter in flux density would be classified as a core-jet
source. Many of the over-resolved sources imaged in the compact array program turned
out to be wide double sources.
2.5.7 Triple (T)
A three component object would be classified as a triple. A core-double source
would differ from a triple in that the core component is much less prominent in the map.
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2.5.8 Multiple (M)
A multiple source has at least four defined peaks apparent in the map. These
sources sometimes prove to be gravitational lens candidates, particularly if the components
are unresolved. MG1424+2255, a confirmed lens in our sample, is classified as a multiple
source.
2.5.9 Core-Double (CD)
A core-double source resembles a double source with a core component evident
between the two lobes. Many core-doubles are associated with radio galaxies, with the
core coincident with the center of the optical galaxy.
2.5.10 Jet (J)
A source that displays a double-sided fairly symmetrical jet, with or without an
obvious core, would be categorized as a jet source.
2.5.11 Non-detections (ND)
Some 12% of our sources showed no evidence of flux in their u-v plots, and as
such could not be calibrated or mapped. These "non-detections" could represent very
extended (> 7") sources of uniform surface brightness that are completely resolved away
using the VLA's A-array. Others could represent spurious sources in the original MG II
and MG III sourcelists and thus could put a constraint on the reliability of these samples.
These non-detections are often found in groups of adjacent sources, perhaps indicating bad
scans in the original source lists. Several of these sources have been re-observed with the
C-array, as described in Section 2.6.
2.5.12 Over-resolved sources (OR)
Sources that we term "over-resolved" are sources for which there is evidence for
flux on the shortest u-v spacings on u-v plots, but have been impossible to locate in the
A-array maps. A selection of these sources have been observed at the VLA with C- and
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D-array, and synthesis maps have been made as described in Section 2.6. Many of these
sources appear to be large double-lobed radio galaxies.
2.5.13 Unclassified (UC)
The data for a group of about 60 sources observed at the end of XDAY4 and the
beginning of XDAY5 were corrupted due to thunderstorms and high winds which caused
bad phase instabilities. Most of the affected sources were point sources observed far from
their phase tracking centers. An effort is underway to recover these data using re-
calibration techniques developed by S. Conner [96]; for now, these sources have been
categorized as 'unclassified.'
2.6 The Compact Array Program for Extended Sources
About 3% of our sample appeared over-resolved in u-v plots of visibility amplitude
versus u-v spacing. These u-v plots appear "spiky" showing flux on only the shortest
baselines. These sources most likely have structure on scales larger than about 7
arcseconds. To determine the nature of these radio objects, we proposed observing them
at a more compact array to garner more data at the shorter spacings. We would then
combine these data with that obtained at A-array to map these sources.
This program was carried out in three separate sessions. The first exploratory
session occurred on 15Jan94 with the VLA in D-array, the most compact array with a
maximum baseline of 1 km. We observed three over-resolved sources to test our method.
Visibility data was reduced in a similar fashion to that described in previous sections. At
X-band, the resolution (beamwidth) would be - 9 arcseconds, and we could map structures
on angular scales up to 120 arcseconds. We then combined the A-array and D-array data
with the AIPS routine DBCON. An example of the resulting map for radio source
MG1046+2217 is shown in Figure 2.3. A source that was too heavily resolved to identify
at A-array is very clearly mapped using D-array. The synthesis A-array/D-array map has
a beamsize of - 3.2 arcseconds. The maps for the other two sources imaged during this
session are presented in Appendix F along with maps from our C-array session.
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The second session took place on 14Dec94 with the VLA in C-array (3.6 km
maximum baseline). In this session we observed 159 sources, a mixture of sources
classified as non-detections and as over-resolved in the MGV survey. Because the data
from these observations were to be combined with A-array data, snapshots were only 30-40
seconds long, divided into three second integrations. The table in Appendix E contains the
positions, peak and flux densities, and classifications of the sources. Because flux densities
can vary between epochs, the C-array data alone was processed through ANALYZE to
obtain the positional and flux density information. The C-array data were subsequently
combined with the A-array data to make the final maps, which are displayed in Appendix
F. For several (usually very extended) sources, the addition of the A-array data severely
degraded the quality of the map; for these sources the C-array data alone was used to make
the final maps. They are easily distinguished by their much larger beamsize, as displayed
in the bottom left comer of the image. The resolution for the C-array maps is -3
arcseconds; the combined A-array, C-array synthesis maps have a resolution of -1.5
arcsecond. The most populous category is that of double, with 33% of the sample,
followed by non-detections (16%) and core-double sources (11%). The rest of the sources
were distributed among the other categories, with the exception of multiple, which had no
representatives among the C-array sources. Double sources had typical separations of 40"
with a range of -10" to 175" angular scales. One ring was detected, MG0729+2054; it has
been identified with a bright planetary nebula NGC 2392, the "Eskimo."
Observations for the third session, with the VLA in a hybrid A-D array, occurred
on 9Jun95. The A-D hybrid array occurs between re-positioning of the telescopes between
A-array and D-array and produces a sampling of the u-v plane at both short and long
spacings. We observed 77 sources. The data from this run is currently being reduced and
will not be presented here.
2.7 Error and Reliability Analysis
This section will discuss the potential errors in the radio images, positions, and flux
densities of the MGV survey sources, as well as comment on the reliability of the original
MG survey. One limit to image reliability of extended sources in this survey is the
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relatively low sensitivity due to the use of the VLA's 'snapshot' mode. The dynamic range
for these images, after self-calibration when possible, ranged from as little as 6 to 1 for the
faintest features to more than 800 to 1 for the strongest components, with a typical value
of 100 to 1. Low dynamic range can have an effect on the morphological classification
of the source if components are missed. For example, a double source might have a weak
core buried in the noise of the map; a higher dynamic range observation that would detect
such a core would change the classification to core-double. Lawrence et al. [86]
investigated several double sources from their MG-VLA sample with higher sensitivity
observations and discovered that about a third of their double sources would be reclassified
as core-double sources.
Components can also be missed due to over-resolution by the VLA in A-array
configuration. Many of the cometary or diffuse sources may represent one lobe of a wide
separation double where the other lobe is of low extended surface brightness. The diffuse
source MG0232+3424, tagged as a lens candidate because of its ring-like structure, is
actually one lobe of an extended radio galaxy. The other lobe has been resolved away due
to the high resolution of the A-array observations. One other possible cause for missed
components is the automated nature of the data reduction scheme. A distant counterpart,
if bright enough, would be suspected if uncleaned sidelobes are present, but if the
counterpart is too faint it might not be obvious even in a wide field map.
Calibration errors, which can smear the source in the direction of the sidelobes, can
also complicate the morphological classification of the sources. In particular, point sources
and quasi-point sources might be mistaken for one another if the smearing is
misinterpreted. True source extension that happens to be in the direction of the sidelobes
could be discounted as a calibration error effect, in which case a quasi-point source would
be categorized as a point; or the false smearing could be construed as real, causing a point
source to be labeled as a quasi-point source.
Bandwidth smearing can also complicate the interpretation of the structure of the
source. Bandwidth smearing due to the effect of a finite bandwidth occurs for sources
observed far from the delay tracking center. The magnitude of the smearing is
proportional to the distance from the delay center (12+m 2)" times the fractional bandwidth
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(Av/v). [Cotton 89] The structure of a severely bandwidth smeared source can be difficult
to determine, even with knowledge of the direction and magnitude of the smearing. An
example of this effect involves the sources MG0032+1953 and MG0032+1954, which turn
out to be the same object. MG0032+1953 is classified as a core-jet whereas
MG0032+1954, severely bandwidth smeared, is classified as a quasi-point. Therefore, the
classification of any highly bandwidth smeared source should be considered tentative at
best. The table in Appendix B labels affected sources with the notation 'BW' in the last
column; also, for reference, the magnitude and direction of any bandwidth smearing is
indicated as a vector in the bottom left hand corner of each map in Appendix C.
Positional errors can arise from atmospheric turbulence, baseline errors, or errors
in the positions of the phase calibrators. It should also be noted that the "radio position"
of an extended source may be poorly defined, and may depend on the signal-to-noise of
the map as well as on the observing frequency. Fomalont [89] reports that nominal
calibration errors usually lead to an error of 0.1 arcsecond for observations with A-array.
Lawrence et al. [86] re-observed 30 of their sources with the VLA and determined a mean
radial offset of 0." 15 for unresolved features. For the MGV sample, several sources were
observed twice, but not by design, and thus one member of each pair is severely bandwidth
smeared. For the two sources observed twice without bandwidth smearing, the mean radial
offset is 0."04. For the other source pairs (5 total) affected by bandwidth smearing, the
mean error is 0."6, emphasizing once again the degradation of source information for a
highly bandwidth smeared object. For the MGV survey, we will adopt the value
determined by Lawrence et al. and set the positional uncertainty to be 0.15 arcseconds.
Determining the errors that affect the reported MGV flux densities is more
problematic. A simple comparison of re-observed sources will not suffice due to the
variability that many compact radio sources exhibit, unless this re-observation is done
within a short time period. In addition, the use of the high resolution A-array can over-
resolve some source features and thus lead to an under-estimation of the flux density of
the source. For the statistical tests discussed in Section 2.9, we use the single-dish 5 GHz
flux density as reported in the MG II and III surveys to avoid the resolution effect. The
primary flux calibrator used for the MGV observations was 3C286, whose flux density was
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calculated using the values of Baars et al. [1977]. The uncertainty in the flux density of
3C286 is less than 1 to 2%. One source, MG1759+2343, was re-observed within a short
time period since it happens to be a VLA calibrator. The peak and integrated flux density
errors for this point source were 0.4% and 0.6% respectively. The quality of the final
"cleaned" map will have a strong effect on the integrated flux density. Bandwidth
smearing, in particular, causes great loss in flux density proportional to the degree of
smearing; thus the flux density information for severely bandwidth smeared sources
seriously underestimates the true flux density of the source. Estimated peak flux density
errors for non-bandwidth smeared sources is estimated to be 3% or less. Because the
integrated flux density is so dependent on the individual map, it is presented for reference
only and is most accurate for the highest dynamic range maps of sources with simple
morphologies.
The large number of non-detections (294, or 12%) provides a cross check on the
reliability of the original MG II and III surveys. The reported reliabilities for the two
surveys are 97% and 96% respectively which for our sample would imply -86 sources out
of the 2448 should be spurious. [Langston et al 90, Griffith et al 90] Observations with
C-array showed that approximately 32% of the A-array non-detections were spurious; the
remaining 68% were over-resolved. Extrapolating this percentage to the larger sample
would imply that -94 of the 294 non-detections represent true spurious sources, which gives
a reliability of approximately 96% for the MGV subsample. Thus, the combined A-array
and C-array VLA observations confirm the reported reliabilities of the MG II and MG III
surveys.
2.8 Optical Identifications
The VLA positions of all MGV source components were used to search for optical
counterparts using the Digitized Sky Survey 1 of the POSS E plates. Three arcminute square
1The images on these discs are based on photographic data obtained using the Oschin
Schmidt Telescope on Palomar Mountain. The Palomar Observatory Sky Survey was funded
by the National Geographic Society. The Oschin Schmidt Telescope is operated by the
California Institute of Technology and Palomar Observatory. The plates were processed into
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fields, centered on the radio source component positions, were extracted as FITS files from
the DSS scans and were plotted in greyscale with AIPS. The plots were inspected visually
to ascertain whether an optical source could be identified with the radio position.
Positional coincidence was assumed if the optical object was within one pixel (-1."7) of the
radio component position. This value, which represents a 3a finding box, was adopted
following the methodology of Lawrence et al. [86] who do a rigorous analysis of positional
errors for a similar radio-optical identification program. An object located between the
lobes of a double radio source was also considered a positive identification. Unfortunately
the DSS does not give sufficient information for accurate magnitude determination; future
work will include the estimation of magnitudes through use of the magnitude-size relation
given by King and Raff [77].
Optical classifications, tabulated along with the radio morphologies in Table 2.2,
were categorized as Empty Field (EF); Galaxy (G); Object (0); Faint Object (FO); or
Unknown (U). Obvious identifications were classified as G, if they were clearly extended,
or O, if not. Because these categories were done by eye, the O class probably contains
fainter galaxies as well as stellar-type sources. Objects were classified as FO if they
represented identifications near the plate limit, which is approximately 20.0 for the POSS
E (red) plates. For five sources I encountered errors when attempting image extraction
from the DSS and thus are unclassified. Six radio sources (5 doubles and 1 core-jet) had
two optical identifications, one for each component of the source.
The completeness (C) and the reliability (R) of the optical identifications can be




C(p,a,rs) = (1+2pco2)-'(1-e 20a)
the present compressed digital form with their permission. The Digitized Sky Survey was
produced at the Space Telescope Science Institute (ST ScI) under U.S. Government grant
NAG W-2166.
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where p is the density of optical objects, a is the positional uncertainty in the radio and
optical coordinates, and r, is the search radius. The reliability for a fractional identification
ratef is given by:
2 -(1+2,n pa 2 (2.2)
R(p, ,r,f) =C[f-' +(1 -f-')e - epr" -e 2 2)
The full derivation of these expressions can be found in Condon et al [75]. The density
p of objects on the POSS plates (m<20) is approximately 1 arcmin-" away from the
Galactic plane. Assuming a 0."5 arcsecond offset positional uncertainty (, and a-3a search
radius r,, the 38.2% identification rate leads to a completeness of C=0.988 and reliability
R=0.996. This would imply that we have overlooked 9 optical identifications, and have
made 3 spurious identifications.
The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)2 was also searched for cross-
identifications for all sources. Appendix C contains a table listing the possible cross-
identification, its distance, in arcminutes, from the MGV source position, and flux
density/magnitude and spectral index/redshift information if available. NED reports
redshifts for 176 (7%) of the MGV source sample. The redshift distribution for these
sources is shown in Figure 2.4. There are 104 QSOs (59%) and 72 galaxies (41%) in the
NED sample. The mean redshift is 0.9, which breaks down into an average redshift of
1.27 for the QSOs and 0.39 for the galaxies. The mean flux density for these identified
sources is quite bright-- 550 mJy-- with the galaxies (680 mJy) brighter than the QSOs
(460 mJy). The average spectral index is -0.60, with the QSOs at -0.50 and the galaxies
at -0.73. Table 2.3 contains the breakdown of NED identified sources into the various
morphological types, their optical identification type (percentage that are galaxies), and
mean redshift. Unfortunately these redshifts cannot be assumed to be typical for the
2 The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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majority of MGV sources since these values are characteristic of the brightest sources only.
Since the typical MGV source is fainter by a least one radio magnitude, it is most likely
at an average redshift larger than the sample presented here. Spinrad et al. [93] have been
conducting an ongoing survey of redshifts of sources selected from the MG I survey and
have found that MG sources are on average at much higher redshifts, -8% with z > 2,
than the much brighter 3CR survey, which has <1% with z>2. [Spinrad et al. 93]
Redshift Distribution of Identified MGV Sources
0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Redshift z
Figure 2.4 Redshift Distribution of NED-identified MGV sources.
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Flux Density Distribution of the MGV Sample
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Log(Flux Density in mJy)
Flux Density Distribution of the MGII and MGIII Surveys
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The C-band flux density distributions of the MGV sample (upper) and the





Spectral Index Distribution of the MGV Sample
-4 -3 -2 -1 0
Spectral Index
1 2
Spectral Index Distribution of MGII and MGllI Surveys
-4 -3 -2 -1 0
Spectral Index
Figure 2.7 The spectral index distribution of the MGV sample (upper) compared with the
MGII/III surveys (lower).
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2.9 Analysis
Various statistical tests were performed on the classification frequency data using
the statistical software package SST. The first test was to see how similar the MGV
sample is to the whole MG II/III survey from which it was drawn. The MG II/III surveys
are 99.8% complete at the 90 mJy level and 99.3% complete at the 70 mJy level.
[Langston et al. 90, Griffith et al. 90] Thus, if the MGV sample is shown to be
representative of the MG II/III survey, the characteristics of its sources, such as frequencies
and optical identification rates, will reflect the attributes of a complete flux-limited sample.
The MGV sources were selected randomly by flux density interval and restricted to lie
outside the Galactic plane, Ibl > 100, with right ascensions chosen to fit the observing time
allocated. The sky distribution of MGV source component positions is shown in Figure
2.5. The "zone of avoidance" (the Galactic plane) is noticeable by the absence of sources.
A display of number of sources per MG C-band flux density interval for my sample is
shown in Figure 2.6, along with a comparison plot of the full MG II and MG III surveys.
Figure 2.7 displays the spectral index distribution of the MGV sample versus the MG II/II
survey.
Table 2.5 contains the results of various statistical tests. Including the 2448 MGV
sources, the MG II/III survey contains 10934 sources. Comparing the mean and standard
deviations for the logarithms of the flux density and for the spectral indices of the
unrestricted MG versus the MGV sample shows differences between the two: 104.6(2.1)
mJy and 130.4(1.9) mJy for the flux density and -0.75(0.58) and -0.68(0.51) for the
spectral index, respectively. However, Galactic plane sources were not excluded from the
MG sample; a better comparison would exclude these sources and also compare the two
samples above a set flux density, chosen to be 70 mJy. For this restricted sample, which
compares 5019 MG sources to 2443 MGV sources, the values are much closer: 146.0(2.0)
mJy and 130.6(1.9) mJy for flux density, and -0.66(0.50) and -0.68(0.51) respectively. The
MGV sample is thus somewhat fainter on average than the MG II/III survey, but has a
comparable average spectral index. The distributions also appear similar, as seen in
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Flux Density/Spectral Index Distribution by Morphological Class
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Figure 2.8 The distribution of morphological types in mean flux density/mean spectral








Two weighting schemes were developed for the MGV sample with the help of J.
Jacobson in order to make the sample more representative of the complete MG II/III
survey. The first scheme involved weights for 13 log flux density bins; the second
calculated weights in two dimensions - for flux density and spectral index - and included
143 categories. Using the first set of weights, the MGV sample log flux density mean
becomes 145.4(2.0) mJy and spectral index mean, -0.66(0.52). The second weighting
method produces a 145.5(2.0) mJy weighted mean log density and a -0.66(0.51) weighted
mean spectral index. Because the MGV sources were selected irrespective of spectral
index, the first weighting scheme is more appropriate for this sample and produces an
acceptable "fit" to the characteristics and distributions of the MG II/III survey.
Table 2.4 also lists the various morphological categories and their incidence for the
unweighted and weighted samples. Percentage incidence does not change appreciably
under the weighting schemes which is an indication of how close the original MGV sample
is to being representative. Point sources comprise the most populous category, with 31%
of the sample, followed by double sources, with 19% of the sample. Multiple and jet
sources are the most rare, with 1.3% and 1.5% of the sample, respectively. Appendix G
contains plots of the (unweighted) flux density and spectral index distributions for each
morphological class. The point sources have the flattest spectra, with a weighted mean
spectral index of -0.31 (0.54). The categories with the steepest spectral indices include the
diffuse (-0.97), over-resolved (-0.96), and cometary (-0.93) groups, reflecting the extended
radio emission in these sources. The unclassified sources, whose u-v data indicate that
they are probable point sources, have a corroborating flat mean spectral index, which
indicates that when their (corrupted) data are reduced, the'point' category will be the likely
beneficiary. The different morphological groups are plotted in Figure 2.8 in a "phase
space" diagram of weighted mean flux density and weighted mean spectral index. This
diagram clearly shows how point sources are the flattest spectrum sources; multiples are
the brightest; and doubles and core-double are virtually indistinguishable, indicating that
they may really be members of the same general class.
Some 38.2% of the MGV sources have optical identifications on the POSS E plates.
This value is somewhat lower than the 45% identification rate reported for the MG sample
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of 602 sources investigated by Lawrence et al. [84]. The difference may be due to the
lower average radio flux density of the MGV sample. The mean flux density for identified
sources is 220 mJy versus 164 mJy for unidentified sources. The identification rates per
flux density bin are displayed in Figure 2.9. The identification rate increases with
increasing flux density of the radio source. Sources with flux densities greater than 200
mJy have an identification rate of 51% versus 35% for sources weaker than 200 mJy. The
mean spectral index is flatter for optically identified sources; it is -0.52 for identified
sources and -0.75 for empty field sources. The identification percentage is plotted versus
spectral index bin in Figure 2.10. The identification rate generally decreases as the spectral
index steepens. Sources with spectral indices flatter than -0.50 have a 53% identification
rate versus a 36% identification rate for sources with a<-0.50, and a 22% identification
rate for a<-1.0. The correlation of radio spectral index with identification rates has been
noted for other samples; the 5 GHz sample of Condon et al [75], complete to 100 mJy, and
the study by Tielens et al. [79] of steep spectrum sources, are two examples. The steepest
spectrum sources may be located at higher redshifts on average than other sources.
CD CJ Cm Df D J M P QP T
58.3 52.2 81.7 86.3 74.2 60.5 60.7 52.3 58.8 52.9
2.8 5.7 2.2 0.8 2.9 0.0 3.6 3.9 6.2 1.5
24.1 20.1 9.7 4.8 11.3 26.3 14.3 19.8 20.3 23.5
14.8 22.6 6.5 8.1 11.5 13.2 21.4 24.0 14.7 22.1
able 2.5 Optical Identification Percentage by Radio Morphological Class.
CD CJ Cm Df D J M P QP T
5.1 6.7 6.1 8.6 27.1 1.9 1.4 31.7 8.4 2.9
4.3 12.9 2.9 1.4 18.6 0.0 1.4 41.4 15.7 1.4
7.7 9.4 2.7 1.8 15.0 3.0 1.2 44.0 10.6 4.7
4.6 10.2 1.7 2.8 14.8 1.4 1.7 51.1 7.4 4.3











Optical Identification Rate versus Flux Density
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Figure 2.9 The percentage optical identification rate per flux density bin. The bins in mJy
are (1) 70-80, (2) 80-90, (3) 90-100, (4) 100 -125, (5) 125-150, (6) 150-175, (7) 175-200,
(8) 200-250, (9) 250-300, (10) 300-400, (11) 400-500, (12) 500-750, (13) >750.
Optical Identification Rate versus Spectral Index
U.
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Figure 2.10 The percentage optical identification rate per spectral index bin. The s.i. bins
are (1) <-1.05, (2) -1.05 to -0.90, (3) -0.75 to -0.90, (4) -0.60 to -0.75, (5) -0.45 to -0.60,
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Table 2.4 contains the breakdown of each radio class with optical identification.
Point sources and core-jet sources have the highest identification rates, at nearly 48%,
whereas diffuse and cometary sources had the lowest optical identifications at 14% and
18% respectively. Since diffuse and cometary sources have the steepest spectra in the
sample, these low rates are not surprising. The distribution of optical identifications in
percentage as ascribed to various morphological classes is shown in Table 2.5. An
ordinary least squares regression was performed to explore the relationship between
identification rate and source characteristics. The probability of a source having an optical
identification was estimated as a linear function of radio morphology, flux density, and
spectral index. Holding constant flux density and spectral index, cometary, diffuse and
double sources are significantly less likely, by 20, 25 and 14 percentage points
respectively, to be identified than point sources. Double sources may be less likely to be
identified since there is no obvious core to constrain the probable location of an optical
counterpart. Cometary and diffuse sources, since many may represent one lobe of an
unrecognized double, would also be expected to have lower optical identifications.
Controlling for morphology and spectral index, flux densities below 200 mJy are associated
with 11 percentage point lower identification than flux densities greater than 200 mJy.
With morphology and flux density held constant, steep spectrum sources (a < -.05) are
estimated to have 9 percentage points lower identification than flat spectrum sources (a
> -0.5), and very steep spectrum sources (a <-1) are estimated to have 11 percentage
points lower identification than steep spectrum sources, and thus 20 percentage points
lower than flat spectrum sources. Faint (< 200 mJy) and very steep spectrum sources as
a group may represent the highest redshift objects in the MGV sample.
The distribution of angular separation for double sources is shown in Figure 2.11.
Close double sources were excluded and are discussed further in the next chapter. The
separations for doubles range from 1."2 arcseconds to over 150". Sources with very wide
separations may represent two distinct sources rather than two components of the same
radio object. A least squares analysis of angular separation versus the logarithm of the 5
GHz flux density for double sources shows a statistically significant positive correlation
between the two. Larger angular separations between the lobes of a double are associated
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with higher flux densities. The most obvious interpretation of this correlation is that large
separation doubles are on average closer, and thus apparently brighter. The mean
separation among double sources in the MGV sample is 17 arcseconds. We also note, for
double sources whose redshifts are known from NED, that steeper spectral indices are
positively correlated with higher redshifts, which is also consistent with the observation
that steeper spectrum sources are much less likely to have optical identifications than flatter
spectrum sources. It remains unclear at this time whether the observed correlation between
spectral index and redshift indicates an overall evolution of spectral index with cosmic
epoch, or whether it is indicative of a luminosity-spectral index connection. Further
analysis is needed with fully optically identified deep radio samples to understand this
correlation. [Wall and Peacock 85]
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Lens candidates from our sample of nearly 2500 sources were selected by virtue
of having double or multiple compact components, or displaying arc-like or ring-like
extended structure. Close double sources were deemed lens candidates if they evidenced
unresolved components of similar flux densities as well as having relatively flat spectral
indices. All close doubles were optically imaged, as described in Chapter 3, as part of a
program to study the nature of these interesting objects. All non-double sources regarded
as possible lens candidates are displayed in Figure 2.12. These lens candidates were
included in our optical observing program, and data reduction is in progress. The
following MGV sources are considered the strongest individual lens candidates in the
MGV sample.
MG0232+3424:
This ring-like candidate displays at least one compact feature in addition to a ring.
It has been identified as one lobe of the radio galaxy 3C68.1, which has visual magnitude
mvu19 and redshift z=1.238. The other component, nearly 60" distant, had been resolved
away. Evidence of a galaxy superimposed on the center of the ring would make a strong
argument for lensing; however, deep optical observations with the 1.3 m McGraw-Hill
telescope have not shown an optical counterpart down to mrn 2 3. Further observations are
warranted, but MG0232+3424 does not appear to be a lensing system.
MG1011+3155:
This lens candidate consists of three images in a triangular formation one arcsecond
across, two of which appear resolved. Deep optical observations of this source at the
MDM observatory (see Section 3.5) show a faint -21 R magnitude optical identification.
We obtained multifrequency VLA observations (see Section 3.4) in C-band, X-band, and
U-band for this source. Three gaussian components were fit to the C- and X-band images.
One component in the U-band image was significantly reduced in intensity from the other
images. The computed spectral indices between C- and X-bands for the three components
were c=0.07, -1.31, and -1.02. The wide discrepancies in spectral indices and appearance
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of the source in different bands argues strongly against a lensing interpretation of this
system. The flat spectrum component may represent the core of the source; the two steep
spectrum lobes might be endpoints of jets emitted asymmetrically from the central core
whose angle might appear exaggerated due to the source's orientation.
MG1424+2255 (B 1422+231):
The confirmed lens system, MG1424+2255, is present in the MGV sample. It was
first discovered by Patnaik et al. [92] who observed it just one month before we did. This
lens, of angular size 1."3, appears as a "pawprint" with three images of similar flux density
and one image much fainter. This is one of the highest redshift lens systems known; the
background quasar is measured at a redshift of 3.62. Recent HST observations of the
system, also known as B1422+231, detect the lensing galaxy, located near the faintest
image, with characteristics typical of a luminous elliptical at an approximate redshift of
z~0.4. [Impey et al. 96] This system can be modeled well with an elliptical potential lens
located near the de-magnified image, consistent with the HST result. [Hogg et al. 94] The
geometry, with two images almost coalescing, implies a location near a cusp in the source
plane, with an overall magnification of -29. Due to the radio variability of the quasar and
the simple lensing geometry, this interesting lens system shows promise as a means for
determining the Hubble constant through measurements of time delay between the various
images. [Impey et al. 96]
MG1544+3712:
This source appears to be a multiple in an "L" shape in VLA A-array observations.
This source was observed with MERLIN (Section 3.6) and appears to be a 0."5 double
with extended emission associated with the upper component. This source possibly
represents a lensed core. Optical observations show identification with a bright QSO at
redshift 0.972 with V magnitude of 17.7. Multifrequency VLA observations in C-band,
X-band, and U-band were done for this source. With 'JMFIT' within AIPS, two gaussian
profiles were fit to the two compact components to extract peak and integrated flux density
information from X- and U-band images. The C-band data was of too low resolution to
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separate the components. A calculation of a two point spectral index gives a flat 0.06
spectral index for the southern component, and a steeper -0.6 index for the northern
component. However, there may be contamination from the steep spectrum extended
emission that is connected with the northern component; higher resolution VLBA
observations would be useful to accurately determine the spectral index of the northern
component. One argument against the lensing hypothesis is the linear polarization
associated with the northern component and not with the southern core. Nonetheless, this
source merits further study in its own right due to its unusual morphology.
What is the expected number of gravitational lensing systems in this MGV sample
of 2448 sources? To date, only one lens, MG1424+2255, has been confirmed in this
sample. MG1544+3712 is the strongest among the unconfirmed candidates, though many
questions remain about its true nature. Both of these systems are multiple image
candidates, whereas theoretical predictions favor an abundance of ring-like lenses in the
MGV survey.
The optical depth, or probability, of lensing for a comoving density of singular
isothermal sphere (SIS) lenses nL=n(1+zL)3 at redshift zL is given by: [Turner et al 84]
d-r=n cdtaz (2.3)nLOdZLL
where a is the cross section for lensing, which for an elliptical source of major axis A and




rT=ro - and ro=4x(-)
Dos c
The asymptotic tangential radius r. can also be expressed ro=l."4a 2202 where a 220 is the
velocity dispersion of the lensing galaxy in units of 220 km s-'. Integrating over the lens
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redshift ZL, and assuming a comoving density of lensing galaxies, n=1.3x10 2n.3 Mpc 3 h3 ,
the optical depth for lensing becomes:





The optical depth for lensing of a point source is given by Co, which is approximately
0.014r 2204n 1.3.
Unfortunately, for the MGV survey only a small number of redshifts are known
from comparison with other surveys. Kochanek and Lawrence [90] used the (few)
redshifts known for the 5 GHz MG survey sources, along with measurements of the major
and minor axes of extended sources, to estimate lensing probabilities for the various
morphological classes present in their sample. The mean optical depth for all non-point
sources <T/to> is 0.77, which is -19 times the probability if all sources were considered
points. These lens systems would appear as rings of mean angular size of ro/2-0."7, perhaps
embedded in regions of extended radio emission. If we assume that the 8.4 GHz MGV
sample can be characterized by similar redshifts and source sizes, and that this analysis
gives an accurate measure of lensing probabilities, we would expect as many as <n> - 13
ring-like lenses in our sample of 1250 non-point sources, in addition to <n> - 0.4 multiple
image lenses from the 754 point sources. Therefore, the discovery of one confirmed
multiple image lensing system, MG1424+2255, is consistent with the number of lenses
expected from point sources, but it appears that we may be missing a substantial number
of potential ring type lenses in our sample. The assumption of similar source sizes
between the 5 GHz and 8.4 GHz sample is probably incorrect; MG source sizes would
probably be smaller at the higher frequency, and thus the lensing probability would be
lower. However, this effect would not be expected to lower the number of expected lenses
by more than a factor of 2. The source size difference effect on the lensing probability
might be mitigated by the likelihood that the redshift distribution of the MG II and III
surveys, from which the MGV sample was drawn, may be higher on average, since the
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flux density limit is lower. [Conner et al. 92] In this case we would be expected to
discover more lenses than these calculations would predict. In any event, it appears that
we may be missing a substantial number of ring-type lenses in the MGV sample.
The relatively low sensitivity of the MGV snapshots may be one reason behind the
perceived absence of ring-type lenses in our sample. A ring that is overlaid on a region
of extended emission may be difficult to distinguish from normal lobe features, especially
if the contrast is low. Also, A-array observations may over-resolve large lobe features thus
making a ring impossible to detect. On the other hand, A-array 8.4 GHz observations have
the advantage of having the resolution to detect the small angular size lenses predicted.
Kochanek and Lawrence [90] performed some resolution calculations, assuming that one
could distinguish a lens if its radius was twice that of the dispersion of the restoring beam,
and estimated that X-band A-array observations would be able to detect 60% of the rings
present in the data. The MGV data needs to be examined more closely; Conner's [96]
"MAINMAP" procedure gives the option of making uniform and superuniform weighted
maps at low and high resolution that would be sensitive to a wide range of image features.
These procedures, in addition to a close inspection of the POSS optical images to search
for possible lensing galaxies coincident with the radio lobes, may be the key to discovering
the many possible lenses in this radio sample.
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Compact Steep Spectrum Double Radio Sources
3.1 Introduction
The MGV 8.4 GHz survey sample is a powerful resource for studying radio source
morphology and evolution. In particular, it offers many examples of compact steep
spectrum (CSS) double radio sources, which comprise about 2% of the sample. Compact
steep spectrum radio sources show compact structure on small angular scales, typically
under 2 arcseconds, corresponding to linear scales of under 10 kpc, while maintaining steep
spectral indices more typical of diffuse extended radio sources, usually radio galaxies. Just
what are these sources? Are they radio galaxies at large redshifts or just projections of
larger sources in the sky? Do they represent a separate class of radio object or do they
indicate a familiar radio source in an unusual environment? What can they tell us about
radio source evolution?
3.2 Background
Traditionally, radio sources have been divided into two main classes based on
morphology determined through conventional radio interferometry. Compact flat spectrum
sources appear unresolved on even the smallest scales and show spectra indicative of
synchrotron self-absorption. They are usually associated with the cores of radio galaxies
and radio-loud quasars. The second class of object is diffuse steep spectrum sources,
which are usually associated with radio lobes. Radio lobes are produced by radio emitting
plasma, perhaps as energy loss from an outflow of relativistic particles from the central
core. Lobe-dominated radio sources usually show structure on the scale of tens of
arcseconds.
With the advent of radio interferometry came the discovery that there appears to
be a third class of object comprising compact steep spectrum (CSS) radio sources. These
sources are defined by having projected sizes in the sky of less than about 10 kpc, which
is thus sub-galactic, by showing steep spectra at high frequencies, and by having structure
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unresolved by conventional radio interferometry (1-2 arcseconds). These sources became
an active object of study with the technique of VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry),
since one needs much higher resolution to study the structure of these objects. Many
workers have studied these objects and have found that they show a similar range of
complex morphologies as do larger sources.
Only in the past two decades have a fair-sized sample of these objects been
studied. Some examples of VLBI investigation of CSS sources are Fanti and Fanti [89,
85] and Spencer et al. [91, 89]. The Fanti sample is derived from the revised 3CR 178
MHz survey, complete to 10 Jy, and from the PW 2.7 GHz catalog, complete to 1.5 Jy.
In contrast, the MGV close double sample, presented in section 3.4, has a much lower flux
density limit, since it is derived from the MG II/III surveys which are nearly 100%
complete at 90 mJy. This well-defined MGV sample has a vital role to fill in the study
of CSS sources.
3.3 Current Understanding
Many workers have studied and speculated about the nature of CSS sources. No
consensus has yet emerged, though the evolutionary theory-- that CSS double sources
represent an early stage in the evolution of extended double radio sources-- is gaining
increasing support. By definition, compact steep spectrum sources have a) projected linear
sizes of under -10 kpc, which corresponds to angular sizes of under 1 to 2 arcseconds for
typical CSS source redshifts and b) steep spectral indices, a<-0.5, where Socvaat high
frequencies. These objects are primarily studied via the technique of VLBI. Conway et
al. [94] show that CSS sources are divisible into two classes-- double and core-jet-- similar
to larger radio sources. Spencer et al. [89] identifies doubles with galaxies (80%) whereas
core-jet sources are primarily identified with quasars (93%). Compact doubles, or compact
symmetric objects (CSOs) are a subset of the doubles with projected linear sizes of under
1 kpc. In analogy, CSS doubles that range from 1 kpc to 10 kpc are sometimes termed
MSOs for medium-sized symmetric objects. [Fanti et al. 95] CSS doubles and core-jet
sources may be distinct phenomena, requiring different explanatory models. The following
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subsections review the varied hypotheses for the CSS phenomenon, concluding with
current evolutionary models that link CSS doubles with extended doubles.
3.3.1 Projection Effects
Is the compact nature of CSS radio sources simply explainable as a projection
effect? Could these sources simply represent larger sources observed close to the line of
sight? Some of these sources are undoubtedly examples of projected extended sources, but
what percentage can be explained this way and can these "false" CSSs be identified? Fanti
et al. [90] show that we cannot explain away the majority of CSSs as simply the result of
projection effects. First, sources seen nearly end-on would have properties that would
differ from what is actually observed in the CSS source population. The lobe facing the
observer in a projected source would be significantly Doppler boosted, but most of these
sources appear symmetric with the median of flux density ratios between components very
close to one. Furthermore, the ratio of core to extended flux would be higher due to this
boosting than for larger sources, but Fanti and coworkers did not observe this with their
sample.
Fanti et al. [90] do a calculation to determine what percentage of these sources are
explainable as projection effects. They made a model of the distribution of diameters for
a population of radio sources and project the sources in the sky, assuming that they would
be oriented randomly. The model is then fitted to the observed distribution of their CSS
sample as shown in Figure 3.1. A contrast of the model with the observed distribution
shows that only about a quarter of the sources can be ascribed to projection effects.
Spencer et al. [94] states that many of the projected sources can be identified with those
CSSs which show the most distorted structures. Jets that have even mild curvature can
appear wildly distorted if viewed along the line-of-sight.
For the MGV close double sample, we have performed a different test, detailed in
Section 3.4.1, that confirms that most close doubles are intrinsically small, with only -28%









Figure 3.1 Fanti et al. [90]'s model (continuous line) for the intrinsic linear size
distribution of radio galaxies (a) and quasars (b) compared with the observed distribution




CSS sources whose redshifts are known are preferentially found at intermediate to
high redshifts, with z > 0.2 in most cases. [Fanti et al. 90] Redshift alone does not explain
the small angular separations of these sources since the projected linear sizes of these
sources are subgalactic. A radio object of 2 arcsecond size will have a linear size of 4.2h-1
kpc at z=0.2 and a size of 8.5h-' kpc at z=1, assuming qo=0.5. These small linear
separations imply that the radio source is contained well within the narrow line region
(NLR) of the parent galaxy, and for the most compact doubles, perhaps within the broad
line region (BLR), and interactions with the ambient gas may be important. Many workers
espouse the view that CSSs show evidence for the evolution of the interstellar medium.
The nuclear environment of the parent galaxy may be more dense and chaotic at higher
redshifts than at low redshifts [de Young 93] causing confinement of the jets, as explained
in subsection 3.3.3 as the "frustration" hypothesis for these sources. Alternately, the high
redshifts could imply that CSSs represent an earlier stage in the evolution of classical
double radio sources, as explained in the last subsection.
3.3.3 Jet Confinement by Dense ISM
Another theory holds that CSSs are sources that are constrained to small linear sizes
by an unusually dense interstellar medium in the host galaxy. Van Breugal et al. [84]
show that their sample of CSS sources at 6 cm have lower polarizations than typical radio
sources, implying the presence of relatively dense, depolarizing ionized gas. Spencer et
al. [89] point out that the linear sizes of CSSs are by definition subgalactic, where one
would expect a dense gas nuclear environment. Mantovani et al. [94]'s study of
polarization and rotation measures for these sources lead them to conclude that they are
products of an unusually dense ISM that "inhibits the radio source from growing to larger,
typical dimensions." However, although many of these sources do have high rotation
measures, it is difficult to quantify the gas densities via the RM due to uncertainties about
the path length and the magnitude of the magnetic field. Mantovani et al.'s observational
data are therefore suggestive, but not persuasive.
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What do we know about the composition of the ISM in active galaxies? Multi-
wavelength observations support the two-phase model which posits a tepid (104K)
component composed of dense (<103-104 cm-3) NL clouds with filling factors 4 <10 -4 and
thus a low average density (~-10-3-10-1 cm-3); and a hot (107K) component, observable in X-
rays, with an average density of 10-2-10-1 cm-3. The NL region extends to -30 kpc; the hot
halo gas can extend much further, but with a drop-off in density past the core radius (2-3
kpc for ellipticals). [Fanti et al. 95, Forman et al. 85] Studies of H3 and narrow-line
intensities for several CSS sources show that their tepid gas densities are not appreciably
different from that of other active galaxies, though line profiles are often broader, implying
a more turbulent medium. [Gelderman and Whittle 94] ROSAT observations of two CSS
sources in the X-ray band 0.2-2 keV put an upper limit to X-ray luminosities of < 3x10 42
h2 erg s"', which is on the low end for a typical extended radio source. [O'Dea et al. 95]
Calculations of expected X-ray luminosities for a range of central densities and core radii
needed to contain a typical MSO show that required values would be about -2 orders of
magnitude higher than that which is observed. [Fanti et al. 95] Thus it appears unlikely
that the hot gas is dense enough to "frustrate" the jets of a CSS double source.
Ambient gas densities at earlier epochs could be substantially higher; Forbes et al.
[95] suggest up to a ten-fold increase in ISM densities at high redshifts. De Young [93,
91] has performed hydrodynamic simulations of the propagation of jets of various powers
through a two-phase higher density ISM. With an average ISM density of 10 cm "3, low
luminosity jets (< 104 4 erg s1) can be confined for at least -1.5x10 7 yr, which represents a
typical lifetime for a radio source. However, De Young's numerical simulations show that
high power jets (-1045 erg s-1) are not similarly contained in such a high density
environment. Even higher density interstellar media (>100 cm"3) could frustrate a high
power jet, but would imply an unreasonable and unstable amount of total mass in the gas
disk. [De Young 93]
It should be kept in mind that CSS core-jet sources and CSS doubles may differ
in their environments and subsequent evolution. Highly distorted and complex
morphologies have been noted for many CSS core-jet sources which may be evidence for
a particularly dense or inhomogeneous interstellar environment. [Conway et al. 94] In
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contrast, CSS doubles are typically symmetric with little evidence of distortion. Ram-
pressure calculations (Section 3.8) applied to the CSS doubles do indicate that they are
likely to be young objects and probably progenitors to large, classical double radio sources.
3.3.4 "Smothered" Larger Source
Baum et al. [90] have an example of one CSS source (0108+388) showing some
weak extended emission on a larger scale. They suggest that this could represent a source
that was larger at an earlier time but was "smothered" by an infall of dense gas. [De
Young 91] Other CSS sources would need to be observed at greater sensitivity and
dynamic range to determine whether more of these sources show evidence of weak
extended emission. If so, these sources would not be young and the radio activity might
be recurrent.
3.3.5 New Class of Object
CSS sources could represent a new class of young, short-lived radio source.
Readhead et al. [94] argue that CSOs, a subset of CSSs, are intrinsically young. They
propose that CSO activity could be caused by the capture of a single star by a central black
hole and could thus be a short-lived stage in the life of an elliptical galaxy.
3.3.6 Young Radio Objects
In one of the first papers on the CSS phenomenon, Phillips and Mutel [80]
interpreted two very compact double objects observed by VLBI as progenitors of larger,
classical double sources. Their sources fit well in an evolutionary progression linking
angular size and redshift, and the total radio luminosity of these sources is similar to that
of larger double sources. A particularly useful and simple model for the evolution of
compact doubles to classical doubles is presented by Carvalho [85], who favors a
traditional beaming model for use in studying the propagation of the jets. In such a
beaming model, the symmetric jets originate from a central source, perhaps a ring of
material surrounding a black hole. The energy in the beams is conveyed via thejets to the
outer radio-emitting lobes. A hotspot would appear where the jet terminates and represents
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the conversion of energy into relativistically moving protons and electrons accompanied
by a magnetic field.
Carvalho's [85] model is derived from the following relations. The total particle




where Lo is the initial energy input rate in erg/s, and V, is the particle escape speed. At
time to, the radio lobe achieves equilibrium between its internal pressure and the ram
pressure of the interstellar medium, which gives us a second equation:
13(dr)2 1 dr 1 2 (3.2)
dt 3 dt 4
where p is the density of the ISM and u is the total energy density. Conservation of
energy gives us the relation for the energy input rate Q:
dU U drdU=Q- U dr (3.3)
dt r dt
The final equation in Carvalho's model is derived by equating pressure at the hotspot. 0
is the beam solid angle, and the exponent a refers to the widening of the beam as
proportional to RT:
R(t) 2a dR 2 2a+1 L( O) ( ) (3.4)R(t) dt 3 )cR2(t)p
Carvalho solved these asymptotically with equations of the form rocRoctP, Uoct-r, and the
luminosity L decreases after to proportional to t'. The density of the ISM decreases as
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Figure 3.2 "The diameter (a), energy density (b), radio luminosity at 1407 MHz (c) and
surface brightness at 1407 MHz (d) as a function of the separation between the components
of compact and extended double sources. The lines are the evolutionary tracks calculated
according to the model described in the text. In (b), (c) and (d) the lower curves are for
Lo=6x1l046 erg s', do=100 pc and H,=2x10 " G, while the upper curves are for Lo=2x10 49
erg s-', do=400 pc and H.=4x104 G. In (a) the first time-scale (t in yr) is for a=1/2 and the
first set of parameters above. The second scale is for a=1/2 and the second set of






y=a-1 and (2a+2-8)P=2-a and (5-6)p=2-y
Carvalho compares this model to quantities calculated from observational data on a sample
of symmetric compact double sources primarily observed by Phillips and Mutel [82] and
also to a selection of Fanaroff-Riley type II sources (FRII) taken from the 3CR catalog.
Figure 3.2 reproduces his results, which shows that the sources' diameters, energy densities,
luminosities, and surface brightnesses are described well by the evolutionary model he
details. His model also gives an estimate of ages which fits well with an evolutionary
scenario: 103-104 years for the compact doubles and 106-108 for the classical FRII doubles.
Mutel and Phillips [88] use this model to bolster their conclusion that compact
doubles-*CSS double sources-+extended doubles (probably FRII) in an evolutionary
sequence, with lifetimes related to the relative numbers of sources observed. Fanti et al.
[90] calculate that the CSS stage would last -5x106 years, based on the rate of occurrence
of sources in their sample. This timescale fits well with the dynamical timescale, based
on a reasonable ISM density of 0.1-1 cm-'3 in the nucleus of the parent galaxy.
3.4 Close Doubles in the MGV Sample
Some 2% of the sources in the MGV survey could be classified as CSS close
double radio sources with angular separations of under 2 areseconds. Appendix H contains
a table that lists 50 close double sources, as well as their separations, flux ratios,
component positions, and VLA maps. These numbers were extracted from the VLA maps
using the Gaussian fitting routine JMFTX. Close double sources are relatively evenly
distributed in the sky when compared to the MGV survey distribution. The sky
distribution is shown in Figure 3.3. Several of these close doubles have optical
identifications reported in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED), and they show
a wide variation in optical source properties and redshifts. MG0052+3815 is associated
with a 18.5 magnitude QSO; MG1006+3453 is a bright 16 magnitude galaxy, with zZ0.1;
MG1021+2158 is a distant 23.5 magnitude galaxy at z=1.6; and MG1534+2330 is
coincident with a 14 magnitude spiral galaxy at z.0.02. The classification of MGV close
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(3.5)
doubles as CSS core-jet or double on milliarcsecond scales must await VLBI observations.
A selection of MGV sources were observed with MERLIN (Section 3.7) showing both
core-jet and double morphologies.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 shows the distribution of flux densities and spectral indices for
this sample. Close doubles have a mean log flux somewhat brighter than that of the
general double category, 140 mJy versus 130 mJy, and are also somewhat steeper with a
mean spectral index of -0.94 versus -0.88 for the larger group. The identification rate from
the POSS plates (limiting magnitude -20) is 16%, lower even than that of the doubles
(26%). In Chapter 2 we showed that optical identification is a strong function of spectral
index, with steeper spectrum sources less likely to have optical counterparts on the POSS
plates. The mean steep spectral index of close doubles only partly explains the low
identification rate (16%) of this class, since overall MGV ultra-steep spectrum sources have
an identification rate of 22%. CSS doubles may be intrinsically fainter and/or at much
higher redshift than the typical ultra-steep MGV source. If CSS sources are indeed
confined by a particularly dense ISM, this could lead to more efficient conversion of jet
power to radio emission, and thus CSS sources might be optically fainter than extended
sources of similar radio brightness, if radio flux density is correlated with optical
magnitude. [Gopal-Krishna and Wiita 91, Stanghellini et al. 93]
3.4.1 Projection Effects
The median angular separation of the close doubles in the MGV sample is 0."9.
The distribution of angular separations is shown in Figure 3.6. Undoubtedly some of these
close doubles appear compact due to projection effects. In order to estimate the percentage
of MGV doubles that would represent larger sources viewed at small angles to the line of
sight, a "de-projection" simulation was run on the angular separation data. This technique
has the advantage of not assuming any intrinsic source size distribution, as with the
calculations of Fanti et al. [90]. Each source was assigned a random projection angle, and
then its angular size was "de-projected" to determine its true angular separation if it were
perpendicular to the line of sight. The resulting "true" angular size distribution was then
examined to determine the percentage of sources that were of large angular size. This
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simulation was performed 1000 times with different sets of uniformly generated random
numbers. Because we do not know linear sizes for most MGV close doubles due to the
lack of redshifts, the dividing line between small and large sources is somewhat fuzzy, so
we report percentages for three boundary values of angular size-- 2", 2."5, and 3". For
qo=0.5, these angular sizes correspond to linear extents of 4.2h-' , 5.2h-', and 6.3h-' kpc,
respectively, at z=0.2; and 8.5h- , 10.6h-', and 12.8h-' kpc, respectively, at z=1.0. The
percentage of projected larger sources is 37% (5.9) for a dividing line of 2"; 28% (5.9) for
2."5; and 23% (5.5) for a boundary value of 3". The standard deviation is given in
parentheses. The median value of 2."5 is the most reasonable boundary level to use due
to the preponderance of observed redshifts in the z=0.2-1 range for MGV close double
sources. Thus, we estimate an upper limit of 28% for the percentage of MGV close
doubles that represent intrinsically larger sources (> 10h-' kpc) seen in projection. This
limit is consistent with the value determined by Fanti et al. [90] for their brighter sample
of CSS sources.
3.4.2 Doppler Boosting
The distribution of flux density ratios is given in Figure 3.7. The flux ratios
between components are strongly clustered near one, with a median value of 1.54. We can
estimate a range for the jet velocities if we assume that the Doppler boosting is causing
the apparent asymmetry of inherently symmetric lobes, and that the sources are oriented
randomly in the sky. The lobe flux density ratio is given by: [Spencer et al. 91]
R=( 1+PCOe 3+a (3.6)1-Bcose
Assuming random orientation, the median value for cosO is '2. With a median flux ratio
of 1.54, we can obtain a limit of (m0. 11 for the advance speed of the jets. Therefore, only
a mild level of Doppler boosting can produce the observed median flux ratio in the MGV
close double sources.
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Figure 3.4 The flux density distribution of MGV close double sources
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Figure 3.6 The distribution of angular sizes of MGV close double sources.
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Figure 3.7 The distribution of flux ratios of MGV close double sources.
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3.4.3 Spectral Indices and Angular Size
The spectral index from the MG source list is plotted versus the angular size of the
50 MGV doubles in Figure 3.8. An ordinary least squares fit to the data shows a
statistically significant negative correlation between spectral index and the angular
separation of the close double components. The spectral indices get steeper with
increasing angular size. This potentially is evidence that close doubles are young sources
just beginning to propel their jets; as the lobes expand, their spectral index steepens as the
plasma radiatively ages. In this case, larger sources would be older, giving evidence for
an evolutionary sequence. A better test of this hypothesis would be to plot linear
separation, for which the distance, via the redshift, must be known, versus spectral index.
Alternately, the flux density of smaller separation doubles could have a higher contribution
from a flat spectrum core than that of wider doubles; VLBI observations of these sources
will be essential to study their milliarcsecond-scale structures.
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Figure 3.8 The spectral index plotted against angular size for close double sources.
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3.5 Multifrequency VLA Observations
We obtained multifrequency data for a selection of close doubles and gravitational
lens candidates with the VLA in hybrid A-D array in June 95. The bands chosen were C-
band (6 cm), X-band (3.6 cm) and U-band (2 cm). The data were reduced with the AIPS
routines described in Chapter 2. The CLEAN boxes set for the C-band data were used for
the MAINMAPing of the X-band and U-band data. The synthesized beam was quite
elliptical due to the hybrid nature of the array; the widths for the three bands were
typically 0."8 (C-band, 4.9 GHz); 0."5 (X-band, 8.4 GHz); and 0."3 (U-band, 14.9 GHz).
For more accurate determination of the component flux densities, the X-band and U-band
images were "smoothed" to lower resolution to make them more comparable to the C-band
image resolution. The low resolution maps had restoring beam sizes of -0."9 for X-band
and -0". 7 for U-band. ANALYZE was then used to extract flux density and positional data
on all sources at the three frequencies. The table in Appendix I lists the peak and
integrated flux densities for all sources in the three bands and gives computed spectral
indices for components when possible. The multifrequency images are displayed in
Appendix J.
For the close double sources, the computed spectral indices acx and axu, along with
the spectral index, aLc, reported in the MG source lists, were inspected for spectral
curvature. Figure 3.9 plots the spectral indices against each other: atL versus acx and acx
versus axu. Sources of constant spectral index-- those described by a flat power law--
would lie along a line of slope 1 that would go through the origin. Those with a slope of
one but a non-zero intercept would have constant curvature; those with a differing slope
would imply spectral curvature that varies with spectral index. [Tielens et al. 79] From
these plots it appears that these close double sources on average are steep at lower
frequencies; flatten somewhat at 5 GHz and then steepen again quite sharply by 14.9 GHz.
The slight flattening at 5 GHz may be due to the increasing importance of a compact core
or perhaps due to absorption caused by ambient interstellar gas. [Kapahi and Kulkarni 90]
The increased steepening at high frequencies may be related to the radiative aging of the
synchrotron radiating plasma, implying that these sources may be very energetic. [Lilly
89] At -10 GHz, this steepening would imply an age of -3x10' years for a typical MGV
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close double with an assumed magnetic field of 104 G; or an age of -104 years for a source
with magnetic field of 10-' G.
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3.6 The MDM Optical Follow-up Program
In order to gain better understanding of these close double sources, we began a
program to use the Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT (MDM) 1.3m McGraw-Hill telescope to
obtain optical images for all close double sources as well as for a randomly selected
sample of MGV survey sources. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the optical observations
completed at MDM through October 1995. The first part of this effort involved taking
deep R and I filter images to search for optical counterparts. The second emphasis was
multi-color photometry of identified sources to get some estimate of redshift. Currently,
all data through the January 1995 run have been processed; data through the September
94 observations have had astrometry and photometry completed for all sources.
Month of Observations # of Sources Observed Filters
Dec 93 8 V, R, and I
Feb 94 6 R and I
Sept 94 27 R and I
Jan 95 49 V and R
Mar 95 52 R
Oct 95 38 B,V,R, and I
Table 3.1 Optical Observation List
The CCD used for all observations was the 2048x2048 chip "Wilbur," with data
binned 2x2 to give an output image of 1048x1048 pixels (excluding the overscan region).
The field of view (with f/7.5) was approximately 11 x 11 arcminute2 , with a pixel scale
of 0.635 arcseconds/pixel. Sources were observed in multiple integrations of 300 seconds,
with the telescope stepped 30 arcseconds or so between exposures in a grid pattern. The
filters used were KPNO V(4800-6500A), KPNO R (5800-7200A) and KPNO I (7800-
11000A). Later observations also used MDM R and KPNO B (3600-5500A). To measure
the atmospheric extinction for each filter as a function of airmass, we observed photometric
standard star fields, selected from the catalog by Landolt [92]. The Landolt fields were
observed typically once or twice per night.
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Optical data were reduced within IRAF; astrometry was performed within VISTA.
The first step, within the task CCDPROC, included removing the bias, or pedestal level,
from each image using the values measured in the overscan region of each frame, after
which the overscan region was trimmed. Twilight and synthesized blank-sky "flats" were
used to remove the instrumental signature, which includes pixel-to-pixel sensitivity
differences as well as large scale gain variations across the image. We manufactured blank
sky flats by averaging together many (>10) source exposures while rejecting anything that
appeared more than 2-3 sigma over the surrounding noise level of adjacent pixels. We
used the resulting flat field as an large scale illumination correction within the task
MKSKYFLAT to adjust the twilight flat fields and thus produce a high quality flat field.
Flat fields were produced for each filter and each night. The image data were then divided
by the appropriate flat field to produce a flattened image fit for photometric analysis.
There were as many as nine 300 second integrations for each source that were
combined to make a single deep exposure. The routine DAOFIND was used to locate 50
or more stars per field; then offsets were determined for each field with a routine written
by E. Gaidos. These offsets were then used to transform each image to the coordinate
frame of one of the images; the nine fields were then properly scaled and combined using
an option within IMCOMBINE to reject cosmic rays. Astrometry was performed within
the VISTA package using coordinates of stars taken from the Guide Star Catalog (GSC).
A minimum of three stars (for the sparsest fields) and preferably five or more stars were
identified on each exposure and their coordinates input from the GSC lists. The routine
COORDS was used to make coordinate solutions in right ascension and declination.
Typical fit errors ranged between 0."1 and 0."3 in each coordinate. With these solutions
we could then pinpoint the radio source position and search for an optical identification.
Aperture photometry, using DAOPHOT in IRAF, was performed by A.R. Cooray
for the September 94 data. A full description of the reduction procedure is listed in
Cooray [95]. The Landolt standard star fields were used to determine extinction
coefficients in R and I. The limiting R magnitude was approximately mR%23 .5; the
limiting I magnitude was msp22.5. The "seeing" ranged from 1" to over 2" and represents
the resolution of the observations. The results of the photometry and astrometry for the
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September 94 observing run is listed in Table 3.2. Sources observed with MERLIN are
denoted by an "M" after the source name. The December 93 and February 94 data were
also preliminarily reduced; unfortunately the Landolt standard stars observed were saturated
on the CCD, and thus accurate photometry is difficult. The results of the "rough"
photometry is listed in Table 3.3 in the next section for MERLIN close double sources.
Most of these sources have been reobserved in January 95 or later, and accurate
photometric magnitudes will be available once these data are reduced.
The distribution of sources in R magnitude and I magnitude are displayed in Figure
3.10. Twelve out of fourteen close double sources (86%) have optical identifications to
a limiting magnitude of 23.5. Sources were classified as "stellar" or "galaxy" by a
comparison of their width with the point spread function of unsaturated stars in the field.
Seven of our close double sources have unresolved optical counterparts, and five have
galaxy profiles. Stellar sources are not necessarily quasars; high redshift or intrinsically
compact galaxies with angular sizes below the resolution of our observations (1."5-2."0)
would be classified as stellar sources. The distribution of (R-I) colors and the plot of R
magnitude versus (R-I) color are shown in Figure 3.11. The stellar sources appear quite
red, with (R-I) colors ranging from 1.4 to 4.5. The sources associated with galaxies have
a wider spread in color, from (R-I) = -0.7 to 4.55, with a median value of -0.28. The color
of an optical source can give us information about its stellar composition; about the
presence of dust; and/or some measure of the redshift. In general these close double
sources are quite reddened, with fainter sources showing the most reddening. Fukugita et
al [95] report typical (R-I) colors (in the standard Cousins photometric system) for an
elliptical galaxy at various redshifts of 0.77 at z=0.2; 1.17 at z=0.5; and 1.67 at z=0.8. In
the absence of spectra, four or five color photometry is necessary to make more accurate
predictions of redshift. It must be kept in mind that the redshifts of close double sources
associated with stellar optical counterparts cannot be estimated in any straightforward way.
The color indices for QSOs vary nonlinearly with redshift, due to the confusing effect of
strong emission lines on observed photometric colors. [Basu 86] Illustrating the
limitations of one-color analysis for quasi-stellar sources is MG0026+3509, which has a
reported redshift of z=0.333, but an (R-I) color of 1.63.
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MG Source Radio Class ID Rmag (Uno) Imag (Unc) R-I
MG0026+3509M Close T Stellar 20.20 (0.15) 18.57 (0.16) 1.63
MG0041+2549 D-- 16" None
MG0055+2903 Close D-- 0.3" Galaxy 22.90 (0.12) 20.10 (0.10) 2.80
MG0204+2825 Close CD-- 1.1" Galaxy 19.65 (0.11) 19.85 (0.18) -0.20
MG0210+3249 Close T Galaxy 22.13 (0.18) 22.41 (0.17) -0.28
MG0232+3424 Lobe, ring? Stellar 20.76 (0.19) 20.91 (0.13) -0.15
MG0246+2622 Close D-- 0.3" None
MG0307+1220M Close D/T Stellar 21.45 (0.20) 20.01 (0.11) 1.44
MG0325+2130 Df, ring? Stellar 22.75 (0.16) 20.11 (0.10) 2.64
MG0413+2648 Close D--2.6" Stellar 20.60 (0.17)
MG1602+2410 J Galaxy 17.56 (0.09)
MG1624+2139 Df Stellar 19.63 (0.13)
MG1710+1930M Close D-- 0.5" Stellar 21.51 (0.14) 18.68 (0.11) 2.83
MG1732+2037M Close D-- 0.4" Stellar 22.07 (0.17) 18.74 (0.11) 3.33
MG1751+3457M D Galaxy 21.86 (0.17) 19.16 (0.16) 2.70
MG1802+2430 Df Stellar 20.32 (0.14) 18.51 (0.11) 1.81
MG2047+2324M Close D/T Stellar 19.79 (0.10) 17.55 (0.11) 2.24
MG2049+2012 CJ Galaxy 19.68 (0.16) 19.50 (0.14) 0.18
MG2059+2245 D Stellar >23.5 22.50 (0.16) >1.0
MG2102+2002 T-- 4" Stellar 18.79 (0.14) 17.65 (0.13) 1.14
MG2108+2414M Close D-- 0.9" Stellar 22.76 (0.17) 18.21 (0.19) 4.55
MG2202+2941 Close D-- 1.0" Galaxy 19.85 (0.09) 20.54 (0.11) -0.69
MG2249+2048 Close D-- 0.8" None
MG2249+2315 Close D-- 0.7" Galaxy 18.72 (0.08) 19.08 (0.11) -0.36
MG2341+2352 QP Stellar 22.89 (0.25) 22.21 (0.28) 0.68
Table 3.2 Optical Photometry for Selected MG Sources.
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The red (R-I) colors may be intrinsic to the nature of the CSS sources' host
galaxies; (R-I) observations of a selection of CSSs show that a majority are 1 to 2
magnitudes redder than a typical elliptical galaxy of the same luminosity. [Readhead et
al. 96, O'Dea et al. 94, Stanghelleti et al. 93] A possible explanation could be the presence
of a large quantity of gas and dust; two of the red gigahertz-peaked spectrum (GPS)
sources (which share many properties with CSSs) observed by Stanghelleti et al. [93] had
positive IRAS detections and distorted morphologies, leading them to conclude that close
galaxy interactions had played a role in the formation and possible containment of these
radio sources. CSS core-jet sources are more likely to be associated with quasars, which
appear to be significantly more reddened than the galaxies. This may be evidence that
CSS core-jets may be in dense gas environments that can frustrate their growth, whereas
CSS doubles, in more normal gas density environments, are not similarly contained.
Some of the galaxies detected have negative (R-I) colors; they should be explored
in other color bands (and preferably with spectra) to ascertain whether they are possibly
members of a class of so-called "blue galaxies" which often exhibit compact radio
structure. [Kapahi and Kulkami 90, Oort et al. 87] Five CSS sources from the Fanti et
al. list show a blue excess in V-K; other steep spectrum sources have also exhibited blue
colors. Gopal-Krishna and Wiita [91] have suggested that the CSS sources at high
redshifts have had their environments enriched by gas from galaxy mergers or close
interactions, possibly triggering new star formation. The dense gas environment could also
lead to higher efficiencies for conversion of jet power to radio emission, leading to an
"amplification bias" which would explain the high numbers of CSS sources observed at
high redshifts. [Gopal-Krishna and Wiita 91]
3.7 Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic observations of CSS sources are needed not only to determine
redshifts but also to determine the characteristics of the host galaxy. The jets of a CSS
source are co-spatial with the narrow line emitting region of the parent galaxy. Thus, radio
jets might play some part in the ionization of the ambient gas, as evidenced by reported
correlations between emission-line luminosities and radio power for some radio galaxies.
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The structure of the narrow lines can also serve as a diagnostic; Gelderman and Whittle
[94] have reported particularly broad, complex [0111] ,5007 profiles for several CSS
sources. The luminosity in HI3 from the NLR clouds can also give a measure of their
density. [Readhead et al. 96] Our spectroscopic follow-up program is in its preliminary
stages; full analysis of the three spectra obtained has yet to be completed.
P. Garnavich was able to obtain a spectrum of MG0821+1747 using the 3.6m
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). A previous observation of this galaxy had
shown the redshift to be 0.297. [H. Spinrad, private communication] The seeing was
approximately 0.6 arcsecond; the slit size was 0.75 arcsecond. The spectrum of
MG0821+1747, displayed in Figure 3.12, shows stellar contributed H and K lines, and G
band redshifted by z-0.3, as well as moderate Ha and a [OIII] 5007/4959 blend with a
linewidth of -3000 km/s. This linewidth is extraordinarily broad and implies a possible
energetic interaction between the ambient NLR gas and the close double radio source.
Asymmetric polarization in the MERLIN radio map also implies the presence of dense gas
that could depolarize the emission from the receding lobe. At this redshift, this 0."5
double will have a projected linear extent of 1.4h-1 kpc. The R band optical image shows
a stellar object with a fair amount of diffuse emission extending from the center. The
spectrum and image of MG0821+1747 implies that this source is an N galaxy.
Garnavich also used the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) to do spectroscopic
follow-up of MG1507+3643. The optical identification of this source includes both a
bright and faint component, and the slit was oriented to record both. The radio source is
coincident with the bright object. The data on the bright source was reduced; it is a
spectrum typical of a galaxy, with standard K star features and some narrow emission from
[OII0] and [011]. The spectrum for this source is displayed in Figure 3.12. The redshift
is 0.38, implying a projected linear size of just 630h-' pc for this radio double. From the
diagnostic of the width of the narrow forbidden lines, the nature of this host galaxy appears
quite different than that of MG0821+1747. MG1507+3643's narrow lines imply a less
energetic interstellar medium in its host galaxy.
Additional spectroscopic data from the MDM 2.4m telescope was obtained by Chris
Becker and Andr6 Fletcher for MG2047+2324; it is presently being reduced.
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Figure 3.12 Spectra for MG0821+1747 (upper) and MG1507+3643 (lower).
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Table 3.3 MG Sources observed with MERLIN. An daggert denotes a source from S.
Conner's [96] MGV sample. An asterisk* denotes optical identification data from NED.
The flux densities and spectral indices are single dish values from the MG source lists.
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MERLIN source F.D. S.I. MERLIN structure Optical ID
MG0026+3509t 416 -0.53 Core-jet (resolved) QSO, mv=19,z=0.333;*(R-I)=l.63
MG0200+2156 255 -1.09 Close double 0."22 ID
MG0307+1220t 105 Core-jet 1"
MG0428+0932f 428 Core-jet 1" ID, mR-18
MG0821+1747t 553 Close double 0."5 4C17.44 Galaxy, mv=19.0*;z=0.3
MG0854+1405t 936 0.76 Core-jet 1."2 3C208.1 Sy2 my=20.0, z=1l.02*
MG0952+0000t 158 Core-jet (resolved) QSO, mv=19.5, z=1.075*
MGl021+0350t 263 0.66 Core-jet 1."2 ID, mR-=17 or 21
MG1244+3609t 212 -0.99 Core-double 0."55 4C36.21 QSO, mv=19.0*
MG1257+3643f 256 -0.94 Core-jet 0."27 4C36.22 QSO,mv=17.8, z=0.71*
MG1507+3642t 167 -1.09 Close Double 0."24 Galaxy, mR"19, z=0.38
MG1544+3712 216 -0.94 Double + lobe 0."4 QSO, mv=17.7, z=0.972*
MG1710+1930 189 -0.63 Core-jet Stellar, m,=21.5, (R-I)=2.63
MG1732+2037 238 -1.18 Core-double 3C359 Galaxy mv=19.0;*(R-I)=3.3
MG1751+3457t 202 -0.49 Core-jet 2."9 Galaxy mR=21.9,(R-I)=2.70
MG2047+2324 340 -0.78 Core-jet 0."5 Stellar mR=19 .8 , (R-I)=2.24
MG2108+2414 184 -0.73 Double 1".0 Stellar, mR= 2 2 .8,(R-I)=4 .55
3.8 The MERLIN Subsample
Seventeen close double sources were selected from Sam Conner's MGV sample and
from XDAY3 VLA maps by virtue of having two or more components appear unresolved
with component separations of less than 2 arcseconds. We observed these sources in
December 1992 using MERLIN (Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network) at
6 cm with a resolution of 60 mas. The maximum baseline is 218 km. Six telescopes were
used-- Cambridge, Jodrell Bank (Mark II), Defford, Knockin, Darnhall and Tabley. The
primary flux calibrators were 3C286 and OQ208. Sources were grouped in close pairs,
sharing an external phase calibrator within ten degrees of the source positions. The
sources were observed over a twelve hour period to optimize u-v coverage. Frequent
phase referencing was done with cycles of approximately 8 minutes on source and then 2
minutes on the calibrator. The Jodrell Bank program OLAF and AIPS were used to reduce
the data. Table 3.3 contains information on the observed sources as well as optical
identification via the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) and our own optical
observing program. Magnitudes that are denoted as approximate are from the December
93 and February 94 observing runs, during which accurate photometric star fields were not
acquired. Appendix K displays the MERLIN maps for all sources.
This selection of CSS sources shows the variety of morphologies -- core-jet, double,
and complex -- similar to that seen for larger radio sources. The flux density ratios for the
CSS doubles, typically 1.2-1.4, are similar to those of the MGV close double sample and
are consistent with only a mild amount of Doppler boosting and/or orientation angles that
are large along the line of sight. Among sources with identifications, 5 core-jets have been
identified with QSOs and 2 with galaxies; and the two close doubles are identified with
galaxies. Redshifts for these sources are moderate, ranging from z=0.3 to 1.1.
Most CSS sources reported in the literature show low polarizations at 5 GHz; it has
been postulated that this is evidence of a dense de-polarizing gaseous halo surrounding
these sources. The MERLIN CSS sources have members with little or no linear
polarization (MG0026, MG0307, MG0952, MG1017, MG1710, MG1732, and MG1751)
as well as moderate (2%-8%) percentage polarization (MG0200, MG0425, MG0821,
MG0854, MG1244, MG1257, MG1507, MG1544, MG2047, and MG2108). For the
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MERLIN close doubles and core-doubles, most show evidence of the so-called "Laing-
Garrington" effect whereby the lobes show asymmetric de-polarization, probably due to
a halo of hot gas surrounding the source. [Garrington and Conway 91] For example, the
lobes of MG0821 have 7% and 2% linear polarizations, and MG1507 shows 5% and 2%
polarization percentages. Multifrequency VLBI studies of these sources would be useful
to quantify the depolarization and to determine rotation measures.
Source Morph z SsG1z (Jy) Log LGH,, LS (h1 kpc)
MG0026+3509 CJ/Q 0.333 0.416 25.74 2.9
MG0821+1747 D/G 0.297 0.553 25.76 1.4
MG0854+1405 CJ/G 1.02 0.936 27.10 5.1
MG0952+0000 CJ/Q 1.075 0.158 26.36 4.3
MG1257+3609 CJ/Q 0.71 0.256 26.21 1.1
MG1507+3642 D/G 0.38 0.167 25.46 0.63
MG1544+3712 D?/Q 0.972 0.216 26.42 2.6
Table 3.4 Computed parameters for a selection of MERLIN CSS sources.
3.9 Ram Pressure & ISM Density
The seven MERLIN sources for which redshifts are known are listed in Table 3.4.
The monochromatic radio luminosity and projected linear size for each source has been
computed. The average spectral luminosity for the two CSS doubles, MG0821+1747 and
MG1507+3642 is 1025-64 W Hz l which is a factor of -thirty lower in luminosity than the
Fanti 3CR+PW MSO sample, whose average spectral luminosity is 1027.14 W Hz 1,
corrected to v=5 GHz with a=-0.8. [Fanti et al. 95] The MGV close doubles thus sample
the lower end of the luminosity range for MSOs, though they still are well above the
typical dividing line luminosity reported for FRI and FRII galaxies at 5 GHz, 1024.5 W Hz-.
Equipartition is reached when the total particle energy equals the magnetic energy;
equipartition values for energy, energy density, and magnetic field for the lobes of the
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average MERLIN CSS double, are approximately Uq= 3x10"5 erg; ucqz 8x10 "8 erg/cm'3;
and B, q 8x10 "4 G. These values assume a filling factor of 1; equal energy in protons and
electrons; and ellipsoidal lobes with average spectral index -0.8. [Pacholczyk 70, Fanti et
al. 95, 90] The total energy is several orders of magnitude lower than that of a typical
radio galaxy but because of the compact nature of the source, the energy density is much
higher. The magnetic field estimate at the high end of the range for many AGN. The
decay time for electrons radiating at v > 1 GHz in such a field is -5x10 4 years. [Salter and
Brown, 88] For the MGV close doubles, multifrequency observations do not evidence a
sharp cut-off in the GHz frequency range, which implies continuous injection of relativistic
electrons to balance the synchrotron losses.
To obtain an estimate of average jet power for the MGV MSOs, we first integrate
the average spectral power per lobe over the frequency range 1 GHz to 100 GHz, and
assume that the jet will carry roughly equal amounts of energy in the form of relativistic
electrons, protons, and magnetic field. [Fanti et al. 95] This gives us a lower limit to the
average jet luminosity of P,- 1.8 x 1043 erg s-'. For a source of linear size 2p,,, this
corresponds to a ram-pressure of p, P,/cAs 3.8 x 10-9 l p"2 dyne cm "2 where A represents
the lobe area transverse to the jet axis, estimated as (0.15p,,)2. [Scheuer 82, Fanti et al.
95] For our sample of two close doubles, the average size is -1 kpc, leading to a ram
pressure on the external ISM of Pr = 1.5 x 10-8 dyne cm" .
Setting the ram pressure equal to the internal pressure of the ISM:
Pram 2 (3.7)
gives us a way to examine whether reasonable values for the density of the ambient
medium can contain close double sources to linear sizes of less than -10 kpc for 10"' years,
the typical lifetime of a large radio source. In a calculation similar to that of Fanti et al.
[95], we assume a King density model for the number density of the interstellar medium,
for which the density remains constant up to a core radius r, (X-ray observations show r,







Solving for the lobe speed, using equations (3.6-3.8), we obtain:
P 'I
nom (3.9)
vi•=( ) rc r>r~c
The lobe advance speed for our sample, at the average linear extent of 1 kpc, would be -
0.01c. For comparison, the well studied radio galaxy Cygnus A has an observed lobe
speed of -0.02c. [Readhead et al. 96]
Using equations (3.9) we can then estimate the amount of time it would take for
an average sized close double to reach sizes typical of "normal" radio doubles ( > 10 kpc)
with various assumptions for the central density no and core radius r,. For the MERLIN
CSS doubles, whose average linear extent is -1 kpc, it would take approximately - 5 x 106
yrs to reach this size, assuming no = 0.1 cm" and r, = 2 kpc. Reversing the argument, we
can estimate, for a CSS double to remain smaller than 10 kpc for 10" yrs, that a central
density of - 4 cm'3 (for r,=2 kpc) or a critical radius of - 10 kpc (for no=0.1 cm"3) is needed
to contain the source.
Therefore, we can conclude that unless ambient densities are much higher (by a
factor of -40) at earlier epochs, lower luminosity close doubles cannot be constrained to
small sizes for their lifetimes. The two MGV close doubles examined were only of modest
redshifts (0.3 and 0.38) where ISM densities are not expected to differ substantially from
those of local galaxies, and thus it is improbable that they are "frustrated" sources. These
calculations assume a high efficiency of beam power to radio luminosity; lowering the
efficiency to the typical assumed value of -10% would lead to a higher calculated ram
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pressure and the necessity for even higher gas densities to contain the source.
Consequently, we can conclude that these CSS close doubles likely represent young
sources (ages 101-106 yrs) that will evolve in time to extended double radio sources.
A comparison of the relative numbers of close doubles in the MGV sample can
give some measure of whether luminosity evolution must occur for these doubles to evolve
into classical double sources. In the absence of luminosity evolution, the number AN of
sources in size interval ALS will be proportional to the duration of time At spent crossing
that interval, AN/ALSocAt/ALS. [Fanti et al. 95] In the previous section, the advance speed
of the lobes was found to be approximately constant past the core radius of the gas halo.
So, AN/ALSocv " - constant. This leads to the prediction that the number of sources per
linear bin size should be proportional to the bin size. In a complete flux limited sample,
we would thus expect -10 times more sources with linear sizes up to -100 kpc than less than
10 kpc. [Readhead et al. 96] Using angular size as an imperfect proxy for linear size, we
would thus expect -500 doubles under -20" compared with the -50 close doubles under -2"
that are detected, which is certainly not observed (cf. Figure 2.11). In agreement with
similar analyses by Fanti et al [95] and Readhead et al. [96], the conclusion that can be
reached is that luminosity must decrease with increasing size, Fanti et al. [95] estimate,
from the size distribution of their CSS doubles, that their luminosities decrease by a factor
of 10 by the time they reach the size of a typical extended double source. A typical Fanti
MSO in their sample would thus evolve into an low-luminosity-end FRII radio source.
The MGV doubles, which are of lower average luminosity, would become extended
doubles with luminosities along the borderline between FR I and FR II sources.
3.10 The V/V . Test
For the majority of the MGV close doubles, redshifts, and therefore distances, are
unavailable. The V/V, test is a method for quantitatively measuring whether a complete
sample of objects is uniformly radially distributed in space, without the need for distances
to individual objects. [Schmidt et al. 88, Schmidt 68] V is specified as the volume in
space corresponding to the redshift z, of the object; V x is the volume defined by the
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maximum redshift zmx at which the source could be placed and still be detected above the






For a complete flux limited sample of N sources that is uniformly distributed, the
ratio VNm,, should be evenly distributed between 0 and 1, with a mean value <V/Vmn>
of 0.5 with the rms uncertainty (12N)- . Sources that are clustered at cosmologically
significant distances or that exhibit strong evolution would tend to have <V/VN > >
0.5 whereas sources that prefer to populate the nearer portion of their attainable volume
would show <VNm,> < 0.5.
In the Euclidean case, V is proportional to D3, where D is the luminosity distance
defined for a source of flux density S and luminosity L by the equation S = L/(4tD2).
Therefore, VNV,, = (S/S)-"-5 where Su , the limiting flux density, defines the maximum
distance a source of luminosity L can be placed and still be detected by the survey. Note
that the distance to the source is not needed as long as the survey limit is well-defined.
The VN/m test was applied to the 37 MGV close double sources whose MG flux
densities were above the limiting flux density of 90 mJy at which the MG II and III
surveys are known to be nearly 100% complete. The result is <V/VN,> = 0.494 (0.047)
which is statistically equivalent to a uniform radial distribution. Changing the limiting flux
density to 100 mJy does not appreciably change the result: <VN.Vn> = 0.550 (0.048)
which again is consistent with a uniform distribution. Therefore the "Euclidean" VN/V
test of close double sources does not show a strong inhomogeneity in the space distribution
of MGV close double radio sources. However, this test does not rule out cosmological
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distances or source evolution for these sources but does place a limit on any possible non-
uniformity of the sample.
A stronger form of the VN/V, test, also known as the luminosity-volume test, can
be applied if the redshifts for a complete sample are known. In this case, the proper
cosmological relations for luminosity distance and volume can be used to determine a more
accurate VN/,, distribution for the sample. This test's first application was to the study
of a complete optically identified radio sample of quasars from the 3CR survey, for which
<VN,mx> was found to be 0.69 for qo=0. [Schmidt 68] This value was interpreted as
indicating that the space density of quasars increases with redshift, independent of
luminosity. As a comparison, the "Euclidean" value of VNmx can be determined for the
same set of quasars; a value of 0.540 (0.027) is obtained, which is consistent with
uniformity. [Longair 78] We can thus conclude that the cosmological model is vital in the
proper evaluation and interpretation of VNm,.
The VNm,, test was applied to the 10 close double sources, from the MGV and
MERLIN samples, for which redshifts were known. The correct relation in a Friedmann
model universe for the "effective distance" D is given by: [Longair 78, Condon 88]
D = c (q4z+(qo-1)[(1+2qoz) 2 -1]) (3.8)
wH qe(1 +z)




A source radiating with luminosity L, observed with flux density S, at frequency v in the
observer's frame will follow the equation: [Condon 88]
L,=4tD2S,(1+z)'-a (3.10)
where a is the spectral index (Socvy) between the emitted (=v(l+z)') and the observed
frequency as measured in the frame of the observer.
These equations were applied to the MG 5 GHz flux density and redshift data for
a selection of 10 CSS sources in order to determine VN,, for two values of q., 0 and 0.5.
The results are <VN,,x> = 0.313 (0.09) for qo=0; and <VNmx> = 0.332 (0.09) for
qo=0.5. An examination of the distribution of VN,, shows that the values are not evenly
distributed and are clustered at low values. Because this sample is not optically well
defined, the low value of <VN,,> indicates incompleteness in the sample. Redshifts for
most sources were obtained from NED and thus these sources form a heterogenous optical
sample. A systematic optical identification program with a well defined limiting
magnitude is needed in order to determine the proper VN.= distribution for MGV close
double sources. Fanti et al. [95] report a value for <VN/V,> of - 0.7 for their brighter
close double sample which is fully optically identified and indicates that the higher
luminosity MSOs show increasing evolution with redshift.
3.11 Synopsis
We have presented here a well-defined sample of compact steep spectrum double
sources that probe much lower flux densities in a more uniform way than any previously
studied sample. From the radio data we note a wide variety of source morphologies and
characteristics, especially when observed with the high resolution of MERLIN. Sources
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have double, core-jet, and complex morphologies at 60 mas resolution with different
degrees of polarization and evidence for de-polarization on the counter-jet side. A
constraint on the speed of the jets of - 0.1 c has been derived on the basis of the flux density
ratio distribution of the MGV sample. We have demonstrated that some of these sources
(up to 28%) are larger sources seen in projection. Large flux ratios that might be caused
by Doppler boosting of a jet observed almost end on may be evidence that the source is
intrinsically larger. Another clue comes from the morphology: sources with complex bent
jets may be an indication that a source may be aligned near the line of sight.
Optical identifications with stellar profiles are significantly more reddened than
those with galaxy profiles. CSS core-jet sources, which are more likely to be associated
with quasar hosts, may either have more dense gas or dust, or might be located at higher
redshifts than CSS double sources associated with galaxies. The spectra we have obtained
for a few sources have been very helpful in gaining a better understanding of not only the
redshift but also the composition and dynamics of the host galaxies. MG0821+1747 has
been a particularly good example of how the diagnostic of the shape and width of the
forbidden line [OIII] can give insight into the dynamics of the narrow line region of the
galaxy, and implies strong interactions between the compact radio source and the dense
interstellar gas. The Euclidean value of VN/V, indicates a relatively even radial
distribution of MGV close doubles in space; a more sophisticated treatment awaits the
obtaining of redshifts for the full sample.
The steepening of the spectra by 10 GHz indicate a young age for these sources -
10' years for typical values of the magnetic field, assuming equipartition. Spectral indices
are steeper for larger angular size close doubles, which is possible evidence that larger
doubles are older and more radiatively aged. Ram pressure calculations indicate that the
jet power of the average MGV CSS double is sufficient to prevent containment of the
source over 107"5 yrs for reasonable values of the density and distribution of interstellar gas.
Thus we conclude that CSS doubles are young sources and likely progenitors to large
extended doubles, probably FRII sources. A decrease in luminosity is expected as the
radio source expands, to account for the relative numbers of double sizes in the MGV
sample. We cannot rule out that CSS core-jet sources, especially those with significantly
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distorted morphologies, might be "frustrated" by the presence of higher levels of dense gas
perhaps as the result of galaxy-galaxy interactions. More observational data will be needed
to explore this possibility.
Further multi-wavelength observations, including X-ray, infrared, and optical
spectroscopy, will be vital in reaching a full understanding of compact steep spectrum
sources and their relationship to the class of active galactic nuclei,
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Summary
The MGV 8.4 GHz radio source survey presented here is a powerful resource for
the study of many facets of active galactic nuclei, their radio structures, characteristics, and
optical identifications. This survey of nearly 2500 sources can serve not only as a starting
point for studying these powerful extragalactic sources individually, but also has much
potential in cosmological applications such as the exploration of the radio luminosity
function if more redshifts can be obtained. The MGV survey, though not complete, has
been shown here to be a representative sample of radio sources away from the Galactic
plane. This thesis presents maps, component positions, flux densities, morphological
classifications, and POSS optical identifications for radio sources drawn from the MG II
and III 5 GHz surveys. The MG II/III single-dish radio flux densities and spectral indices
for these sources are also provided as is a cross-identification list with other extragalactic
surveys. Future work will include full polarization calibration of the MGV data to produce
polarization maps and estimation of visual magnitudes for identified sources from the
POSS plates in order to explore the radio-optical spectral index distribution.
A statistical analysis of the MGV data yields many insights into the intrinsic
differences between radio morphological types. Point sources are the most prevalent type
of source and also have the flattest spectra and the highest optical identification rates.
Double and core-double sources have many similar properties and may be drawn from the
same general class. About 38% of the MGV sample has an optical identification brighter
than the limiting magnitude of 20 of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey. This rate is
lower than that of the MG sample of Lawrence et al [84], probably due to the lower flux
density limit of the MGV 8.4 GHz survey. Lower flux densities and steeper spectral
indices have been shown here to have a statistically significant correlation with lower
identification rates. Statistically, faint and ultra-steep spectrum sources may be at higher
redshift than other sources in the MGV survey. The lobe separation of double radio
sources has also been shown to correlate with flux density in the sense that the larger
objects tend to be brighter, perhaps because they are closer.
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A chief aim of the MGV survey is to search for gravitational lenses. A number
lens candidates are presented here, including the previously discovered lens system,
MG1424+2255. The number of lens candidates is shown to be fewer than are predicted
by estimates of lensing frequencies for extended sources. Provided the assumptions behind
these estimates are correct, up to a dozen ring like lens systems may be unidentified in our
sample. The low dynamic range of our maps, particularly for diffuse sources, may be the
reason that so many predicted lens systems are unrecognized. Future plans include
mapping this data with a variety of u-v weights and resolutions in order to optimize
recognition of low surface brightness features. We also will continue our optical follow-up
program to determine the true nature of the stronger lens candidates in the MGV sample.
A large number of compact steep spectrum double radio sources are found in our
sample. These sources show double compact structure on angular scales of less than 2
arcseconds, corresponding to linear sizes of under 10 kpc, while exhibiting a steep radio
spectrum. This thesis presents new radio and optical data on a well-defined selection of
MGV close double sources down to a much lower flux density level than any previously
studied sample. Close doubles are on average fainter and exhibit steeper spectra than
classical double sources. Only 16% can be identified on the POSS plates. These sources
are shown to exhibit high degrees of radio spectral curvature which is often associated with
high redshift sources. An age of <105 years is indicated from the steepening of the spectra
of these sources past 10 GHz. Angular size is correlated with spectral index, which may
indicate that more compact close doubles have more prominent cores, flattening their
spectra; or that larger sources are older with radiatively aged plasma. High resolution
MERLIN radio data of a selection of close doubles is presented, showing the
morphological variety of the class. The presence of depolarizing gas can be inferred by
the absence of polarization on the counter-jet side of many of these sources.
Preliminary photometric data is presented for a subset of these sources. On
average, these sources exhibit a high degree of reddening as measured by the (R-I) color.
Optical identifications with stellar profiles are significantly more reddened than those with
galaxy profiles. The reddening might be due to the presence of dense gas or dust in the
host galaxy, or evidence that the CSS quasi-stellar sources are at higher redshifts than the
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CSS galaxies. Spectroscopic data for two MERLIN close doubles show that the host
galaxies are at moderate redshifts, but have different characteristics.
Ram-pressure calculations show that for reasonable values of the ambient gas
density in a CSS host galaxy, the radio jets will not be contained over the lifetime of a
typical radio source. The analysis of the observational data presented here is consistent
with the hypothesis that close doubles, preferentially found at earlier epochs, are precursors
to classical double sources. The "frustrated jet" explanation-- that CSSs are constrained
to compact sizes due to the presence of a particularly dense interstellar media in the host
galaxies-- might be applicable to the subset of highly distorted CSS core-jet sources. CSS
core-jets are more likely to be associated with very red optical counterparts which might
be evidence that their environments are more dense than that of CSS doubles. More
spectroscopic, infrared, and X-ray observations are needed to explore this possibility.
The subgalactic size of compact steep spectrum sources makes them a valuable tool
for the investigation of the narrow line region of radio galaxies. The observed phenomena
of radio/optical alignments reported in the literature, as well as the correlation of radio
spectral attributes with the degree of active star formation may indicate an intimate
relationship between the radio source and the optical properties of its host. [Lilly 90] CSS
close doubles, as probable progenitors to FR II sources, will give us a unique view of the
early stages of the life of a double radio source, as well as provide insights into jet physics
and interactions with the interstellar medium. Further work needs to be done on














Name of source in VLA observing program.
An * indicates that the name differs from the MG name.
Observing Date. 3=05/05/90; 4=25/07/91;
5=26/07/91; 6=03/01/93; 7=08/01/93; 8=09/01/93.
J2000 source name from the MG Survey.
MGB=MG II survey; MGC=MG III survey.
J2000 right ascension in hh mm ss.s from MG survey.
J2000 declination in dd mm ss from MG survey.
4.830 GHz Green Bank flux density in mJy.
The NRAO 1400 MHz-MG spectral index,
a(1400MHz,4830MHz) where S-v"
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Table of MGV Source Characteristics
102 pages
Source Source name in J2000 coordinates.
X Observing Date. 3=05/05/90; 4=25/07/91;
5=26/07/91; 6=03/01/93; 7=08/01/93; 8=09/01/93.
Comp Component name.
RA J2000 right ascension in hh mm ss.ssss of first component
from VLA maps.
Dec J2000 declination in dd mm ss.ssss of first component from
VLA maps.
Jy/beam Peak brightness of component in Jy/beam.
Jy Integrated brightness of component in Jy.
Class Structure classification. P--point; QP--quasi point; Df--diffuse;
CJ--core-jet; Cm--cometary; D--double; T--triple; M--multiple;
CD--core-double; J--jet; ND--nondetection; OR--over-resolved;
UC--unclassified [see Lawrence et al. 84].
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Cross-identification list for MGV sources
78 pages
(1) NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database Source Name.
(2) Source Classification.
(3) Distance in arcminutes from the MGV source position.
(4) Description.
(5) Log(flux density), or optical magnitude.
(6) Frequency at which flux density was measured, or major axis in arcminutes.
(7) Size in arcminutes, or minor axis in arcminutes.
(8) Spectral Index, or Redshift.
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MGV Source Component










































































































































































































































































































































1 [HB89] 0024+224 ABS01
2 [(B89] 0024+224
3 NAB 0024+22:[KSS94] 2


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 004620.6+320356 Radios
MG0052+2608a
1 87GB 005006.4+255233 Radios
MG0052+2920a
1 87GB 004952.1+290447 RadioS
MG0052+3815c
1 4C +37.03 QSO
M•G0052+3815b
1 4C +37.03 QSO
MG0052+3815a
1 4C +37.03 QSO
MW0053+2045a
1 87GB 005058.1+202944 RadioS
2 87GB 005058.1+202944 RadioS
3 87GB 005058.1+202944 RadioS
MG0053+2045Ba
1 87GB 005058.1+202944 RadioS
2 87GB 005058.1+202944 RadioS
3 87GB 005058.1+202944 Radios
MG0053+2925a
1 [HB89] 0051+291 ABS05 AbLS
2 [HB89] 0051+291 ABS04 AbLS
3 [HB89] 0051+291 ABSO2 AbLS
4 [HB89] 0051+291 ABSO3 AbLS
MG0053+3114a
1 4C +30.02 RadioS
MG0053+3114Ba
1 4C +30.02 RadioS
MG0053+3423a
1 87GB 005056.2+340655 RadioS
MG0053+3451a
1 87GB 005108.5+343423 RadioS
MG0054+2549a
1 87GB 005155.2+253339 RadioS
MG0054+3006a
1 87GB 005202.8+295038 RadioS
KG0054+3200b
1 87GB 005134.0+314509 Radios
MG0054+3200a
1 87GB 005134.0+314509 Radios
M1G0054+3353b
1 87GB 005137.9+333710 Radios
MG0054+3353a
1 87GB 005137.9+333710 Radios
MG0054+3842a
1 NPMIG +38.0013 G
MG0055+2903a
1 87GB 005304.3+284733 RadioS
MG0058+2652a
1 NGC 0326 NED01 G
2 NGC 0326 GPair
3 NGC 0326 NEDO2 G
MG0058+3120b
1 87GB 005521.7+310449 RadioS
MG0058+3120a
1 87GB 005521.7+310449 Radios
MG0058+3145b
1 87GB 005537.0+312939 RadioS
MG0058+3145a
1 87GB 005537.0+312939 Radios
MG0100+2830b
1 87GB 005738.9+281435 RadioS
MG0100+2830a
1 87GB 005738.9+281435 RadioS
MG0100+3107c
1 87GB 005734.9+305140 Radios
MG0100+3107b
1 87GB 005734.9+305140 Radios
MG0100+3107a
1 87GB 005734.9+305140 Radios
MG0102+2551a
1 4C +25.03 G
MG0104+3714a
1 87GB 010205.1+365907 Radios
MG0105+2836a
1 87GB 010252.1+282113 RadioS
MG0106+1950a
1 87GB 010412.9+193516 RadioS
MG0106+1950a
1 87GB 010412.9+193516 Radios
MG0106+2326b
1 PKS 0104+231 RadioS
MG0106+2326a
1 PKS 0104+231 RadioS
MG0106+2451a
1 87GB 010329.6+243518 RadioS
MG0106+2451Ba
1 87GB 010329.6+243518 RadioS
MG0106+2539a
1 87GB 010326.9+252342 RadioS
MG0107+2611a





























































































































































































1 87GB 010504.5+255507 RadioS
MG0107+2659a
1 87GB 010519.3+264353 Radios
MG0107+3222a
1 NGC 0383 G
2 *VV 193 GPair
3 NGC 0382 G
4 IV Zw 038 GGroup
MG0108+3559a
1 87GB 010512.0+354428 RadioS
MG0109+3149b
1 87GB 010642.7+313340 RadioS
MG0109+3149a
1 87GB 010642.7+313340 RadioS
MG0110+3147a
1 3C 034 G
MG0111+2425a
1 87GB 010912.3+241019 RadioS
MG0111+2605a
1 4C +25.04 G
MG0111+2720b
1 87GB 010821.8+270426 RadioS
MG0111+2720a
1 87GB 010821.8+270426 RadioS
MG0111+3906a
1 87GB 010847.9+385040 G
M0112+2020d
1 [HB89] 0109+200 ABS01 AbLS
2 [HB89] 0109+200 0QSO0
MG0112+2020c
1 [HB89] 0109+200 ABS01 AbLS
2 [HB89] 0109+200 QSO
MG0112+2020b
1 [HB89] 0109+200 ABS01 AbLS
2 [HB89] 0109+200 QSO
MG0112+2020a
1 [HB89] 0109+200 ABS01 AbLS
2 [HB89] 0109+200 QSO
MG0112+2245a
1 [HB89] 0109+224 QSO
MG0112+2245a
1 [HB89] 0109+224 QSO
MG0112+2352a
1 87GB 010915.9+233621 RadioS
2 87GB[BWE91] 0109+2337 RadioS
MG0112+2352Ba
1 87GB[BWE91] 0109+2337 RadioS
MG0112+2728b
1 87GB 010930.7+271258 RadioS
MG0112+2728a
1 87GB 010930.7+271258 RadioS
MG0112+3208a
1 [HB89] 0110+318 QSO
MG0112+3651a
1 87GB 010949.5+363606 RadioS
MG0113+2957a
1 [HB89] 0110+297 QSO
MG0113+2957Ba
1 [HB89] 0110+297 QSO
MG0114+2038b
1 87GB 011125.3+202243 RadioS
MG0114+2038a
1 87GB 011125.3+202243 RadioS
MG0114+2206a
1 PKS 0111+218 RadioS
MG0115+3130a
1 87GB 011216.0+311327 RadioS
MG0116+2422a
1 87GB 011352.3+240640 RadioS
MG0116+2422Ba
1 87GB 011352.3+240640 RadioS
MG0116+2422Ca
1 87GB 011352.3+240640 RadioS
MG0116+2824a
1 87GB 011403.1+280805 RadioS
MG0117+2954a
1 87GB 011447.4+294014 Radios
MG0117+3054a
1 *87GB 011451.0+303908 Radios
MG0117+3206a
1 87GB 011507.6+315025 RadioS
MG0118+2819b
1 87GB 011532.3+280441 Radios
MG0118+2819a
1 87GB 011532.3+280441 Radios
MG0118+3810a
1 B3 0115+379 RadioS
MG0120+2256a
1 PKS 0117+22 Radios
MG0121+3756a
1 *4C +37.04 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 0119+3746 RadioS
0.2 Extended






















0.0 BL Lac; opt.var.













































































































5111 +/- 70 km/s
4777 +/- 128 km/s














































1 87GB 011958.8+293841 RadioS
MG0122+3653a
1 87GB 011956.5+363752 Radios
MG0123+2406b
1 4C +23.04 Radios
MG0123+2406a
1 4C +23.04 Radios
MG0123+2417b
1 PKS 0121+24 Radios
MG0123+2417a
1 PKS 0121+24 Radios
MG0123+2615a
1 87GB 012057.8+255950 Radios
MG0123+3043a
1 87GB 012015.4+302825 RadioS
MG0123+3606a
1 87GB 012028.2+355107 RadioS
MK0124+2804a
1 87GB 012210.1+274929 RadioS
MG0124+3207a
1 [HB89] 0121+318 QSO
MG0125+2705a
1 87GB 012256.4+264855 RadioS
MG0125+2705Ba
1 87GB 012256.4+264855 RadioS
K0125+3152a
1 87GB 012255.7+313735 Radios
MG0126+2558b
1 [HB89] 0123+257 QSO
2 (HB89J 0123+257 ABS01 AbLS
3 [HB89] 0123+257 ABS03 AbLS
4 [HB89] 0123+257 ABSO2 AbLS
MG0126+2558a
1 [HB89] 0123+257 QSO
2 (HB89) 0123+257 ABS01 AbLS
3 [HB891 0123+257 ABSO3 AbLS
4 tHB891 0123+257 ABSO2 AbLS
MG0126+3313a
1 3C 041 G
MG0126+33138a
1 3C 041 G
MG0126+3545a
1 87GB 012350.1+352940 Radios
MG0127+3305b
1 87GB 012502.9+325003 Radios
MG0127+3305a
1 87GB 012502.9+325003 Radios
MG0128+2116c
1 4C +21.07 NED01 RadioS
2 4C +21.07 NEDO2 RadioS
3 4C +21.07 NEDO3 RadioS
4 4C +21.07 RadioS
MG0128+2116b
1 4C +21.07 NEDO2 RadioS
2 4C +21.07 NED01 RadioS
3 4C +21.07 NEDO3 RadioS
4 4C +21.07 RadioS
MG0128+2116a
1 4C +21.07 NED03 RadioS
2 4C +21.07 NED01 RadioS
3 4C +21.07 NEDO2 RadioS
4 4C +21.07 RadioS
MG0128+2902a
1 3C 042 G
MG0130+2338a
1 [HB89] 0127+233 QSO
M00130+2608b
1 4C +25.06 RadioS
MG0130+2608a
1 4C +25.06 RadioS
MG0131+2520a
1 4C +25.07 GClstr
MG0131+2520Ba
1 4C +25.07 GClstr
M•G0131+2520Ca
1 4C +25.07 GClstr
MG0131+2821b
1 87GB 012902.5+280527 RadioS
MG0131+2821a
1 87GB 012902.5+280527 RadioS
MG0131+2821Ba
1 87GB 012902.5+280527 RadioS
MG0131+3835a
1 87GB 012832.6+381919 RadioS
2 B3 0128+383 RadioS
MG0132+2216a
1 87GB 012917.6+220122 RadioS
MG0132+2216a
1 87GB 012917.6+220122 RadioS
MG0132+3043a









































































































































































































































2 3C 048:[KSS94] 13
3 3C 048:[KSS94] 09
4 3C 048:[KSS94] 14
MG0137+3850a
1 B3 0134+386 NEDO2
2 4C +38.06





































































































































































































































































































No object is found
MG0147+2939a





































































































































































































































































































































2 VI Zw 138 NOTES01
3 VI Zw 138 NOTESO2





































































































































































































































































2 V Zw 184 NOTES01
3 V Zw 184 NOTESO2
4 V Zw 184 NOTESO3
XG0207+2930a






































1 4C +36.03 NEDO2
2 4C +36.03
3 4C +36.03 NED01
4 4C +36.03 NED03
MG0215+3618Ba
1 4C +36.03 NED03
2 4C +36.03
3 4C +36.03 NED02










































































































































































































































































































































































1 [HB89] 0229+341 ABS01
2 [HB89] 0229+341
3 [HB89] 0229+341 ABSO2




























































































































































































































601 +/- 6 on/a
-0.9

















































































































































































































































































































































1 4C +28.08 QSO
MG0247+3254a
1 87GB 024439.8+324209 RadioS
MG0247+3754a
1 4C +37.07 Radios
MG0248+2955b
1 4C +29.09 G
MG0248+2955a
1 4C +29.09 G
M0249+2208b
1 87GB 024617.9+215552 RadioS
MG0249+2208a
1 87GB 024617.9+215552 RadioS
MG0249+2208Ba
1 87GB 024617.9+215552 Radios
MG0249+3225a
1 87GB 024647.5+321319 RadioS
MG0249+3333a
1 4C +33.05 Radios
MGO250+2121a
1 4C +21.10 RadioS
MG0251+3734a
1 *87GB[BWE91] 0248+3722 RadioS
2 87GB 024847.9+372137 RadioS
M0253+3217a
1 87GB 025030.9+320510 RadioS
MG0253+3601a
1 87GB 025015.7+354847 RadioS
MG0253+3835a
1 B3 0249+383 Viss
MG0254+2014a
1 3C 074 Radios
MG0254+2014Ba
1 3C 074 Radios
MG0254+2124a
1 87GB 025119.0+211136 RadioS
MG0254+2344a
1 87GB 025130.2+233114 RadioS
MG0256+3246c
1 87GB 025318.2+323442 RadioS
MG0256+3246b
1 87GB 025318.2+323442 RadioS
MG0256+3246a
1 87GB 025318.2+323442 RadioS
MG0257+1944a
1 87GB 025504.3+193242 RadioS
MG0257+1944Ba
1 87GB 025504.3+193242 RadioS
MG0257+1944Ca
1 87GB 025504.3+193242 Radios
MG0258+2029a
1 87GB 025515.9+201804 RadioS
2 *IRAS F02553+2018 !*
MG0258+3542a
1 87GB 025525.9+353100 Radios
MG0258+3542Ba
1 87GB 025525.9+353100 Radios
MG0259+2433a
1 87GB 025616.0+242221 Radios
MG0259+3237c
1 87GB 025652.0+322550 RadioS
2 87GB 025652.0+322550 Radios
3 87GB 025652.0+322550 RadioS
MG0259+3237b
1 87GB 025652.0+322550 RadioS
2 87GB 025652.0+322550 Radios
3 87GB 025652.0+322550 RadioS
M00259+3237a
1 87GB 025652.0+322550 RadioS
2 87GB 025652.0+322550 Radios
3 87GB 025652.0+322550 Radios
MGO300+3545a
1 *87GB[BWE91] 0257+3534 RadioS
2 87GB 025736.0+353447 RadioS
3 *[WB92] 0257+3536 RadioS
MG0300+3545Ba
1 *87GB[BWE91I 0257+3534 RadioS
2 87GB 025736.0+353447 RadioS
3 *[WB92} 0257+3536 RadioS
MG0301+3141b
1 87GB 025820.3+313013 RadioS
MG0301+3141a
1 87GB 025820.3+313013 RadioS
MG0302+2154a
1 87GB 025959.0+214320 RadioS
4G0303+2530a
1 87GB 030102.2+251952 RadioS
MG0303+2646a
1 87GB 030038.0+263423 RadioS
G00303+2753a











































1.8 Extended or multiple
1.9
0.1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 032607.6+322539 RadioS 0.3 2.20 4.85 -0.7
MG0329+3235a
1 87GB 032607.6+322539 RadioS 0.3 2.20 4.85 -0.7
MG0329+3509a
1 87GB 032604.9+345954 RadioS 0.1 2.74 4.85 0.0
MG0330+2219d
1 87GB 032746.4+220900 Radios 0.3 1.87 4.85 -1.1
MG0330+2219c
1 87GB 032746.4+220900 Radios 0.3 1.87 4.85 -1.1
MG0330+2219b
1 87GB 032746.4+220900 RadioS 0.4 1.87 4.85 -1.1
MG0330+2219a
1 87GB 032746.4+220900 RadioS 0.4 1.87 4.85 -1.1
MG0330+3003a
1 87GB 032724.1+295348 RadioS 0.1 2.07 4.85 -0.9
MG0330+3003Ba
1 87GB 032724.1+295348 RadioS 0.5 2.07 4.85 -0.9
MG0330+3003Ca
1 87GB 032724.1+295348 Radios 0.5 2.07 4.85 -0.9
MG0330+3032a
1 87GB 032704.0+302257 RadioS 0.4 2.05 4.85 -0.4
MG00330+3640a
1 87GB 032722.2+362931 RadioS 0.0 2.49 4.85 -0.4
MG0331+2403a
1 87GB 032849.9+235254 RadioS 0.1 2.18 4.85 -0.4
MG0331+2403a
1 87GB 032849.9+235254 Radios 0.1 2.18 4.85 -0.4
MG0332+2114b
1 87GB 032948.8+210401 Radios 0.5 2.07 4.85 -0.7
MG0332+2114a
1 87GB 032948.8+210401 RadioS 0.5 2.07 4.85 -0.7
MG0332+2742d
1 87GB 032955.3+273158 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.24 4.85 -0.7
MG0332+2742c
1 87GB 032955.3+273158 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.24 4.85 -0.7
MG0332+2742b
1 87GB 032955.3+273158 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.24 4.85 -0.7
MG0332+2742a
1 87GB 032955.3+273158 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.24 4.85 -0.7
M0333+2916a
1 87GB 033044.7+290617 RadioS 0.3 2.03 4.85 -0.6
MG0333+3356a
1 87GB 033014.3+334627 RadioS 0.1 2.06 4.85 -0.2
MG0334+3628c
1 87GB 033114.4+361838 Radios 0.2 1.86 4.85 -0.8
MG0334+3628b
1 87GB 033114.4+361838 RadioS 0.2 1.86 4.85 -0.8
MK0334+3628a
1 87GB 033114.4+361838 RadioS 0.1 1.86 4.85 -0.8
MG0334+3628Bb
1 87GB 033114.4+361838 Radios 0.0 1.86 4.85 -0.8
MG0334+3628Ba
1 87GB 033114.4+361838 Radios 0.0 1.86 4.85 -0.8
MG0335+2853a
1 87GB 033209.1+284324 Radios 0.1 1.94 4.85
MG0336+3807c
1 4C +37.09 RadioS 0.1 3.380 0.178 1.09 -0.8
MG0336+3807b
1 4C +37.09 RadioS 0.1 3.380 0.178 1.09 -0.8
MG0336+3807a
1 4C +37.09 Radios 0.1 3.380 0.178 1.09 -0.8
MG0337+2545c
1 4C +25.12 RadioS 0.3 3.380 0.178 1.12 -0.9
MG0337+2545b
1 4C +25.12 RadioS 0.3 3.380 0.178 1.12 -0.9
NG0337+2545a
1 4C +25.12 RadioS 0.4 3.380 0.178 1.12 -0.9
MG0337+2545Ba
1 4C +25.12 RadioS 0.5 3.380 0.178 1.12 -0.9
MG0337+3056b
1 87GB 033445.6+304627 Radios 0.2 2.05 4.85 -0.8
MG0337+3056a
1 87GB 033445.6+304627 RadioS 0.3 2.05 4.85 -0.8
MG0337+3056Ba
1 87GB 033445.6+304627 Radios 0.4 2.05 4.85 -0.8
MG0337+3105a
1 87GB 033455.8+305636 RadioS 0.4 2.03 4.85
NG0337+3144b
1 87GB 033351.8+313429 Radios 0.2 2.10 4.85 -0.9
MG0337+3144a
1 87GB 033351.8+313429 RadioS 0.3 2.10 4.85 -0.9
MG0338+2136a
1 87GB 033602.0+212606 RadioS 0.3 2.20 4.85 -0.8
MG0338+2244a
1 87GB 033521.8+223408 RadioS 0.3 2.28 4.85 -0.5
MG0339+2622a
1 87GB 033658.6+261340 RadioS 0.3 1.99 4.85 -0.4
MG0339+2933a
1 87GB 033652.4+292419 RadioS 0.3 1.99 4.85 -1.0
MG0339+2933Ba











































































































































































0.8 Extended or multiple
1.0 Extended or multiple


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.4 6595 +/- 10 km/s
-0.6














1 4C +31.16 RadioS 0.1 3.398 0.178 1.11 -1.0
MG0416+3108a
1 4C +31.16 RadioS 0.1 3.398 0.178 1.11 -1.0
MG0417+3631a
1 870GB 041401.2+362410 RadioS 0.3 2.12 4.85
MG0418+2116a
1 87GB 041544.0+210919 RadioS 0.2 2.05 4.85 -0.4
MG0418+3307b
1 4C +33.09 Radios 0.3 3.505 0.178 1.27 -1.0
MG0418+3307a
1 4C +33.09 RadioS 0.2 3.505 0.178 1.27 -1.0
MG0418+3307Ba
1 4C +33.09 RadioS 0.2 3.505 0.178 1.27 -1.0
MG0419+2711a
1 4C +27.13 RadioS 0.2 3.491 0.178 1.10 -0.7
MG0420+2526c
1 4C +25.14 QSO 0.0 18.0 not available
MG0420+2526b
1 4C +25.14 QSO 0.1 18.0 not available
MG0420+2526a
1 4C +25.14 QSO 0.0 18.0 not available
MG0421+2348a
1 4C +23.08 RadioS 0.1 2.477 2.700 0.99 -1.02
MG0421+2348Ba
1 4C +23.08 RadioS 0.2 2.477 2.700 0.99 -1.02
MG0421+2419a
1 87GB 041835.3+241155 Radios 0.1 2.07 4.85 -0.8
MG0421+3536a
1 87GB 041817.7+352919 Radios 0.2 2.00 4.85 -0.6
MG0422+3057c
1 87GB 041909.6+305109 RadioS 0.3 2.32 4.85 -0.5
MG0422+3057b
1 87GB 041909.6+305109 RadioS 0.3 2.32 4.85 -0.5
MG0422+3057a
1 87GB 041909.6+305109 Radios 0.3 2.32 4.85 -0.5
MG00422+3127b
1 87GB 041924.6+312034 Radios 0.5 1.96 4.85 -1.0
MG0422+3127a
1 87GB 041924.6+312034 RadioS 0.5 1.96 4.85 -1.0
MG0423+2107a
1 87GB 042005.5+210103 Radios 0.2 2.19 4.85 -0.4
1MG0423+2107a
1 87GB 042005.5+210103 Radios 0.2 2.19 4.85 -0.4
MG0423+3451b
1 3C 115 RadioS 0.1 Confusion 3.756 0.178 1.14 -0.8
MG0423+3451a
1 3C 115 RadioS 0.1 Confusion 3.756 0.178 1.14 -0.8
MG0424+2126a
1 4C +21.16 G 0.6 17.8 not available
MG0425+1943a
1 87GB 042243.8+193616 RadioS 1.3 Extended 2.09 4.85 -0.9
MG0425+2234a
1 87GB 042243.5+222828 RadioS 0.2 1.98 4.85 -0.4
MG0426+2326a
1 87GB 042354.5+232103 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.52 4.85 -0.5
MG0426+2350a
1 87GB 042354.8+234401 Radios 0.3 2.44 4.85 -0.0
MG0426+2952a
1 87GB 042322.0+294543 Radios 0.1 2.31 4.85 -0.2
MG0426+3050a
1 4C +30.07 RadioS 0.2 3.491 0.178 1.04 -0.9
MG0426+3050Ba
1 4C +30.07 RadioS 0.3 3.491 0.178 1.04 -0.9
MG0426+3050Ca
1 4C +30.07 RadioS 0.2 3.491 0.178 1.04 -0.9
MG0427+3005c
1 87GB 042451.0+295930 RadioS 0.3 2.10 4.85 -0.9
MG0427+3005b
1 87GB 042451.0+295930 RadioS 0.2 2.10 4,85 -0.9
MG0427+3005a
1 87GB 042451.0+295930 Radios 0.2 2.10 4.85 -0.9
MG0428+2133a
1 4C +21.17 RadioS 0.2 2.898 2.700 0.99 -0.95
MG0428+2251a
1 4C +22.09 RadioS 0.2 Confusion 3.301 0.178 1.01 -0.8
MG0428+2251Ba
1 4C +22.09 RadioS 0.1 Confusion 3.301 0.178 1.01 -0.8
MG0428+2331c
1 87GB 042558.2+232516 RadioS 0.0 2.00 4.85 -1.3
MG0428+2331b
1 87GB 042558.2+232516 RadioS 0.1 2.00 4.85 -1.3
MG0428+2331a
1 87GB 042558.2+232516 RadioS 0.1 2.00 4.85 -1.3
MG0428+3259a
1 87GB 042452.1+325323 RadioS 0.2 2.76 4.85 1.1
MG0429+2724a
1 *87GB 042647.7+271820 RadioS 0.2 2.66 4.85 -0.1
2 *[WB92] 0426+2718 RadioS 1.5 2.92 1.4 -2.5
MG0429+2843a
1 87GB 042641.6+283624 RadioS 0.2 Extended 1.82 4.85 -1.8
MG0429+3319a










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RadioS 0.3 Confused region




















































































0.0 Extended or multiple
0.1 Extended or multiple










































































































































1 87GB 064814.4+225251 RadioS 0.2 1.92 4.85 -1.2
2 EUVE J0651+22.8 UvES 2.0
MG0651+2249Ba
1 87GB 064814.4+225251 Radios 0.0 1.92 4.85 -1.2
MG0652+2232a
1 3C 170 G 0.7 19.0 not available
MG0652+2232Bb
1 3C 170 G 1.0 19.0 not available
MG0652+2232Ba
1 3C 170 G 1.0 19.0 not available
MGO652+3735c
1 4C +37.17 RadioS 0.1 3.362 0.178 1.03 -0.9
MG0652+3735b
1 4C +37.17 RadioS 0.0 3.362 0.178 1.03 -0.9
MG0652+3735a
1 4C +37.17 RadioS 0.0 3.362 0.178 1.03 -0.9
MG0653+2313a
1 87GB 065044.7+231718 RadioS 0.2 2.23 4.85 -0.4
MG0653+2353a
1 *87GB 065021.0+235659 RadioS 0.3 Extended 2.23 4.85 -1.4
MG0653+3705a
1 [HB89] 0650+371 QSO 0.0 18. 1.98200
MG0655+2307a
1 87GB 065221.9+231025 RadioS 0.5 2.14 4.85 -0.4
MG0656+2813b
1 87GB 065253.7+281712 RadioS 1.8 2.01 4.85 -0.6
MG0656+2813a
1 87GB 065253.7+281712 RadioS 1.8 2.01 4.85 -0.6
MG0656+3209a
1 87GB 065328.0+321348 RadioS 0.4 2.32 4.85
MG0657+2040a
1 87GB 065400.3+204517 RadioS 1.0 2.01 4.85 -0.9
MG0657+2423a
1 87GB 065402.5+242744 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.45 4.85 -0.0
MG0657+3858a
1 B3 0654+390 RadioS 0.2 2.05 4.85 -0.1
MG0658+2220a
1 PKS 0655+22 QSO 0.9 19.0 not available
MG0658+2221a
1 87GB 065510.1+222558 RadioS 0.3 1.95 4.85 -0.7
MG0658+2708a
1 *87GB 065502.3+271229 RadioS 1.1 Extended 1.98 4.85 -0.7
MG0659+2117a
1 4C +21.22 G 0.1 19.0 not available
MG0659+2234a
1 87GB 065600.8+223748 RadioS 1.1 2.16 4.85 -0.7
MG0659+2417a
1 87GB 065638.9+242158 RadioS 0.4 2.15 4.85
MGO0659+2736a
1 87GB 065653.6+274056 RadioS 0.3 2.00 4.85 -0.7
MG0659+3552a
1 4C +35.14 G 0.2 Extended 18 not available
MG0659+3552Ba
1 4C +35.14 G 0.7 Extended 18 not available
MG0700+2229a
1 NPM1G +22.0151 G 0.0 17.12 not available
2 NPM1G +22.0152 G 1.2 16.85 not available
3 *87GB 065733.2+223303 RadioS 1.3 Extended 1.87 4.85 -2.1
MGO700+2458a
1 87GB 065731.7+250322 RadioS 0.4 1.90 4.85
MG0701+2313a
1 4C +23.18 G 0.0 17.0 1.4 0.09200
MGO701+3016b
No object is found
MGO701+3016a
No object is found
MG0701+3156a
1 87GB 065837.2+320101 RadioS 1.5 1.98 4.85
MG0701+3223a
1 87GB 065820.4+322830 RadioS 0.4 1.91 4.85 -0.9
MGO701+3518a
1 4C +35.15 RadioS 0.2 3.756 0.178 1.08 -1.0
MG0701+3518Ba
1 4C +35.15 RadioS 0.3 3.756 0.178 1.08 -1.0
MGO701+3656a
1 87GB 065751.9+370030 RadioS 0.2 1.91 4.85 -0.9
MG0701+3656a
1 87GB 065751.9+370030 RadioS 0.2 1.91 4.85 -0.9
MGO701+3656a
1 87GB 065751.9+370030 RadioS 0.2 1.91 4.85 -0.9
MGO701+3831a
1 B3 0658+386 Radios 0.2 2.39 4.85 -0.7
MGO701+3831Ba
1 B3 0658+386 RadioS 0.1 2.39 4.85 -0.7
MG0702+3256a
1 B2 0658+33B G 0.0 0.12700
MG0702+3757c
1 3C 173 G 0.6 N galaxy 21.3 1.03500
MG0702+3757b
1 3C 173 G 0.6 N galaxy 21.3 1.03500
MG0702+3757a






















































2 B3 0704+384 NEDO2
3 B3 0704+384 NED01O
MG0707+3821Ba
1 B3 0704+384 NED01
2 [HB89] 0704+384
3 B3 0704+384 NEDO2
MG0707+3821Ca
1 B3 0704+384 NEDO2
2 [HB89] 0704+384
























































GClstr 1.9 II-III: [BM]
G 0.0
G 0.3















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 *FIRST 3073429.6+29520 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3073429.6+29514 RadioS
4 87GB 073119.3+295822 RadioS
MG0735+2035a
1 87GB 073255.6+204345 RadioS
MG0735+3307a
1 4C +33.21 RadioS
MG0735+3429a
1 87GB 073239.2+343536 RadioS
MG0736+2341a
1 PKS 0733+237 RadioS
MG0736+2410b
1 *87GB 073316.4+241808 RadioS
MG0736+2410a
1 *87GB 073316.4+241808 RadioS
MG0736+2418a
No object is found
MG0736+2418Ba
1 *87GB 073336.2+242604 RadioS
MG0737+2307c
1 87GB 073405.7+231343 RadioS
MG0737+2307b
1 87GB 073405.7+231343 RadioS
MG0737+2307a
1 87GB 073405.7+231343 RadioS
MG0737+3037c
1 *FIRST 3073712.5+30363 RadioS
2 87GB 073400.9+304337 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3073715.5+30371 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3073708.5+30371 RadioS
MG0737+3037b
1 *FIRST 3073712.5+30363 RadioS
2 87GB 073400.9+304337 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3073715.5+30371 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3073708.5+30371 RadioS
MG0737+3037a
1 *FIRST 3073712.5+30363 Radios
2 87GB 073400.9+304337 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3073715.5+30371 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3073708.5+30371 RadioS
MG0737+3602b
1 4C +36.13 Radios
MG0737+3602a
1 4C +36.13 RadioS
MG0738+3550a
1 87GB 073526.0+355735 RadioS
MG0739+2054a
1 4C +21.23 RadioS
MG0740+2659a
1 87GB 073741.3+270523 RadioS
MG0741+2050b
1 87GB 073821.6+205742 RadioS
MG0741+2050a
1 87GB 073821.6+205742 Radios
MG0741+2338a
1 87GB 073826.8+234553 RadioS
MG0741+2707b
No object is found
MG0741+2707a
No object is found
MG0742+2333a
1 87GB 073913.8+234022 RadioS
MG0743+2328d
1 [HB89] 0740+235 QSO
MG0743+2328c
1 [HB89] 0740+235 QSO
MG0743+2328b
1 [HB89] 0740+235 QSO
MG0743+2328a
1 [HB89] 0740+235 QSO
MG0744+2523a
1 *87GB 074129.9+253159 RadioS
MG0744+2919a
1 *FIRST 3074450.7+29201 RadioS
2 87GB 074143.9+292738 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3074451.2+29200 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3074451.7+29195 RadioS
MG0744+3753b
1 [HB89] 0740+380 QSO
MG0744+3753a
1 [HB89] 0740+380 QSO
MG0745+2810a
1 87GB 074246.4+281814 RadioS
MG0745+3142a
1 B2 0742+31:[KSS94] 05 VisS
2 *[DWT93] 074230.09+315 *
3 [DWT93] 074232.01+315 G
4 4C +31.30:[EGY91] 10 G
MG0745+3313a
1 [HB89] 0742+333 QSO
MG0745+3732a
1 B3 0742+376 NED02 RadioS








































































































































































3 B3 0742+376 NED01 Radios
4 FIRST 3074538.1+37320 RadioS
MG0745+3732Bb
1 B3 0742+376 NED01 RadioS
2 4C +37.19 RadioS
3 FIRST 3074538.1+37320 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3074537.8+37321 RadioS
MGO745+3732Ba
1 B3 0742+376 NED01 RadioS
2 4C +37.19 RadioS
3 FIRST 3074538.1+37320 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3074537.8+37321 RadioS
MG0746+2549a
1 87GB 074322.5+255639 RadioS
MG0747+2049c
1 4C +21.24 RadioS
MG0747+2049b
1 4C +21.24 RadioS
MG0747+2049a
1 4C +21.24 RadioS
MG0748+2000a
1 *87GB 074558.2+200852 RadioS
MG0749+2128c
1 87GB 074652.1+213655 RadioS
MG0749+2128b
1 87GB 074652.1+213655 RadioS
MG0749+2128a
1 87GB 074652.1+213655 RadioS
MG0750+2142a
1 87GB 074759.5+214933 RadioS
MG0750+2700a
1 *87GB 074702.3+270754 RadioS
MG0750+2908b
1 87GB 074734.3+291621 RadioS
MGO750+2908a
1 87GB 074734.3+291621 RadioS
MGO750+3107a
1 87GB 074646.6+311516 RadioS
MGO751+3312b
1 [HB89] 0748+333 QSO
MG0751+3312a
1 [HB89] 0748+333 QSO
MG0751+3410b
1 *FIRST 3075133.2+34095 RadioS
2 87GB 074819.1+341752 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3075134.7+34101 RadioS
MGO751+3410a
1 *FIRST 3075133.2+34095 RadioS
2 87GB 074819.1+341752 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3075134.7+34101 RadioS
MGO752+2059a
1 87GB 074935.3+210818 RadioS
MGO752+3435b
1 87GB 074910.9+344332 RadioS
MG0752+3435a
1 87GB 074910.9+344332 RadioS
MGO752+3729a
1 B3 0749+376 RadioS
2 FIRST 3075238.3+37315 RadioS
MG0752+3750a
1 4C +37.20 NEDO2 RadioS
2 4C +37.20 NEDO3 RadioS
3 [HB89] 0749+379 QSO
4 4C +37.20 NED01 RadioS
MG0752+3750Ba
1 4C +37.20 NEDO3 RadioS
2 [HB89] 0749+379 QSO
3 4C +37.20 NEDO2 RadioS
4 4C +37.20 NEDO4 RadioS
MG0752+3750Cb
1 4C +37.20 NEDO4 RadioS
2 [HB89] 0749+379 QSO
3 4C +37.20 NEDO3 Radios
4 4C +37.20 NEDO2 RadioS
MG0752+3750Ca
1 4c +37.20 NED04 Radios
2 [HB89] 0749+379 QSO
3 4C +37.20 NEDO3 RadioS
4 4C +37.20 NEDO2 RadioS
MG0754+2253a
1 87GB 075114.2+230104 RadioS
MG0754+2511a
1 87GB 075117.9+251841 RadioS
MGO754+2533a
1 87GB 075134.3+254142 RadioS
MGO754+3034a
1 87GB 075139.7+304144 RadioS
MG0754+3519b
1 87GB 075121.4+352757 RadioS
MG0754+3519a
1 87GB 075121.4+352757 RadioS
MG0755+2329a


































































































































































1 [HB89] 0752+258 QSO
MGO755+2543b
1 [HB89] 0752+258 QSO
MG0755+2543a
1 [HB89] 0752+258 QSO
MGO756+3715a
1 87GB 075310.0+372307 RadioS
2 FIRST 3075630.2+37140 RadioS
MG0756+3809a
1 B3 0753+383 NED01 RadioS
2 4C +38.22 RadioS
3 B3 0753+383 NED02 RadioS
4 FIRST J075653.3+38085 RadioS
MGO757+2528a
1 87GB 075437.1+253625 RadioS
MGO757+2845a
1 87GB 075425.1+285309 RadioS
MG0757+3537a
1 FIRST J075718.0+35381 RadioS
2 87GB 075359.9+354638 RadioS
MG0757+3648a
1 87GB 075347.5+365655 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3075658.6+36483 RadioS
MG0758+2813b
1 87GB 075543.1+282101 RadioS
MGO758+2813a
1 87GB 075543.1+282101 RadioS
MG0758+3747b
1 *FIRST J075828.1+37471 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3075828.5+37470 RadioS
3 NGC 2484 G
4 B3 0755+379A RadioS
MG0758+3747a
1 *FIRST 3075828.1+37471 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3075828.5+37470 RadioS
3 NGC 2484 G
4 B3 0755+379A RadioS
MG0759+1927a
1 87GB 075649.3+193409 RadioS
MG0759+3010b
1 87GB 075618.7+301837 RadioS
MG0759+3010a
1 87GB 075618.7+301837 Radios
MG0759+3738a
1 83 0756+377 Radios
2 *FIRST 3075947.7+37373 RadioS
MG0759+3738Ba
1 B3 0756+377 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3075947.7+37373 RadioS
MG0759+3815a
1 *FIRST 3075952.3+38142 RadioS
2 B3 0756+383 G
3 *FIRST 3075952.5+38142 Radios
4 *FIRST 3075952.0+38142 RadioS
MG0759+3815Ba
1 *FIRST 3075951.9+38143 RadioS
2 B3 0756+383 G
3 *FIRST 3075952.3+38142 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3075952.0+38142 RadioS
MG0801+2425b
1 87GB 075805.0+243352 RadioS
MG0801+2425a
1 87GB 075805.0+243352 RadioS
MG0801+2425Ba
1 87GB 075805.0+243352 RadioS
MG0804+3258a
1 87GB 080053.9+330742 RadioS
MG0804+3426a
1 87GB 080104.0+343514 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3080410.8+34262 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3080410.4+34262 RadioS
MG0805+2106a
1 PKS 0802+21 RadioS
MG0805+3618a
1 87GB[BWE91] 0801+3627 RadioS
2 87GB[BWE91] 0801+3627 RadioS
3 87GB 080149.1+362748 G
4 FIRST 3080456.9+36200 RadioS
MG0805+3618Ba
1 87GB[BWE91] 0801+3627 RadioS
2 87GB 080149.1+362748 G
3 87GB[BWE91] 0801+3627 RadioS
4 FIRST 3080456.9+36200 RadioS
MG0806+2118a
1 87GB 080326.8+212649 RadioS
MG0806+2118Ba
1 87GB 080326.8+212649 RadioS
MG0808+2221a
1 4C +22.19 G
MG0808+2221Ba




















































































































































































0.8 0.04333 +/- 0.00014





















1 87GB 080555.2+234358 RadioS
MG0808+2334Ba
1 87GB 080555.2+234358 RadioS
MG0808+2652a
1 87GB 080501.1+270202 RadioS
MG0808+2652Ba
1 87GB 080501.1+270202 RadioS
MG0808+2652Ca
1 87GB 080501.1+270202 RadioS
MG0808+3656a
1 87GB 080501.0+370630 RadioS
MG0808+3656b
1 87GB 080501.0+370630 RadioS
MG0808+3656a
1 87GB 080501.0+370630 RadioS
MG0809+2828a
1 87GB 080642.8+283807 RadioS
MG0809+2911a
1 87GB 080604.0+292050 Radios
2 FIRST 3080906.2+29123 RadioS
MG0809+29118a
1 FIRST 3080906.2+29123 RadioS
2 87GB 080604.0+292050 Radios
3 FIRST 3080902.3+29132 RadioS
MG0809+3455a
1 *FIRST 3080938.5+34562 RadioS
2 87GB 080624.4+350444 Radios
3 *FIRST 3080938.8+34553 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3080939.1+34552 RadioS
MG0810+2651b
1 87GB 080723.9+265942 Radios
MGO810+2651a
1 87GB 080723.9+265942 RadioS
MG0810+2731a
1 4C +27.18 RadioS
MG0810+3529a
1 87GB 080659.5+353825 Radios
2 *FIRST 3081013.5+35285 RadioS
3 IRAS F08070+3537 IrS
MG0811+2142c
1 87GB 080804.6+215049 Radios
MG0811+2142b
1 87GB 080804.6+215049 RadioS
MG0811+2142a
1 87GB 080804.6+215049 RadioS
MG0811+3445a
1 *FIRST 3081103.1+34435 RadioS
2 4C +34.27 RadioS
3 *FIRST J081103.4+34432 RadioS
MG0812+2522a
1 87GB 080946.4+253139 RadioS
MG0813+2303a
1 87GB 081029.6+231303 RadioS
MG0813+2750a
1 87GB 081040.8+280042 RadioS
MG0813+3502a
1 *FIRST 3081347.3+35022 RadioS
2 *FIRST J081346.1+35020 RadioS
3 4C +35.19 RadioS
4 *FIRST J081348.8+35024 RadioS
MG0813+3655b
1 FIRST J081326.3+36553 RadioS
2 4C +37.23 Vis
3 FIRST J081325.8+36552 RadioS
MG0813+3655a
1 4C +37.23 VisS
2 FIRST 3081326.3+36553 RadioS
3 FIRST 3081325.8+36552 RadioS
MG0814+2059a
1 87GB 081121.6+210829 RadioS
MG0814+3237a
1 FIRST 3081409.6+32372 RadioS
2 [HB891 0810+327 QSO
3 *FIRST 3081411.4+32365 RadioS
4 FIRST 3081408.0+32374 RadioS
N0814+3237a
1 FIRST 3081409.6+32372 RadioS
2 [HB89] 0810+327 QSO
3 *FIRST 3081411.4+32365 RadioS
4 FIRST J081408.0+32374 RadioS
KG0814+3553a
1 FIRST J081443.4+35552 RadioS
2 87GB 081134.7+360246 RadioS
MG0815+3304a
1 [HB89] 0812+332 QSO
MG0815+3841a
1 *FIRST 3081512.4+38410 RadioS
2 B3 0811+388 NED01 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3081512.2+38405 RadioS
4 4C +38.23 G
MG0816+3804a
1 B3 0812+382 G





















































































































































3 *FIRST 3081600.9+38041 Radios
MG0817+1958a
1 87GB 081412.0+200757 RadioS
2 NPM1G +20.0167 G
MG0817+2237a
1 [HB89] 0814+227 QSO
MG0817+2237Ba
1 [HB89] 0814+227 QSO
MG0817+2237Ca
1 [HB89] 0814+227 QSO
MG0817+2352a
1 87GB 081412.4+240139 Radios
MG0817+2717a
1 87GB 081444.2+272618 RadioS
MG0817+2717Ba
1 87GB 081444.2+272618 RadioS
MG0817+2717Ca
1 87GB 081444.2+272618 RadioS
MG0817+3226a
1 *87GB 081419.8+323626 RadioS
MG0818+2247b
1 87GB 081557.0+225710 RadioS
MG0818+2247a
1 87GB 081557.0+225710 RadioS
MG0818+2340c
1 4C +23.19 RadioS
MG0818+2340b
1 4C +23.19 RadioS
MG0818+2340a
1 4C +23.19 RadioS
MG0818+2623a
1 87GB 081549.5+263304 Radios
MG0819+2614a
1 87GB 081609.0+262419 RadioS
MG0819+2641c
1 87GB 081615.4+265129 RadioS
MG0819+2641b
1 87GB 081615.4+265129 RadioS
MG0819+2641a
1 87GB 081615.4+265129 RadioS
MG0819+3227a
1 87GB 081552.1+323615 RadioS
MG0820+2311a
1 87GB 081731.9+232041 RadioS
14MG0820+3640a
1 *87GB[BWE91] 0817+3649 RadioS
MG0821+2215a
1 87GB 081902.4+222533 Radios
MG0823+2036a
1 87GB 082059.3+204701 Radios
MG0823+2223a
1 4C +22.21 QSO
MG0824+2341a
1 87GB 082130.1+235109 Radios
MG0825+2643b
1 [P93] 082255.9+265349 RadioS
2 87GB 082253.8+265413 RadioS
MG0825+2643a
1 [P93] 082255.9+265349 RadioS
2 87GB 082253.8+265413 RadioS
MG0825+2643Ba
1 [P93] 082255.9+265349 Radios
2 87GB 082253.8+265413 RadioS
MG0826+2803a
1 87GB 082308.6+281350 RadioS
MG0827+3525a
1 FIRST J082739.6+35245 RadioS
2 87GB 082427.2+353501 QSO
MG0828+2105a
1 87GB 082513.8+211517 RadioS
MG0828+2105Ba
1 87GB 082513.8+211517 RadioS
MG0828+3442a
1 87GB 082514.4+345253 RadioS
2 FIRST J082820.6+34432 RadioS
3 FIRST 3082828.4+34413 RadioS
4 FIRST J082819.0+34430 Radios
MG0828+3821a
1 *FIRST 3082816.7+38223 RadioS
2 B3 0825+385 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3082813.8+38213 RadioS
MG0829+2453a
1 87GB 082600.8+250403 RadioS
MG0829+3629b
No object is found
MG0829+3629a
No object is found
MG0830+2323a
1 PKS 0827+23 RadioS
MG0831+3742a
1 [HB89] 0827+378 QSO
2 FIRST 3083110.7+37420 Radios
























































































































































































4 FIRST J083110.7+37415 Radios
MG0832+1953a
1 87GB 082907.5+200334 RadioS
MG0832+1953Ba
1 87GB 082907.5+200334 RadioS
MG0832+2636a
1 87GB 082955.6+264648 RadioS
MG0834+2428a
1 87GB 083106.6+243927 RadioS
MG0835+3433a
1 *FIRST 3083515.0+34340 Radios
2 87GB 083205.8+344423 G
3 *FIRST 3083516.0+34335 RadioS
MG0836+2138a
1 87GB 083322.0+214923 RadioS
MG0836+3125a
1 87GB 083331.6+313630 RadioS
MG0837+2423a
1 87GB 083506.2+243408 RadioS
MG0837+3649a
1 *FIRST 3083756.4+36491 RadioS
2 87GB 083443.3+365943 RadioS
3 *FIRST 3083756.3+36490 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3083756.0+36492 Radios
MG0837+3649Ba
1 *FIRST 3083756.0+36492 RadioS
2 *FIRST J083756.4+36491 RadioS
3 87GB 083443.3+365943 RadioS
4 *FIRST 3083756.3+36490 RadioS
MG0838+2554b
1 87GB 083527.4+260541 RadioS
MG0838+2554a
1 87GB 083527.4+260541 RadioS
MG0838+3704a
1 *FIRST 3083819.0+37055 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3083819.7+37054 RadioS
3 *87GB 083507.6+371630 RadioS
4 *B2 0835+37 G
MG0838+3704Ba
1 *FIRST 3083819.7+37054 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3083819.0+37055 RadioS
3 *87GB 083507.6+371630 RadioS
MG0838+3710a
1 *87GB 083511.0+372100 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3083824.2+37105 RadioS
MG0839+1921a
1 (HB89] 0836+195 QSO
2 [HB89] 0836+195 ABS05 AbLS
3 (HB89] 0836+195 ABSO3 AbLS
4 [HB89] 0836+195 ABSO4 AbLS
MG0839+1921Ba
1 [DWT93] 083615.74+193 G
2 (HB89] 0836+195 ABSO2 AbLS
3 [HB89] 0836+195 ABSO3 AbLS
4 [HB89] 0836+195 ABSO4 AbLS
MG0839+2002a
1 87GB 083617.9+201233 RadioS
MG0839+2403d
1 4C +24.18 RadioS
MG0839+2403c
1 4C +24.18 RadioS
MG0839+2403b
1 4C +24.18 RadioS
MG0839+2403a
1 4C +24.18 RadioS
MG0840+2508b
1 87GB 083724.1+251756 RadioS
MG0840+2508a
1 87GB 083724.1+251756 Radios
MG0841+2320a
1 87GB 083858.1+233049 RadioS
MG0842+2354a
1 87GB 083949.6+240527 RadioS
MG0844+3639a
1 87GB 084128.1+365043 RadioS
MG0844+3831a
1 B3 0841+386 RadioS
MG0847+3831a
1 *87GB 084401.2+384213 RadioS
2 FIRST 3084712.4+38304 RadioS
MG0848+3147a
1 IC 2402 G
2 *[HB89] 0844+319 QSO
MG0850+3747a
1 4C +37.25 G
2 4C +37.25 NED02 RadioS
3 4C +37.25 NED03 RadioS
4 4C +37.25 NED04 RadioS
MG0850+3747Ba
1 4C +37.25 NED05 RadioS
2 4C +37.25 NEDO2 RadioS
3 4C +37.25 G

















































































































































































































1 4C +23.20 RadioS
MG0851+2242Bb
1 4C +23.20 RadioS
MG0851+2242Ba
1 4C +23.20 Radios
MG0851+2649a
1 87GB 084830.3+265820 RadioS
MG0851+2649Ba
1 87GB 084830.3+265820 RadioS
MG0851+2649Ca
1 87GB 084830.3+265820 RadioS
MG0852+2450a
1 87GB 085002.4+250037 Radios
MG0853+2543a
1 87GB 085023.2+255428 RadioS
MG0853+2552a
1 87GB 085015.2+260449 RadioS
NG0853+3255a
1 4C +33.22 RadioS
MG0853+3406a
1 4C +34.29 QSO
2 FIRST J085341.9+34062 Radios
3 *FIRST J085344.4+34070 RadioS
MG0853+3406Ba
1 4C +34.29 QSO
2 FIRST J085341.9+34062 RadioS
3 *FIRST J085344.4+34070 RadioS
MG0854+2440a
1 87GB 085137.0+245145 RadioS
MG0856+1945a
1 87GB 085341.7+195642 RadioS
MG0856+2058a
1 87GB 085346.7+210909 RadioS
MG0856+2112a
1 87GB 085405.9+212308 RadioS
MG0856+2557a
No object is found
MG0857+1929a
1 87GB 085436.0+194056 RadioS
MG0857+2124a
1 87GB 085428.0+213742 RadioS
MG0857+3404a
1 3C 211 G
2 *FIRST J085741.3+34040 Radios
3 *FIRST J085738.8+34040 RadioS
MG0857+3404Ba
1 *FIRST J085741.3+34040 RadioS
2 3C 211 G
3 *FIRST J085738.8+34040 RadioS
MG0857+3404Ca
1 *FIRST J085738.8+34040 RadioS
2 3C 211 G
3 *FIRST J085741.3+34040 RadioS
MG0901+1952b
1 4C +19.32 G0
MG0901+1952a
1 4C +19.32 G
MG0901+3828c
1 B3 0858+386 RadioS
MG0901+3828b
1 83 0858+386 RadioS
MG0901+3828a
1 B3 0858+386 Radios
MG0902+2315a
1 87GB 085922.3+232651 Radios
M•G0902+3309a
1 4C +33.23 RadioS
MG0902+3309Ba
1 4C +33.23 Radios
M•0902+3309Ca
1 4C +33.23 RadioS
MG0903+2753a
1 87GB 090059.7+280513 RadioS
MN0904+1955a
1 87GB 090152.8+200754 RadioS
MG0904+2220a
1 4C +22.22 QSO
NG0904+2333a
1 87GB 090149.3+234529 RadioS
MG0905+2029a
1 87GB 090223.0+204143 Radios
MG0905+2052a
1 87GB 090223.4+210403 RadioS
MG0905+2129c
1 87GB 090234.1+214131 RadioS
MG0905+2129b
1 87GB 090234.1+214131 Radios
MG0905+2129a
1 87GB 090234.1+214131 RadioS
MG0905+3407a



















































































































































































0.07 3.39090 +/- 0.00100
286
1 87GB 090319.0+202743 RadioS
MG0906+2200b
1 87GB 090323.6+221207 Radios
MG0906+2200a
1 87GB 090323.6+221207 RadioS
MG0907+3149b
1 4C +32.27 RadioS
MG0907+3149a
1 4C +32.27 RadioS
MG0907+3343a
1 87GB 090411.9+335628 RadioS
2 *FIRST 3090726.6+33433 Radios
MG0907+3657a
1 87GB 090439.8+370952 RadioS
MG0908+2024a
1 87GB 090555.2+203641 RadioS
MG0908+2253b
1 *PKS 0905+23 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 0905+2306 RadioS
MG0908+2253a
1 *PKS 0905+23 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 0905+2306 RadioS
MG0908+3749a
1 3C 217 G
2 B3 0905+380B Radios
MG0908+3749Ba
1 3C 217 G
2 B3 0905+380B RadioS
MG0909+1928a
1 MRK 1226 G
MG0909+3233a
1 87GB 090610.0+324516 Radios
MG0909+3233Ba
1 87GB 090610.0+324516 Radios
MG0910+1936a
1 87GB 090735.3+194902 RadioS
MG0910+2248a
1 87GB 090749.3+230049 RadioS
MG0910+2539a
1 87GB 090759.3+255120 RadioS
MG0910+3758a
1 [HB89] 0907+381 QSO
MG0911+1958a
1 [HB89] 0908+201 QSO
MG0911+3318a
1 87GB 090756.7+333140 Radios
MG0911+3349a
1 *87GB 090844.4+340139 RadioS
MG0911+3724a
1 [PCd91] 090845.40+373 G
2 [PCd9l] 090845.13+373 G
3 B2 0908+37 GPair
MG0912+2204a
1 87GB 090932.3+221731 RadioS
MG0912+2436b
1 87GB 090949.9+244823 Radios
MG0912+2436a
1 87GB 090949.9+244823 RadioS
MG0912+3348b
1 87GB 090903.5+340100 RadioS
2 *87GB[BWE911 0908+3400 RadioS
3 *(WB92] 0908+3400 RadioS
MG0912+3348a
1 87GB 090903.5+340100 RadioS
2 *87GB[BWE91] 0908+3400 RadioS
3 *[WB92] 0908+3400 RadioS
MG0912+3348Ba
1 87GB 090903.5+340100 RadioS
2 *87GB[BWE91] 0908+3400 RadioS
3 *[WB92] 0908+3400 RadioS
MG0912+3751d
1 B3 0908+380C NED01 RadioS
2 B3 0908+380C NEDO2 RadioS
3 B3 0908+380C RadioS
MG0912+3751c
1 B3 0908+380C NED01 RadioS
2 B3 0908+380C NEDO2 RadioS
3 B3 0908+380C RadioS
MG0912+3751b
1 B3 0908+380C NED01 RadioS
2 B3 0908+380C NED02 RadioS
3 B3 0908+380C RadioS
MG0912+3751a
1 B3 0908+380C NED01 Radios
2 B3 0908+380C NED02 RadioS
3 B3 0908+380C RadioS
MG0912+3751Ba
1 B3 0908+380C NED01 RadioS
2 B3 0908+380C NED02 RadioS
3 B3 0908+380C RadioS
MG0912+3751Ca
1 B3 0908+380C Radios































































































































































































3 B3 0908+380C NED01 RadioS 0.4 VLA-reslvd component 2.748 1.46
MG0913+2009b
1 87GB 091034.7+202130 Radios 0.2 2.15 4.85 -0.8
MG0913+2009a
1 87GB 091034.7+202130 RadioS 0.2 2.15 4.85 -0.8
MG0913+2337a
1 4C +23.21 RadioS 0.1 2.778 2.700 0.98 -1.02
MG0913+2337Ba
1 4C +23.21 RadioS 0.1 2.778 2.700 0.98 -1.02
MG0914+2333a
1 87GB 091202.3+234507 RadioS 0.8 1.85 4.85 -0.5
MG0914+3512a
1 87GB 091133.0+352438 RadioS 0.9 2.50 4.85 -0.3
MG0915+1925a
No object is found
MG0915+2055b
1 87GB 091217.7+210836 RadioS 0.0 2.28 4.85 -0.5
MGO915+2055a
1 87GB 091217.7+210836 RadioS 0.1 2.28 4.85 -0.5
MG0915+2508c
1 4C +25.24 RadioS 0.4 2.301 2.700 0.98 -1.07
MG0915+2508b
1 4C +25.24 RadioS 0.4 2.301 2.700 0.98 -1.07
MG0915+2508a
1 4C +25.24 RadioS 0.4 2.301 2.700 0.98 -1.07
MGO915+2520a
1 87GB 091247.1+253145 RadioS 0.4 1.97 4.85
MG0916+3853a
1 4C +38.28 QSO 0.0 18.5 1.26900
MG0917+2306b
1 *4C +23.22 RadioS 0.5 2.301 2.700 1.00 -1.07
MG0917+2306a
1 *4C +23.22 RadioS 0.5 2.301 2.700 1.00 -1.07
MGO918+2232c
1 4C +22.23 G 0.3 18.3 not available
MG0918+2232b
1 4C +22.23 G 0.3 18.3 not available
MG0918+2232a
1 4C +22.23 G 0.3 18.3 not available
MG0918+3151a
1 CGCG 151-055 NEDO2 G 0.0 SW COMP 16.50 0.06100
2 CGCG 151-055 GPair 0.4 0.06200
3 CGCG 151-055 NED01 G 1.7 NE COMP 16.00 0.06210
MG0919+2125a
1 87GB 091616.5+213826 Radios 0.2 2.16 4.85 -0.4
MG0919+2205a
1 87GB 091622.6+221808 RadioS 0.2 1.92 4.85 -0.7
MG0919+3324a
1 87GB 091606.0+333716 RadioS 0.1 2.36 4.85 0.1
MG0920+2339a
1 87GB 091753.3+235137 RadioS 0.2 2.03 4.85 -0.8
MG0920+2603a
1 87GB 091706.2+261516 RadioS 0.2 2.02 4.85 -0.7
MG0920+2713b
No object is found
MG0920+2713a
No object is found
MG0920+3313c
1 87GB 091719.5+332536 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -0.7
MG0920+3313b
1 87GB 091719.5+332536 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -0.7
MG0920+3313a
1 87GB 091719.5+332536 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -0.7
MG0921+3753c
1 *4C +38.29 QSO 0.0 18.8 1.10800
2 B3 0918+381 NEDO2 RadioS 0.3 2.569 1.46
3 B3 0918+381 NED01 RadioS 0.5 1.740 1.46
4 *[WB92] 0918+3806 RadioS 1.6 2.97 1.4 -2.1
MG0921+3753b
1 *4C +38.29 QSO 0.0 18.8 1.10800
2 B3 0918+381 NED02 RadioS 0.4 2.569 1.46
3 B3 0918+381 NED01 Radios 0.5 1.740 1.46
4 *[WB92] 0918+3806 RadioS 1.6 2.97 1.4 -2.1
MG0921+3753a
1 *4C +38.29 QSO 0.1 18.8 1.10800
2 B3 0918+381 NEDO2 RadioS 0.4 2.569 1.46
3 B3 0918+381 NED01 RadioS 0.4 1.740 1.46
4 *[WB92] 0918+3806 RadioS 1.6 2.97 1.4 -2.1
MG0921+3753Ba
1 B3 0918+381 NEDO2 Radios 0.1 2.569 1.46
2 *4C +38.29 QSO 0.4 18.8 1.10800
3 B3 0918+381 NED01 RadioS 0.9 1.740 1.46
4 *[WB92] 0918+3806 RadioS 1.3 2.97 1.4 -2.1
MG0922+2136b
1 [HB89] 0919+218 QSO 0.1 18.5 1.4 1.42100
MG0922+2136a
1 [HB89] 0919+218 QSO 0.0 18.5 1.4 1.42100
MG0922+3232a
1 87GB 091924.2+324446 RadioS 1.2 1.88 4.85 -1.0
MG0923+2019a
1 87GB 092020.4+203139 RadioS 0.2 1.81 4.85 -0.5
MG0923+3850a
1 83 0920+390 RadioS 0.0 2.45 4.85 -0.2
288
MG0925+2309a
1 87GB 092245.5+232304 RadioS 0.1 2.10 4.85 -0.9
XG0925+3200b
1 4C +32.28 RadioS 0.0 3.462 0.178 1.11 -0.9
MG0925+3200a
1 4C +32.28 RadioS 0.0 3.462 0.178 1.11 -0.9
MG0925+3612a
1 87GB 092246.5+362518 RadioS 1.3 2.23 4.85 -0.3
2 *FIRST 3092550.0+36092 Radios 1.8 0.49 1.4
MG0925+3612a
1 87GB 092246.5+362518 RadioS 1.3 2.23 4.85 -0.3
2 *FIRST 3092550.0+36092 Radios 1.8 0.49 1.4
MG0925+3627a
1 4C +36.14 G 0.6 15.5 1.4 0.11260
MG0926+2037a
1 87GB 092327.6+205116 RadioS 0.0 1.77 4.85 -1.0
MG0926+2037Ba
1 87GB 092327.6+205116 RadioS 0.3 1.77 4.85 -1.0
MG0926+2201a
1 87GB 092310.8+221440 RadioS 0.0 1.93 4.85 -0.7
MG00927+2456a
1 87GB 092430.3+250931 RadioS 1.2 1.95 4.85 -0.2
MG0929+2511a
1 4C +25.25 Radios 0.4 2.230 2.700 1.26 -0.87
MG0929+2511Ba
1 4C +25.25 RadioS 0.1 2.230 2.700 1.26 -0.87
MG0929+3120a
1 87GB 092655.6+313428 RadioS 0.6 1.89 4.85 -0.9
MG0929+3120Ba
1 87GB 092655.6+313428 RadioS 0.2 1.89 4.85 -0.9
MG0930+2516a
1 87GB 092724.3+252903 RadioS 0.7 2.00 4.85 -0.6
2 NPM1G +25.0196 G 1.6 17.35 not available
MG0930+2734a
1 87GB 092806.9+274758 RadioS 0.2 Extended 1.87 4.85 -0.7
MG0930+3503a
1 87GB 092752.8+351642 VisS 1.1 BL Lac 19.2
MG0931+1926a
1 87GB 092816.9+194119 RadioS 0.2 1.75 4.85 -0.7
MG0931+1935a
1 87GB 092904.2+194927 RadioS 0.4 2.16 4.85 -0.4
MG0932+2112a
1 87GB 092926.7+212533 Radios 0.5 2.23 4.85 -0.7
MG0932+2349a
1 87GB 092930.7+240308 Radios 0.3 2.03 4.85 -0.9
MG0932+3339a
1 87GB 092953.4+335256 RadioS 0.8 2.32 4.85 -0.2
MG0935+1929b
1 87GB 093242.7+194304 RadioS 0.2 2.47 4.85 0.0
MG0935+1929a
1 87GB 093242.7+194304 Radios 0.3 2.47 4.85 0.0
M0935+2405a
1 87GB 093232.5+241814 RadioS 0.4 Extended 2.26 4.85 -0.4
MG0935+3633b
1 FIRST 3093543.2+36323 RadioS 1.0 -0.19 1.4
MG0935+3633a
1 FIRST 3093543.2+36323 RadioS 1.0 -0.19 1.4
MG0935+3836a
1 B3 0932+388 RadioS 0.3 1.95 4.85 -0.5
MG0937+3207a
1 *87GB 093407.0+322038 Radios 0.3 2.01 4.85 -0.6
MG0938+1929b
1 87GB 093609.2+194225 RadioS 0.6 1.95 4.85 -0.8
MG0938+1929a
1 87GB 093609.2+194225 Radios 0.5 1.95 4.85 -0.8
MG0940+2547a
1 87GB 093721.6+260107 RadioS 0.3 2.00 4.85 -0.3
MG0940+2626a
1 87GB 093719.8+264108 RadioS 0.6 1.81 4.85 -0.4
MG0941+2235a
1 87GB 093909.7+224811 Radios 0.3 2.23 4.85 -0.7
MG0941+2235Ba
1 87GB 093909.7+224811 RadioS 0.7 2.23 4.85 -0.7
MG0941+2235Ca
1 87GB 093909.7+224811 RadioS 0.3 2.23 4.85 -0.7
MG0941+3221a
1 87GB 093806.8+323531 RadioS 1.0 1.93 4.85 -1.1
MG0941+3221Ba
1 87GB 093806.8+323531 RadioS 0.2 1.93 4.85 -1.1
MG0941+3854a
1 B3 0937+391 NED01 RadioS 0.1 2.340 1.46
2 [HB89] 0937+391 QSO 0.5 18. 0.61800
3 B3 0937+391 NED02 RadioS 0.7 2.610 1.46
MG0941+3854Bb
1 [HB89] 0937+391 QSO 0.0 18. 0.61800
2 B3 0937+391 NED02 Radios 0.2 2.610 1.46
3 B3 0937+391 NED01 RadioS 0.4 2.340 1.46
MG0941+3854Ba
1 [HB89] 0937+391 QSO 0.0 18. 0.61800
2 B3 0937+391 NED02 RadioS 0.2 2.610 1.46
3 B3 0937+391 NED01 RadioS 0.5 2.340 1.46
MG0942+2738c
1 87GB 093956.8+275140 RadioS 0.1 Extended 2.08 4.85 -0.7
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MG0942+2738b
1 87GB 093956.8+275140 RadioS
MG0942+2738a
1 87GB 093956.8+275140 Radios
MG0942+2738Ba
No object is found
MG0942+3344a
1 87GB 093936.4+335803 RadioS
MG0943+3614a
1 NGC 2965 G
2 MCG +06-22-004 G
3 KUG 0940+364 G
MG0944+23296
1 *87GB 094120.0+234305 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 0941+2343 RadioS
NG0944+2329c
1 *87GB 094120.0+234305 Radios
2 *[WB92] 0941+2343 RadioS
MG0944+2329b
1 *87GB 094120.0+234305 Radios
2 *[WB92] 0941+2343 RadioS
MG0944+2329a
1 *87GB 094120.0+234305 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 0941+2343 RadioS
MG0945+3534a
1 87GB 094237.8+354839 RadioS
MG0946+2120a
1 87GB 094330.1+213558 RadioS
MG0946+2120Ba
1 87GB 094330.1+213558 RadioS
MG0946+3309a
1 87GB 094314.7+332250 GTrpl
MG0946+3309Ba
1 87GB 094314.7+332250 GTrpl
MG0946+3309Ca
1 87GB 094314.7+332250 GTrpl
MG0948+2201a
1 87GB 094549.5+221436 RadioS
MG0948+2201Ba
1 87GB 094549.5+221436 Radios
MG0948+3423a
1 87GB 094540.4+343724 RadioS
2 KUG 0945+346 G
MG0948+3423Ba
1 KUG 0945+346 G
2 87GB 094540.4+343724 RadioS
MG0949+3627a
1 87GB 094651.2+363944 RadioS
MG0950+2254a
1 87GB 094747.6+230856 RadioS
MG0952+2240a
1 87GB 094938.9+225351 RadioS
MG0952+2240Ba
1 87GB 094938.9+225351 RadioS
MG0952+3513a
1 87GB 094934.1+352706 QSO
MG0952+3606b
1 [HB89] 0949+363 QSO
MG0952+3606a
1 [HB89] 0949+363 QSO
MG0953+3225a
1 87GB 095031.6+323956 QSO
MG0954+2122a
1 4C +21.26 QSO
MG0954+2122Ba
1 4C +21.26 QSO
MG0954+2122Ca
1 4C +21.26 QSO
MG0954+3733a
1 *B3 0951+378 RadioS
MG0955+3534a
1 [HB891 0952+357 QSO
MG0955+3534Bb
1 [HB89] 0952+357 QSO
MG0955+3534Ba
1 [HB89] 0952+357 QSO
MG0957+2541a
1 87GB 095443.2+255520 RadioS
MG0957+3422a
1 87GB 095450.0+343606 RadioS
MG0958+1916a
1 87GB 095514.6+193022 RadioS
MG0958+1916Ba
1 87GB 095514.6+193022 RadioS
MG0958+2638a
1 *87GB 095511.1+265402 RadioS
MG0958+3224a
1 [HB89] 0955+326 QSO
2 *[HB89] 0955+326 ABSO2 AbLS
3 [HB89] 0955+326 ABS01 AbLS
4 [TWD95] 095526.52+323 G
MG0958+3829c





















































































































































































2 4C +38.30 QSO
3 B3 0955+387 NED01 RadioS
MG0958+3829b
1 B3 0955+387 NED02 RadioS
2 4C +38.30 QSO
3 83 0955+387 NED01 RadioS
MG0958+3829a
1 B3 0955+387 NED02 Radios
2 4C +38.30 QSO
3 B3 0955+387 NED01 RadioS
100958+3829Ba
1 4C +38.30 QSO
2 B3 0955+387 NED01 Radios
3 B3 0955+387 NED02 RadioS
MG0958+3829Ca
1 83 0955+387 NED01 RadioS
2 4C +38.30 QSO
3 B3 0955+387 NED02 RadioS
MG1000+2232b
1 [HB89] 0957+227 QSO
2 PKS 0957+22 ABSO1 AbLS
3 87GB 095735.1+224731 RadioS
MG1000+2232a
1 [HB89] 0957+227 QSO
2 PKS 0957+22 ABS01 AbLS
3 87GB 095735.1+224731 RadioS
MG1000+2338c
1 87GB 095800.7+235220 RadioS
M1G1000+2338b
1 87GB 095800.7+235220 RadioS
MG1000+2338a
1 87GB 095800.7+235220 RadioS
MG1001+3424a
1 87GB 095815.2+343928 RadioS
MG1001+3424Ba
1 87GB 095815.2+343928 RadioS
MG1003+2808a
1 87GB 100028.3+282144 RadioS
MG1003+3243a
1 87GB 100104.0+325842 RadioS
MG1004+2030a
1 4C +20.21 RadioS
MG1004+2225a
1 [HB89] 1001+226 QSO
MG1004+2225Ba
1 [HB89] 1001+226 QSO
MG1004+2225Ca
1 [H889] 1001+226 QSO
MG1004+3151a
1 4C +32.34 RadioS
MG1004+3151Ba
1 4C +32.34 RadioS
MG1005+2402a
1 87GB 100220.2+241810 RadioS
MG1006+3237b
1 87GB 100312.8+325052 RadioS
MG1006+3237a
1 87GB 100312.8+325052 RadioS
MG1006+3237Bb
1 87GB 100312.8+325052 RadioS
MG1006+3237Ba
1 87GB 100312.8+325052 RadioS
MG1006+3237Ca
1 87GB 100312.8+325052 RadioS
MG1006+3453a
1 3C 236 G
MG1007+2238a
1 87GB 100415.2+225348 RadioS
MG1007+2251a
1 87GB 100431.9+230559 RadioS
MG1007+3444b
1 *87GB[BWE91] 1004+3458 RadioS
MG1007+3444a
1 *87GB[BWE91] 1004+3458 RadioS
MG1008+2302a
1 87GB 100557.3+231723 RadioS
MG1008+2401b
1 87GB 100544.5+241545 RadioS
MG1008+2401a
1 87GB 100544.5+241545 RadioS
MG1008+2534a
1 87GB 100531.2+254820 RadioS
MG1008+2624a
1 87GB 100608.0+263916 RadioS
MG1008+3124a
1 87GB 100556.2+313842 RadioS
MG01008+3331d
1 87GB 100528.7+334703 RadioS
MG1008+3331c
1 87GB 100528.7+334703 RadioS
MG1008+3331b



















































































































































































1 87GB 100528.7+334703 RadioS
MG1010+3330a
1 87GB 100757.4+334503 RadioS
2 FIRST J101056.5+33320 RadioS
MG1011+2112b
1 4C +21.27 RadioS
MG1011+2112a
1 4C +21.27 RadioS
MG1011+3155a
1 *87GB 100825.9+321019 RadioS
MG1011+3201a
1 *87GB 100840.8+321617 RadioS
MG1011+3201Ba
1 *87GB 100840.8+321617 RadioS
MG1012+2312a
1 *87GB 100930.3+232659 RadioS
MG1012+2439a
1 87GB 100952.2+245404 RadioS
MG1012+3308c
1 [HB89] 1009+334 QSO
MG1012+3308b
1 [HB89] 1009+334 QSO
MG1012+3308a
1 [HB89] 1009+334 QSO
MG1012+3328a
1 87GB 101006.5+334316 RadioS
MG1012+3526a
1 87GB 101006.3+354051 RadioS
MG1013+3422a
1 87GB 101042.2+343743 RadioS
MG1013+3446a
1 [HB89] 1010+350 QSO
MG1014+2301a
1 [HB89] 1012+232 QSO
MG1014+2301Ba
1 [HB89] 1012+232 QSO
MG1014+2303a
1 87GB[BWE91] 1011+2318 RadioS
MG1014+2303Ba
1 87GB[BWE91] 1011+2318 RadioS
MG1014+2303Ca
1 87GB[BWE91] 1011+2318 RadioS
MG1016+2336a
1 87GB 101313.3+235133 RadioS
MG1019+3622a
1 87GB 101659.9+363810 Radios
MG1020+2209a
1 87GB 101730.8+222400 RadioS
41020+3657b
1 87GB 101745.2+371223 RadioS
2 4C +37.27A G
3 87GB 101745.2+371223 RadioS
MG1020+3657a
1 87GB 101745.2+371223 RadioS
2 4C +37.27A G
3 87GB 101745.2+371223 RadioS
MG1021+2158a
1 3C 241 G
MG1021+2209a
1 87GB 101822.1+222418 RadioS
MG1021+2643a
1 87GB 101813.7+265822 RadioS
MG1021+2643Ba
1 87GB 101813.7+265822 RadioS
MG1022+1943a
1 4C +19.33 RadioS
MG1022+2622a
1 87GB 101921.1+263822 RadioS
MG1022+3657b
1 87GB 101910.5+371308 RadioS
MG1022+3657a
1 87GB 101910.5+371308 RadioS
MG1022+3657Ba
1 87GB 101910.5+371308 RadioS
MG1022+3802a
1 B3 1019+382A RadioS
MG1022+3802Ba
1 B3 1019+382A RadioS
MG1024+2332a
1 87GB 102210.2+234727 RadioS
M11025+2010a
1 3C 242 Radios
MG1026+3537b
1 87GB 102348.6+355312 RadioS
M1G026+3537a
1 87GB 102348.6+355312 RadioS
MG1026+3537Ba
1 87GB 102348.6+355312 RadioS
MG1027+2131a
1 87GB 102436.2+214705 RadioS
MG1027+2248a








































































































































































































1 B3 1027+383 NEDO2
2 B3 1027+383
3 B3 1027+383 NED01
MG1030+3803b
1 B3 1027+383 NEDO2
2 B3 1027+383
3 B3 1027+383 NED01
MG1030+3803a
1 B3 1027+383 NEDO2
2 B3 1027+383

























































































































































































































































































































1 B3 1053+384 NEDO2
2 B3 1053+384
3 B3 1053+384 NED01O
MG1056+38098a
1 B3 1053+384
2 B3 1053+384 NEDO2









2 PKS 1055+20:[KSS94] 1
3 PKS 1055+20:[KSS94] 0
4 PKS 1055+20:[KSS94] 1
MG1058+1951Ba
1 [HB891 1055+201
2 PKS 1055+20:[KSS94] 0
3 PKS 1055+20:[KSS94] 0










1 83 1055+381 NEDO2
2 83 1055+381
3 B3 1055+381 NED01
MG1058+3756Ba
1 83 1055+381
2 83 1055+381 NEDO2
3 B3 1055+381 NED01O
MG1058+3756Ca
1 83 1055+381 NED01
2 83 1055+381































































































































































































































































































1 B3 1107+379 NED02
2 4C +37.29
3 B3 1107+379 NED01
MG1109+3738Ba
1 B3 1107+379 NED01
2 4C +37.29




































































1 ABELL 1234:[OWG93] A
2 ABELL 1234:[0WG93] D
3 ABELL 1234:[0WG93] C
4 ABELL 1234:(0WG93] B
MG1122+2124a
1 ABELL 1234:0OWG93] A
2 ABELL 1234:(0WG93] D
3 ABELL 1234: (0WG93] C










































































































































































































































































































1 4C +32.38 NEDO2
2 4C +32.38



































































































































































































































































































1 4C +23.28 NED01
2 4C +23.28
3 4C +23.28 NEDO2
MG1141+2308a
1 4C +23.28 NED01
2 4C +23.28

























































3 [HB89] 1148+387 ABS01O
4 [HB89] 1148+387 ABSO2
MG1151+3826c
1 [HB89] 1148+387
2 [HB89] 1148+387 ABS01


































































































































































































1.5 1.5 6462 +/- 24 km/s

























1 [HB89] 1148+387 ASS01 AbLS
2 [HB89] 1148+387 ABS02 AbLS
3 [HB89] 1148+387 QSO
4 [DWT93] 114853.23+384 G
MG1151+3826a
1 [HB89] 1148+387 QSO
2 [HB89] 1148+387 ABS01 AbLS
3 [HB89] 1148+387 ABSO2 AbLS
4 [DWT93] 114853.23+384 G
M11G52+2313a
1 87GB 114952.3+232949 RadioS
M11G52+2313Ba
1 87GB 114952.3+232949 RadioS
M11G52+2614a
1 4C +26.34 RadioS
M11G52+2614Ba
1 4C +26.34 RadioS
M11G52+2614Ca
1 4C +26.34 RadioS
M11G52+2930a
1 87GB 115024.1+294645 RadioS
MG1152+3550a
1 87GB 115012.4+360759 RadioS
M11G53+2227a
1 4C +22.32 G
MG1153+3321b
1 *87GB 115045.2+333808 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 1150+3342 RadioS
M11G53+3321a
1 *87GB 115045.2+333808 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 1150+3342 RadioS
M11G53+3811a
1 *4C +38.32 G
2 B3 1151+384B NEDO2 RadioS
3 B3 1151+384B NED01 RadioS
M11G53+3822a
1 B3 1151+386 Radios
MG1154+3556a
1 87GB 115136.2+361231 RadioS
MG1154+3805a
1 *B3 1151+383 G
M11G54+3805Ba
1 *B3 1151+383 G
MG1155+1940b
1 87GB 115246.2+195551 RadioS
M11G55+1940a
1 87GB 115246.2+195551 Radios
MG1155+1940Ba
1 87GB 115246.2+195551 RadioS
MG1156+2632a
1 87GB 115419.6+264902 RadioS
MG1156+3531a
1 87GB 115415.3+354733 RadioS
MG1200+2008a
1 87GB 115823.3+202532 Radios
M11200+2515b
1 87GB 115738.7+253326 Radios
MG1200+2515a
1 87GB 115738.7+253326 RadioS
MG1201+3635a
1 87GB 115920.7+365102 G
MG1202+2631a
1 87GB 120007.7+264759 RadioS
MG1203+3036a
1 4C +30.24 RadioS
MG1203+3036Ba
1 4C +30.24 RadioS
MG1204+2327a
1 87GB 120130.1+234421 RadioS
MG1204+3024a
1 87GB 120224.1+304009 RadioS
MG1204+3446b
1 87GB 120213.9+350317 RadioS
MG1204+3446a
1 87GB 120213.9+350317 RadioS
MG1205+2114a
1 87GB 120309.1+213216 RadioS
MG1205+2216b
1 87GB 120246.4+223301 RadioS
MG1205+2216a
1 87GB 120246.4+223301 RadioS
MG1206+2215a
1 4C +22.33 G
MG1206+2215Ba
1 4C +22.33 G
MG1207+2534a
1 87GB 120520.2+255128 RadioS
MG1207+3504a
1 4C +35.27 G
MG1207+3504Ba
1 4C +35.27 G
MG1207+3856c
1 B3 1205+392 NED01 RadioS
1.5
0.7
0.6 Extended or multiple
0.6 Extended or multiple






































































































































































3 B3 1205+392 NEDO2
MG1207+3856b
1 4C +39.35
2 B3 1205+392 NED01
3 B3 1205+392 NEDO2
MG1207+3856a
1 4C +39.35
2 B3 1205+392 NED01

























1 [HB89] 1215+333 ABSO3
2 [HB89] 1215+333 ABSO2































































































































































































































































































































































1 ABELL 1609:[L095] C39




1 B3 1244+389 NEDO2
2 4C +38.33
3 B3 1244+389 NED01
MG1246+3841Ba
1 B3 1244+389 NED01
2 4C +38.33






























































































































































































































































































1 B3 1253+374 NEDO2
2 4C +37.35
3 B3 1253+374 NED01
MG1256+3713Ba
1 B3 1253+374 NED01
2 4C +37.35




















1 B3 1257+383 NED01
2 4C +38.34
3 B3 1257+383 NEDO2
MG1300+3803Ba
1 B3 1257+383 NED02
2 4C +38.34












2 [BB70] B 234:06
MG1302+3550b
1 87GB 130034.1+360600
2 [BB70] B 234:06
MG1302+3550a
1 87GB 130034.1+360600
2 [BB70] B 234:06
MG1303+3754a
1 B3 1301+382 NED01
2 4C +38.35
3 [APL82] 1301+38A(B)
4 B3 1301+382 NEDO2
MG1304+2701a
1 5C 04.164
2 ABELL 1656:[GMP83] 03
3 TON 0695






















































































































































































































































1 4C +21.38 RadioS
MG1307+2728a
1 87GB 130445.9+274459 RadioS
MG1309+2708a
1 [HB89] 1306+274 QSO
2 [MR95] 077584 UvES
MG1310+2037a
1 87GB 130807.6+205233 RadioS
MG1310+3525b
1 87GB 130818.3+354202 RadioS
MG1310+3525a
1 87GB 130818.3+354202 RadioS
MG1311+2052a
1 87GB 130916.2+210805 RadioS
M1311+2052Ba
1 87GB 130916.2+210805 Radios
MG1311+2052Ca
1 87GB 130916.2+210805 RadioS
MG1312+1926a
1 87GB 131027.5+194232 RadioS
MG1312+2046c
1 UGC 08273 G
MG1312+2046b
1 UGC 08273 G
MG1312+2046a
1 UGC 08273 G
MG1312+2115a
1 87GB 131006.3+213122 RadioS
MG1313+2550a
1 87GB 131120.1+260703 RadioS
MG1313+3635a
1 NGC 5033 G
2 SN 1985L SN
MG1313+3635Ba
1 NGC 5033 G
2 SN 1985L SN
MG1314+2348a
1 87GB 131219.8+240424 RadioS
MG1315+1939a
1 87GB 131303.1+195504 RadioS
MG1315+1939Ba
1 87GB 131303.1+195504 Radios
NG1315+2044c
1 4C +20.31 RadioS
MG1315+2044b
1 4C +20.31 RadioS
MG1315+2044a
1 4C +20.31 RadioS
MG1315+2839a
1 87GB 131254.1+285655 RadioS
MG1315+3157a
1 87GB 131251.6+321308 RadioS
2 [MR95] 037826 UvES
MG1315+3831a
1 B3 1313+387 RadioS
2 B3 1313+387 NEDO2 RadioS
3 B3 1313+387 NED01 RadioS
MG1316+1947a
1 [HB89] 1313+200 ABSO3 AbLS
2 [HB89] 1313+200 ABSO2 AbLS
3 [HB89] 1313+200 ABSO1 AbLS
4 [HB89] 1313+200 QSO
MG1316+2120a
1 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
2 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
3 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
4 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
MG1316+2120Ca
1 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
2 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
3 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
4 87GB 131332.9+213606 RadioS
MN1318+2252a
1 87GB 131554.0+230804 Radios
MG1318+2252Ba
1 87GB 131554.0+230804 Radios
MG1318+2252Ca
1 87GB 131554.0+230804 RadioS
MG1318+2306b
1 87GB 131613.6+232200 Radios
MG1318+2306a
1 87GB 131613.6+232200 RadioS
MG1319+1941a
1 87GB 131728.1+195720 RadioS
MG1319+3559a
1 *4C +36.23 G
2 87GB 131731.7+361700 RadioS
3 *(WB92] 1317+3616 RadioS
MG1319+3746b
1 B3 1317+380 QSO
MG1319+3746a




















































































































































9010 +/- 49 km/s
9010 +/- 49 km/s
9010 +/- 49 km/s
-0.9
875 +/- 1 km/s









































































































2 B3 1332+385 NEDO2































































































































































































































0.4 0.3 not available
not available




































5755 +/- 30 km/s
-1.0
5755 +/- 30 km/s
-1.0
5755 +/- 30 km/s
-1.0
5755 +/- 30 km/s
-1.0
0.45 5755 +/- 30 km/s
-1.0





1 4C +22.40 RadioS
MG1343+2218Ca
1 4C +22.40 RadioS
MG1343+3858a
1 4C +39.40 Viss
MG1343+3858Ba
1 4C +39.40 Viss
MG1343+3858Ca
1 4C +39.40 Viss
MG1345+2215a
1 87GB 134245.4+223023 RadioS
MG1345+3655a
1 4C +37.39 RadioS
MG1345+3655Bb
1 4C +37.39 RadioS
MG1345+3655Ba
1 4C +37.39 RadioS
MG1345+3823a
1 [HB89] 1343+386 QSO
MG1345+3823Ba
1 [HB89] 1343+386 QSO
MG1346+2826a
1 87GB 134422.1+284200 RadioS
MG1347+3850a
1 87GB 134453.2+390530 RadioS
MG1348+2416b
1 4C +24.28 G
MG1348+2416a
1 4C +24.28 G
MG1349+2107b
1 OP +281 RadioS
MG1349+2107a
1 OP +281 RadioS
MG1349+2217a
S1 87GB 134641.3+223222 RadioS
MG1349+2217Ba
1 87GB 134641.3+223222 RadioS
MG1349+3524a
1 *87GB 134705.4+353840 RadioS
MG1350+2331a
1 87GB 134826.5+234637 Radios
MG1350+2411b
1 87GB 134807.0+242609 RadioS
MG1350+2411a
1 87GB 134807.0+242609 RadioS
MG1350+2816a
1 B2 1347+28 G
MG1350+3811c
1 [HB89] 1348+384 QSO
2 CGCG 218-055 G
MG1350+3811b
1 [HB89] 1348+384 QSO
2 CGCG 218-055 G
MG1350+3811a
1 [HB89] 1348+384 QSO
2 CGCG 218-055 G
MG1350+3811Ba
1 [HB89] 1348+384 QSO
2 CGCG 218-055 G
MG1351+1922b
1 87GB 134903.9+193752 RadioS
MG1351+1922a
1 87GB 134903.9+193752 RadioS
MG1351+1922Ba
1 87GB 134903.9+193752 RadioS
MG1351+3838a
1 B3 1349+388 VisS
MG1352+2014a
1 87GB 135008.6+202905 RadioS
MG1353+2632a
1 [HB89] 1351+267 QSO
2 [C92] 1351.4+2647 VisS
MG1354+2709b
1 87GB 135201.5+272426 Radios
MG1354+2709a
1 87GB 135201.5+272426 RadioS
MG1355+2452a
1 87GB 135330.8+250803 RadioS
MG1356+2123a
1 87GB 135420.7+213803 RadioS
MG1356+3052a
1 87GB 135401.0+310736 RadioS
MG1357+1918b
1 (HB89] 1354+195 ABS02 AbLS
2 [HB89] 1354+195 ABS01 AbLS
3 [HB89] 1354+195 QSO
4 [HB89] 1354+195:[EGY9 G
MG1357+1918a
1 [HB89] 1354+195 QSO
2 [HB89) 1354+195 ABSO2 AbLS
3 [HB89] 1354+195 ABSO1 AbLS





1.8 Extended or multiple
1.8 Extended or multiple





























































































































0.4 0.4 5802 +/- 25 km/s
1.39000
0.4 0.4 5802 +/- 25 km/s
1.39000
0.4 0.4 5802 +/- 25 km/s
1.39000

























1 87GB 135521.1+253226 RadioS 0.2 2.05 4.85 -0.6
MG1357+3407a
1 87GB 135458.8+342228 RadioS 0.2 1.88 4.85 -0.8
MG1357+3407Ba
1 87GB 135458.8+342228 Radios 0.3 1.88 4.85 -0.8
MG1357+3750a
1 B3 1355+380 VisS 0.0 Starlike 20
2 B3 1355+380 NED01 RadioS 0.0 1.857 1.46
3 B3 1355+380 NEDO2 RadioS 0.6 2.082 1.46
MG1357+3750Bc
1 B3 1355+380 NEDO2 RadioS 0.1 2.082 1.46
2 B3 1355+380 VisS 0.5 Starlike 20
3 B3 1355+380 NED01 RadioS 0.5 1.857 1.46
MG1357+3750Bb
1 B3 1355+380 NED02 RadioS 0.0 2.082 1.46
2 B3 1355+380 VisS 0.5 Starlike 20
3 B3 1355+380 NED01 RadioS 0.6 1.857 1.46
MG1357+3750Ba
1 B3 1355+380 NEDO2 RadioS 0.0 2.082 1.46
2 B3 1355+380 VisS 0.6 Starlike 20
3 B3 1355+380 NED01 RadioS 0.6 1.857 1.46
MG1359+1919c
1 *87GB 135726.9+193321 RadioS 0.1 2.06 4.85 -1.1
2 4C +19.45 G 1.8 E 17.0 not available
MG1359+1919b
1 *87GB 135726.9+193321 RadioS 0.1 2.06 4.85 -1.1
2 4C +19.45 G 1.8 E 17.0 not available
MG1359+1919a
1 *87GB 135726.9+193321 RadioS 0.1 2.06 4.85 -1.1
2 4C +19.45 G 1.8 E 17.0 not available
MG1359+1928a
1 87GB 135656.7+194308 RadioS 0.2 1.86 4.85 -0.9
MG1359+2230a
1 87GB 135732.1+224418 RadioS 0.0 2.27 4.85 0.0
MG1401+1947a
1 87GB 135909.5+200227 RadioS 0.1 2.29 4.85 -0.0
MG1401+1947Ba
1 87GB 135909.5+200227 RadioS 1.1 2.29 4.85 -0.0
MG1401+2412a
1 4C +24.29 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.602 2.700 1.12 -0.13
MGI401+2412Ba
1 4C +24.29 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.602 2.700 1.12 -0.13
MG1403+2526b
1 87GB[BWE91] 1401+2540 RadioS 0.5 2.00 4.85 -0.7?
2 87GB 140109.6+254139 RadioS 0.7 1.95 4.85
MG1403+2526a
1 87GB[BWE91] 1401+2540 RadioS 0.5 2.00 4.85 -0.7?
2 87GB 140109.6+254139 RadioS 0.7 1.95 4.85
MG1403+2526Ba
1 87GB[BWE91] 1401+2540 RadioS 0.6 2.00 4.85 -0.7?
2 87GB 140109.6+254139 RadioS 0.7 1.95 4.85
MG1403+2526Ca
1 87GBtBWE91] 1401+2540 RadioS 0.4 2.00 4.85 -0.7?
2 87GB 140109.6+254139 RadioS 1.4 1.95 4.85
MG1403+3220a
1 87GB 140149.0+323522 RadioS 0.3 1.90 4.85 -0.7
MG1405+2932c
1 *87GB 140300.7+294618 RadioS 0.2 Extended 1.93 4.85 -0.9
MG1405+2932b
1 *87GB 140300.7+294618 RadioS 0.2 Extended 1.93 4.85 -0.9
MG1405+2932a
1 *87GB 140300.7+294618 RadioS 0.2 Extended 1.93 4.85 -0.9
MG1405+3418a
1 87GB 140308.0+343307 RadioS 0.1 2.08 4.85
MG1405+3420a
1 87GB 140308.0+343307 RadioS 0.1 2.08 4.85
MG1406+3539a
1 87GB 140410.5+355308 RadioS 0.6 2.06 4.85 -0.6
2 *FIRST J140614.1+35405 RadioS 1.7 0.00 1.4
MG1407+2016b
1 87GB 140450.9+203052 RadioS 0.4 1.86 4.85 -0.9
MG1407+2016a
1 87GB 140450.9+203052 RadioS 0.4 1.86 4.85 -0.9
MG1407+2332b
1 *[WB92] 1405+2346 RadioS 0.9 2.94 1.4 
-2.0
2 *4C +23.36 G 1.2 18 not available
MG1407+2332a
1 *[WB92] 1405+2346 RadioS 0.9 2.94 1.4 
-2.0
2 *4C +23.36 G 1.2 18 not available
MG1407+2332Ba
1 *[WB92] 1405+2346 RadioS 0.7 2.94 1.4 
-2.0
2 *4C +23.36 G 1.0 18 not available
MG1407+2515a
1 87GB 140443.8+253051 RadioS 0.7 Extended 1.96 4.85
MG1408+2347b
1 4C +24.30 RadioS 0.1 2.724 2.700 1.14 -1.29
MG1408+2347a
1 4C +24.30 RadioS 0.1 2.724 2.700 1.14 -1.29
MG1408+3121a
1 87GB 140547.6+313524 RadioS 0.5 2.07 4.85 -1.1
MG1408+3121Ba
1 87GB 140547.6+313524 RadioS 0.5 2.07 4.85 -1.1
305
MG1408+3617b
1 87GB 140628.4+363213 Radios
MG1408+3617a
1 87GB 140628.4+363213 RadioS
MG1409+2654c
1 87GB 140723.5+270904 Radios
MG1409+2654b
1 87GB 140723.5+270904 RadioS
MG1409+2654a
1 87GB 140723.5+270904 RadioS
WG1410+2429b
1 87GB 140813.6+244257 RadioS
MG1410+2429a
1 87GB 140813.6+244257 RadioS
MG1410+2444c
1 87GB 140746.3+245809 RadioS
MG1410+2444b
1 87GB 140746.3+245809 Radios
MG1410+2444a
1 87GB 140746.3+245809 RadioS
MG1411+2134a
1 87GB 140935.1+214846 RadioS
MG1411+2549a
1 87GB 140926.6+260502 RadioS
MG1411+3705a
1 87GB[BWE91] 1409+3719 RadioS
2 87GB 140910.4+371820 RadioS
MG1412+2054b
1 *PKS 1409+21 RadioS
MG1412+2054a
1 *PKS 1409+21 RadioS
MG1413+2228a
1 87GB 141054.1+224227 G
MG1413+3152a
1 87GB 141125.1+320655 RadioS
MG1413+3152Ba
1 87GB 141125.1+320655 Radios
MG1414+1922a
1 87GB 141209.4+193559 Radios
MG1415+3859a
1 83 1412+392 RadioS
MG1415+3859a
1 83 1412+392 RadioS
MG1415+3859a
1 B3 1412+392 RadioS
MG1416+2243b
1 87GB 141405.7+225822 RadioS
MG1416+2243a
1 87GB 141405.7+225822 RadioS
MG1417+1950a
1 87GB 141453.8+200448 RadioS
MG1417+2039a
1 87GB 141535.7+205359 RadioS
MG1417+2316a
1 *87GB 141459.6+233124 RadioS
MG1417+2316Ba
1 *87GB 141459.6+233124 RadioS
MG1422+2442a
1 87GB 142029.4+245621 RadioS
MG1423+1935a
1 3C 300 G
MG1423+2029a
1 87GB 142132.2+204315 Radios
2 NPMIG +20.0388 G
MG1424+2000b
1 [HB89] 1422+202 QSO
MG1424+2000a
1 [HB89] 1422+202 QSO
MG1424+2000Bc
1 [HB89] 1422+202 QSO
MG1424+2000Bb
1 [HB89] 1422+202 QSO
MG1424+2000Ba
1 [HB89] 1422+202 QSO
MG1424+2102a
1 4C +21.41 RadioS
EG1424+2255c
1 *[PBW92] B1422+231D QLens
2 *[PBW92] B1422+231C Q._Lens
3 *([PBW92] B1422+231B Q..Lens
4 [PBW92] B1422+231 ABS AbLS
MG1424+2255b
1 [PBW92] 81422+231 ABS AbLS
2 [PBW92] 81422+231 ABS AbLS
3 [PBW92] B1422+231 ABS AbLS
4 [PBW92] B1422+231 ABS AbLS
MG1424+2255a
1 *[PBW92] B1422+231C QJLens
2 [PBW92] 81422+231 ABS AbLS
3 [PBW92] B1422+231 ABS AbLS
4 [PBW92] B1422+231 ABS AbLS
MG1424+2613a
1 87GB 142204.2+262712 RadioS
0.1










































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.1 4316 +/- 6 km/s
not available
























1 87GB 144148.5+204813 RadioS
2 87GB[BWE91] 1441+2048 RadioS
MG1444+2035a
1 87GB 144148.5+204813 RadioS
2 87GB[BWE91] 1441+2048 RadioS
MG1445+2302c
1 87GB 144329.3+231532 RadioS
MG1445+2302b
1 87GB 144329.3+231532 RadioS
MG1445+2302a
1 87GB 144329.3+231532 RadioS
MG1445+2623b
1 4C +26.44 RadioS
MG1445+2623a
1 4C +26.44 RadioS
MG1446+2131a
1 [HB89] 1444+217 QSO
MG1446+2131Ba
1 [HB89] 1444+217 QSO
MG1446+2251a
1 87GB 144436.4+230343 RadioS
MG1447+1920a
1 87GB 144459.0+193253 RadioS
MG1447+3721a
1 4C +37.41 RadioS
MG1447+3721Ba
1 4C +37.41 RadioS
MG1448+2024a
1 3C 304 G
MG1448+2024Ba
1 3C 304 G
MG1448+2733a
1 87GB 144617.0+274530 Radios
MG1451+1936a
1 87GB 144925.0+194817 RadioS
2 NPM1G +19.0407 G
MG1453+2901b
1 87GB 145129.5+291315 RadioS
MG1453+2901a
1 87GB 145129.5+291315 RadioS
MG1454+2539a
1 87GB 145210.6+255145 RadioS
MG1454+2539Ba
1 87GB 145210.6+255145 RadioS
MG1455+2133a
1 87GB 145318.6+214342 Radios
MG1456+2414b
1 87GB 145438.8+242717 RadioS
MG1456+2414a
1 87GB 145438.8+242717 Radios
MG1456+3009b
1 87GB 145421.7+302242 RadioS
MG1456+3009a
1 87GB 145421.7+302242 RadioS
MG1457+3231a
1 87GB 145549.0+324309 RadioS
MG1458+3720a
1 *B3 1456+375 VisS
MG1500+2012a
1 NPM1G +20.0415 G
MG1501+2744a
1 87GB 145930.2+275512 RadioS
MG1501+3048a
1 87GB 145912.6+305745 RadioS
MG1501+3727a
1 B3 1459+376 RadioS
MG1503+1939a
1 *87GB 150112.6+195033 RadioS
MG1503+2726a
1 87GB 150136.5+273903 RadioS
MG1504+2218a
1 *87GB 150211.0+222925 RadioS
MG1505+3702a
1 87GB 150400.3+371323 RadioS
MG1506+3428a
1 87GB 150443.9+343953 G
2 ABELL 2025:[OWG93] B G
3 ABELL 2025 GClstr
MG1506+3730a
1 IRAS F15041+3742 G
MG1507+2433d
1 87GB 150536.5+244529 RadioS
MG1507+2433c
1 87GB 150536.5+244529 RadioS
MG1507+2433b
1 87GB 150536.5+244529 RadioS
MG1507+2433a
1 87GB 150536.5+244529 RadioS
MG1508+3347a
1 [HB89] 1506+339 QSO
MG1509+2419a





























































































































































































































4 B2 1512+37:[KSS94] 08
MG1514+3650Bb
1 [DWT93] 151244.84+370










2 [HB89] 1512+370 ABS01
3 PG 1512+370




























































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 152005.4+213057 Radios
MG1522+2119a
1 87GB 152005.4+213057 Radios
MG1522+2157a
1 87GB 152010.1+220853 RadioS
MG1522+2157Ba
1 87GB 152010.1+220853 RadioS
MG1523+2705c
1 4C +27.31 G
MG1523+2705b
1 .4C +27.31 G
MG1523+2705a
1 4C +27.31 G
MG1524+1922c
1 87GB 152157.9+193323 RadioS
MG1524+1922b
1 87GB 152157.9+193323 RadioS
M1524+1922a
1 87GB 152157.9+193323 RadioS
MG1524+3157a
1 87GB 152202.7+320814 Radios
MG1527+2232b
1 [HB89] 1525+227 QSO
MG1527+2232a
1 [HB89] 1525+227 QSO
MG1527+3312a
1 87GB 152551.7+332324 Radios
MG1528+3247a
1 87GB 152609.8+325759 RadioS
MG1528+3247a
1 87GB 152609.8+325759 RadioS
MG1528+3247a
1 87GB 152609.8+325759 RadioS
MG1528+3720a
1 B3 1527+375 RadioS
MG1528+3720Ba
1 B3 1527+375 RadioS
M1G528+3738a
1 4C +37.44 G
MG1529+2054a
1 87GB 152647.0+210539 RadioS
M1529+3136a
1 87GB 152708.6+314637 RadioS
NG1530+2316a
1 87GB 152758.8+232613 RadioS
MG1530+3044a
1 87GB 152758.3+305416 RadioS
2 FIRST J153010.6+30434 RadioS
3 FIRST J153010.5+30444 RadioS
MG1530+3758a
1 IRAS F15284+3808 GPair
2 [CAB95] 152823.86+380 G
3 [CAB95] 152825.37+380 G
MG1531+2225a
1 87GB 152938.0+223520 RadioS
MG1531+2403a
1 *87GB 152939.8+241303 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 1529+2413 RadioS
MG1531+2417a
No object is found
MG1532+2006b
1 4C +20.36 RadioS
MG1532+2006a
1 4C +20.36 RadioS
MG1532+2343a
1 87GB 153035.8+235410 Radios
MG1532+2414b
1 *87GB 153020.2+242552 RadioS
MG1532+2414a
1 *87GB 153020.2+242552 RadioS
MG1532+2913a
1 87GB 153057.1+292428 RadioS
MG1532+2913Ba
1 87GB 153057.1+292428 RadioS
MG1532+3021a
1 FIRST J153253.7+30205 RadioS
2 FIRST J153250.9+30194 RadioS
MG1533+2053a
1 87GB 153116.8+210351 RadioS
MG1533+2053a
1 87GB 153116.8+210351 RadioS
MG1534+2330a
1 *IC 1127 G
2 *IC 4553 NED01 PofG
3 *IC 4553 NEDO2 PofG
MG1536+3833a
1 B3 1534+387 RadioS
MG1536+3846a
1 FBS 0932 UvES
2 87GB 153433.1+385606 RadioS
MG1537+2300a








































































































































































1 *87GB 153534.6+231229 RadioS
MG1537+2647a
1 87GB 153459.8+265810 RadioS
MG1538+2319a
1 87GB 153624.0+232854 RadioS
MG1538+3557a
1 87GB 153703.3+360645 Radios
MG1541+3741a
1 B3 1539+378 Radios
MG1541+3820a
1 B3 1539+385 Radios
MG1541+3820b
1 B3 1539+385 RadioS
MG1541+3820a
1 B3 1539+385 RadioS
MG1542+3358a
1 87GB 154021.4+340748 RadioS
MG1543+3525b
1 [HB89] 1541+355 QSO
MG1543+3525a
1 [HB89] 1541+355 QSO
MG1544+2859a
1 FIRST J154404.8+28581 Radios
MG1544+3502a
1 87GB 154225.1+351204 Radios
MG1544+3502Ba
1 87GB 154225.1+351204 Radios
MG1544+3712a
1 [(HB89] 1542+373 QSO
2 B2 1542+37:[KSS94] 27 VisS
3 B2 1542+37:[KSS94] 18 VisS
4 B2 1542+37:[KSS94] 23 VisS
MG1545+2006a
1 87GB 154321.6+201611 RadioS
MG1546+2157c
1 87GB 154420.6+220657 RadioS
MG1546+2157b
1 87GB 154420.6+220657 Radios
MG1546+2157a
1 87GB 154420.6+220657 Radios
MG1547+2052c
1 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 20 VisS
2 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 15 VisS
3 3C 323.1:[KSS941 14 G
4 3C 323.1: [KSS94] 09 G
MG1547+2052b
1 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 15 Viss
2 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 20 VisS
3 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 09 G
4 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 14 G
M01547+2052a
1 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 15 Viss
2 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 20 VisS
3 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 09 G
4 3C 323.1:[KSS94] 14 G
MG1547+3532b
1 *4C +35.38 RadioS
MG1547+3532a
1 *4C +35.38 RadioS
MG1549+2125b
1 *3C 324A GLens
2 *3C 324B G...Lens
3 *3C 324 G
4 *3C 324:[LHN87] a G
MG1549+2125a
1 *3C 324:[LHN87] a G
2 *3C 324 G
3 *3C 324B G-Lens
4 *3C 324A G-Lens
MG1549+2149b
1 UGC 10049 NED01 G
2 UGC 10049 NEDO2 G
3 UGC 10049 NED04 G
4 UGC 10049 GGroup
MG1549+2149a
1 UGC 10049 NED01 G
2 UGC 10049 NED02 G
3 UGC 10049 NED04 G
4 UGC 10049 GGroup
MG1549+2149Bb
1 [CFB91] 154709.3+2157 Radios
2 UGC 10049 NED01 G0
3 UGC 10049 NED02 G
4 UGC 10049 NED04 G
MG1549+21498a
1 [CFB91] 154709.3+2157 RadioS
2 UGC 10049 NED01 G
3 UGC 10049 NED02 G
4 UGC 10049 NEDO4 G
MG1551+2606a











































































































































































































2250 +/- 63 km/s
0.03505 +/- 0.00019
0.03566 +/- 0.00023
2250 +/- 63 km/s
-1.30
311
1 PKS 1549+26 RadioS
MG1552+1938c
1 *87GB 155005.2+194731 RadioS
MG1552+1938b
1 *87GB 155005.2+194731 RadioS
MNG1552+1938a
1 *87GB 155005.2+194731 RadioS
MG1552+2232a
1 NPM1G +22.0513 G
2 87GB 155005.5+224127 RadioS
MG1552+2245a
1 87GB 155001.4+225415 RadioS
MG1553+2159a
1 87GB 155144.1+220828 RadioS
MG1553+2159Ba
1 87GB 155144.1+220828 RadioS
M1553+2159Ca
1 87GB 155144.1+220828 Radios
M1553+2348a
1 4C +23.42 G
MG1553+2348Ba
No object is found
MG1553+2502b
1 87GB 155143.2+251028 RadioS
MG1553+2502a
1 87GB 155143.2+251028 RadioS
MG1554+1946c
1 [HB89] 1552+199 QSO
MG1554+1946b
1 [HB89] 1552+199 QSO
MG1554+1946a
1 [HB89] 1552+199 QSO
MG1554+2519a
1 87GB 155225.7+252825 RadioS
MG1555+2141a
1 87GB 155248.6+215109 RadioS
MG1555+2406b
1 4C +24.35 RadioS
MG1555+2406a
1 4C +24.35 RadioS
MG1555+2406Ba
1 4C +24.35 RadioS
MG1555+2745b
1 87GB 155328.0+275418 RadioS
M1555+2745a
1 87GB 155328.0+275418 RadioS
MG1556+2000b
1 87GB 155424.5+200922 RadioS
MG1556+2000a
1 87GB 155424.5+200922 RadioS
GW1556+2004b
1 3C 326.1 G
MG1556+2004a
1 3C 326.1 G
MG1556+2427a
1 CGCG 137-003 G
MG01556+2605a
1 87GB 155416.2+261513 RadioS
MG1556+3544a
1 87GB 155438.1+355305 Radios
MG1557+3304a
1 [HB89] 1555+332 QSO
MG1558+3324a
1 [HB89] 1556+335 ABS04 AbLS
2 [HB89] 1556+335 ABS05 AbLS
3 [HB89] 1556+335 QSO
4 [HB89] 1556+335 ABSO1 AbLS
MG01600+2059b
1 87GB 155827.5+210727 RadioS
MG1600+2059a
1 87GB 155827.5+210727 RadioS
W1600+2134a
1 87GB 155818.7+214254 RadioS
W1G600+2134Ba
1 87GB 155818.7+214254 RadioS
MG1600+2221a
1 87GB 155812.6+222937 RadioS
MG1600+2301b
1 87GB 155754.4+230938 RadioS
MG1600+2301a
1 87GB 155754.4+230938 RadioS
MG1600+2454a
1 87GB 155821.5+250420 RadioS
MG1600+2454Ba
1 87GB 155821.5+250420 RadioS
MG1602+2208a
1 87GB 155952.8+221755 RadioS
MG1602+2410d
1 *87GB 160005.5+241813 Radios
MG1602+2410c
1 *87GB 160005.5+241813 RadioS
MG1602+2410b



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9591 +/- 100 km/s




































1 3C 336:[KSS94] 23
2 [HB89] 1622+238
3 3C 336:[KSS94] 22
4 3C 336:[KSS94] 18
MG1624+2345Ba
1 [HB89] 1622+238
2 3C 336:[KSS94] 23
3 3C 336:[KSS94] 22
4 3C 336:[KSS94] 26
MG1624+2345Cb
1 [HB89] 1622+238
2 3C 336:[KSS94] 26
3 3C 336:[KSS94] 23
4 3C 336:[KSS94] 22
MG1624+2345Ca
1 [HB891 1622+238
2 3C 336:[KSS94] 26
3 3C 336:[KSS94] 23





































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 163510.8+234919 Radios
MG1637+2604c
1 87GB 163508.6+261108 Radios
MG1637+2604b
1 87GB 163508.6+261108 RadioS
MG1637+2604a
1 87GB 163508.6+261108 Radios
MG1637+3753a
1 4C +37.48 G
2 B3 1636+379B Radios
MG1638+2639a
1 87GB 163613.7+264605 RadioS
MG1640+2209a
1 87GB 163837.3+221556 Radios
MG1640+3826b
1 4C +38.42 RadioS
2 [CCS88] 163849.0+3830 QSO
MG1640+3826a
1 4C +38.42 RadioS
2 [CCS88] 163849.0+3830 QSO
MG1641+2256a
1 87GB 163918.9+230252 Radios
MG1642+1950a
1 87GB 164018.9+195550 Radios
MG1643+3730a
1 3C 344 RadioS
MG1643+3730Bb
1 3C 344 Radios
MG1643+3730Ba
1 3C 344 Radios
MG1643+3730Ca
1 3C 344 RadioS
KG1644+2202a
1 87GB 164232.6+220707 Radios
MG1644+2618a
1 87GB 164240.2+262427 G
WG1646+2925a
1 87GB 164417.7+293008 Radios
MG1646+2925a
1 87GB 164417.7+293008 RadioS
MG1646+3711a
1 87GB 164420.8+371732 Radios
MG1647+2628a
1 87GB 164517.8+263242 RadioS
MG1647+2705c
1 87GB 164531.8+271132 RadioS
MG1647+2705b
1 87GB 164531.8+271132 RadioS
MG1647+2705a
1 87GB 164531.8+271132 Radios
MG1647+3752b
1 B3 1645+379 RadioS
MG1647+3752a
1 B3 1645+379 RadioS
MG1648+2224a
1 87GB 164553.0+223001 RadioS
MG1648+2324a
1 87GB 164618.9+233102 RadioS
MG1648+2428a
1 87GB 164557.9+243422 RadioS
MG1648+3624a
1 87GB 164705.2+362842 RadioS
2 87GB 164705.2+362842 Radios
3 87GB 164705.2+362842 RadioS
MG1648+3624Ba
1 87GB 164705.2+362842 RadioS
2 87GB 164705.2+362842 Radios
3 87GB 164705.2+362842 RadioS
MG1648+3744c
1 B3 1646+378 RadioS
MG1648+3744b
1 B3 1646+378 Radios
2 *FIRST J164805.2+37424 RadioS
MG1648+3744a
1 B3 1646+378 RadioS
MG1649+2010b
1 87GB 164704.9+201513 RadioS
MG1649+2010a
1 87GB 164704.9+201513 RadioS
MG1649+2634a
1 87GB 164723.0+264007 RadioS
MG1649+3258a
1 87GB 164758.4+330350 RadioS
MG1649+3508a
1 87GB 164748.3+351333 RadioS
MG1650+1946b
1 4C +19.54 RadioS
MG1650+1946a
1 4C +19.54 RadioS
MG1650+1946Ba
1 4C +19.54 RadioS
MG1650+2707a



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 171206.8+233918 RadioS 0.4 Extended 1.72 4.85 -1.1
MG1714+2336a
1 87GB 171206.8+233918 RadioS 0.3 Extended 1.72 4.85 -1.1
MG1714+2614a
1 87GB 171248.8+261809 RadioS 0.5 1.86 4.85 -0.6
MG1715+2145a
1 87GB 171313.4+214856 RadioS 0.1 2.51 4.85 -0.5
MG01715+2145Ba
1 87GB 171313.4+214856 RadioS 0.9 2.51 4.85 -0.5
MG1715+3436b
1 4C +34.46 RadioS 0.2 3.447 0.178 1.31 -1.3
MG1715+3436a
1 4C +34.46 RadioS 0.1 3.447 0.178 1.31 -1.3
MG1715+3619a
1 87GB 171322.0+362301 RadioS 0.2 1.97 4.85 -0.2
MG1716+1944b
1 4C +19.58 RadioS 0.4 2.362 2.700 1.08 -0.7
MG1716+1944a
1 4C +19.58 RadioS 0.4 2.362 2.700 1.08 -0.7
MG1716+2151a
1 87GB 171402.2+215519 RadioS 0.4 2.86 4.85 0.0
MG1717+2232a
1 87GB 171537.9+223522 RadioS 0.3 1.98 4.85 -0.9
M01718+2500b
1 87GB 171651.3+250356 RadioS 0.1 1.99 4.85 -0.6
MG1718+2500a
1 87GB 171651.3+250356 RadioS 0.1 1.99 4.85 -0.6
MG1719+2245a
1 4C +22.45 G 0.1 18.0 1.4 0.25280
2 NPMlG +22.0577 G 1.3 17.45 not available
MG1719+2254a
1 87GB 171743.9+225731 RadioS 0.2 1.90 4.85
MG1719+2440a
1 87GB 171724.5+244449 RadioS 0.5 1.99 4.85
MG01720+2334a
1 PKS 1718+23 G 0.9 20.0 not available
MG01720+2655b
1 87GB 171827.6+265759 RadioS 0.3 Extended 2.00 4.85 -1.0
MG1720+2655a
1 87GB 171827.6+265759 RadioS 0.3 Extended 2.00 4.85 -1.0
MG1720+3826a
1 B3 1718+384 RadioS 0.1 Extended 1.89 4.85 -0.7
MG1721+2110a
1 87GB 171926.5+211335 RadioS 0.5 2.06 4.85 -0.5
MG1721+3233a
1 87GB 171953.3+323618 RadioS 0.4 1.90 4.85
MG1722+1934a
1 PKS 1719+19 RadioS 1.4 Extended 2.26 4.85 -0.8
MG1722+2413c
1 *4C +24.41 G 0.2 N galaxy 17.5 1.4 0.08720
2 *[WB92] 1719+2416 RadioS 1.2 2.94 1.4 -2.1
MG1722+2413b
1 *4C +24.41 G 0.4 N galaxy 17.5 1.4 0.08720
2 *[WB92] 1719+2416 RadioS 1.2 2.94 1.4 -2.1
MG1722+2413a
1 *4C +24.41 G 0.3 N galaxy 17.5 1.4 0.08720
2 *[WB92] 1719+2416 RadioS 1.2 2.94 1.4 -2.1
MG1722+2413c
1 *4C +24.41 G 0.2 N galaxy 17.5 1.4 0.08720
2 *(WB921 1719+2416 RadioS 1.2 2.94 1.4 -2.1
MG1722+2413b
1 *4C +24.41 G 0.4 N galaxy 17.5 1.4 0.08720
2 *[WB92] 1719+2416 RadioS 1.2 2.94 1.4 -2.1
MG01722+2413a
1 *4C +24.41 G 0.3 N galaxy 17.5 1.4 0.08720
2 *[WB92] 1719+2416 RadioS 1.2 2.94 1.4 -2.1
MG1723+2742a
1 87GB 172140.0+274441 RadioS 0.1 1.96 4.85 -0.8
MG1724+2113a
1 87GB 172151.5+211609 RadioS 0.1 2.09 4.85
MG1724+2626a
1 87GB 172243.8+262848 RadioS 0.1 1.93 4.85 -0.7
W31726+2523a
1 87GB 172421.8+252744 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -0.9
MG1727+1933a
1 87GB 172507.4+193533 RadioS 0.2 1.88 4.85 -0.6
M01728+1931a
1 *87GB 172643.4+193344 RadioS 0.3 2.09 4.85 -0.3
MG1728+2212b
1 87GB 172616.1+221515 RadioS 0.4 2.21 4.85 -0.7
MG1728+2212a
1 87GB 172616.1+221515 Radios 0.3 2.21 4.85 -0.7
M01730+3215e
1 87GB 172900.3+321934 Radios 0.3 1.91 4.85 -0.7
MG1730+3215d
1 87GB 172900.3+321934 RadioS 0.2 1.91 4.85 -0.7
MG1730+3215c
1 87GB 172900.3+321934 RadioS 0.2 1.91 4.85 -0.7
MG1730+3215b
1 87GB 172900.3+321934 RadioS 0.2 1.91 4.85 -0.7
MG1730+3215a























































































































































































































































































































































































3 [HB89] 1756+237 ABS04




















































































































































































































































































1 87GB 181134.8+214159 Radios
MG1813+2141Ba
1 87GB 181134.8+214159 RadioS
MG1813+2141Ca
1 87GB 181134.8+214159 RadioS
MG1813+3144a
1 87GB 181143.1+314329 G
MG1815+2048a
1 87GB 181318.4+204736 RadioS
MG1816+1941a
1 4C +19.63 RadioS
MG1816+2835c
1 87GB 181436.1+283508 RadioS
MG1816+2835b
1 87GB 181436.1+283508 RadioS
MG1816+2835a
1 87GB 181436.1+283508 RadioS
WG1818+2400a
1 87GB 181632.1+235938 RadioS
MG1818+2400Ba
1 87GB 181632.1+235938 RadioS
MG1820+2650a
1 87GB 181832.5+264808 RadioS
MG1821+2250a
1 [HB89] 1819+228 QSO
MG1821+2250Ba
1 [HB89] 1819+228 QSO
MG1821+2250Ca
1 [HB89] 1819+228 QSO
MG1822+2832c
1 87GB 182009.9+283043 RadioS
MG1822+2832b
1 87GB 182009.9+283043 RadioS
MG1822+2832a
1 87GB 182009.9+283043 RadioS
MG1823+2246b
1 87GB 182058.8+224512 Radios
MG1823+2246a
1 87GB 182058.8+224512 RadioS
MG1823+2304a
1 87GB 182125.8+230309 Radios
MG1823+2304Ba
1 87GB 182125.8+230309 Radios
MG1824+2316a
1 87GB 182241.3+231408 RadioS
MG1826+2707a
1 87GB 182433.8+270611 RadioS
MG1827+2224a
1 4C +22.49 Radios
MG1827+2306a
1 4C +23.49 RadioS
MG1827+2306Ba
1 4C +23.49 RadioS
MG1828+2734a
1 87GB 182611.3+273205 RadioS
MG1829+2328a
1 87GB 182722.4+232628 RadioS
MG1831+2159a
1 87GB 182912.9+215742 RadioS
MG1831+2712a
1 87GB 182934.2+271057 RadioS
MG1833+2310c
1 87GB 183106.9+230808 RadioS
MG1833+2310b
1 87GB 183106.9+230808 RadioS
MG1833+2310a
1 87GB 183106.9+230808 Radios
MG1834+2051a
1 87GB 183203.0+204933 RadioS
MG1835+2407a
1 87GB 183341.8+240508 RadioS
MG1835+2506a
1 87GB 183356.2+250411 RadioS
MG1835+2732a
1 4C +27.42 RadioS
MG1835+3057a
1 87GB 183404.4+305509 Radios
MG1836+1940a
1 *87GB[BWE91] 1834+1939 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 1834+1941 RadioS
MG1836+1943a
1 *UGC 11294 NOTES01 G
MG1836+2045a
1 4C +20.46 RadioS
MG1836+3122b
1 87GB 183432.1+311930 RadioS
MG1836+3122a
1 87GB 183432.1+311930 RadioS
MG1837+2140a
1 87GB 183533.1+213739 RadioS
MG1838+2118a






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 [HB89] 2048+196 ABS01
2 [HB89] 2048+196 ABS02




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 214827.1+313211 RadioS
MG2151+2130a
1 [HB89] 2149+212 QSO
2 [HB89] 2149+212 ABSO2 AbLS
3 [HB89] 2149+212 ABS01 AbLS
MG2152+2135b
1 87GB 214958.3+212133 Radios
MG2152+2135a
1 87GB 214958.3+212133 RadioS
MG2152+2935a
1 87GB 215007.7+292119 RadioS
MG2153+2351a
1 87GB 215046.4+233731 RadioS
MG2155+2012a
1 87GB 215246.3+195926 RadioS
MG2155+2033a
1 87GB 215241.9+202058 RadioS
MG2155+2250b
1 87GB 215248.0+223626 RadioS
MG2155+2250a
1 87GB 215248.0+223626 RadioS
MG2155+2427a
1 87GB 215309.6+241419 RadioS
MG2156+2423a
1 87GB 215348.5+240819 RadioS
MG2157+2146a
1 87GB 215458.9+213211 RadioS
MG2200+2137a
1 87GB 215754.0+212319 Radios
MG2201+2246b
1 4C +22.61 RadioS
MG2201+2246a
1 4C +22.61 RadioS
MG2202+2135a
1 87GB 220027.9+212110 RadioS
MG2202+2915a
1 87GB 215950.2+290030 Radios
MG2202+2941a
1 87GB 220037.3+292726 RadioS
MG2203+3712a
1 87GB 220108.2+365638 RadioS
MG2203+3822a
1 B3 2201+381 RadioS
MG2203+3822b
1 B3 2201+381 RadioS
MG2203+3822a
1 B3 2201+381 RadioS
MG2204+2030a
1 87GB 220207.3+201633 RadioS
MG2204+3409b
1 87GB 220149.6+335519 RadioS
MG2204+3409a
1 87GB 220149.6+335519 Radios
MG2205+2415c
1 4C +24.57 RadioS
MG2205+2415b
1 4C +24.57 RadioS
MG2205+2415a
1 4C +24.57 RadioS
MG2205+2928a
1 *87GB[BWE91] 2203+2912 Radios
MG2207+2853b
1 87GB 220533.4+283927 RadioS
MG2207+2853a
1 87GB 220533.4+283927 RadioS
MG2207+3259a
1 87GB 220514.0+324344 RadioS
MG2209+2920a
1 87GB 220710.1+290553 RadioS
MG2209+3608a
1 87GB 220746.6+355209 RadioS
MG2209+3742b
1 [HB89] 2207+374 0SO
MG2209+3742a
1 [HB89] 2207+374 QSO
MG2210+2013a
1 87GB 220828.2+195845 RadioS
MG2211+3604a
1 4C +35.51 RadioS
MG2212+2355a
1 PKS 2209+236 QSO
MG2212+2356a
1 PKS 2209+236 QSO
MG2212+2759a
1 87GB 221021.3+274446 RadioS
MG2213+2558a
1 87GB 221127.6+254334 RadioS
MG2213+2943a
1 87GB 221053.8+292914 RadioS
MG2214+3550a
1 87GB 221244.8+353627 RadioS
M2214+3739a























































































































































































1 87GB 221340.0+210104 RadioS
MG2216+2116a
1 8708GB 221340.0+210104 RadioS
MG2216+3826a
1 B3 2214+381 RadioS
MG2216+3826c
1 B3 2214+381 RadioS
MG2216+3826b
1 83 2214+381 RadioS
MG2216+3826a
1 83 2214+381 RadioS
MG2217+2024b
1 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
2 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
3 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
4 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
MG2217+2024a
1 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
2 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
3 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
4 87GB 221452.8+200953 RadioS
MG2217+2239b
1 87GB 221449.0+222503 RadioS
MG2217+2239a
1 87GB 221449.0+222503 RadioS
MG2217+2421a
1 87GB 221440.8+240647 RadioS
MG2217+2800a
1 87GB 221521.9+274546 RadioS
MG2218+3240a
1 87GB 221556.1+322523 RadioS
1MG2219+2121a
1 87GB 221719.9+210528 RadioS
MG2219+2140a
1 [HB89] 2217+214 QSO
M)G2219+2627a
1 87GB 221710.1+261151 RadioS
MG2220+2324a
1 87GB 221755.5+230940 RadioS
MG2220+2519c
1 87GB 221813.0+250452 RadioS
MG2220+2519b
1 87GB 221813.0+250452 RadioS
MG2220+2519a
1 87GB 221813.0+250452 RadioS
MG2220+2627b
1 87GB 221801.9+261302 RadioS
MG2220+2627a
1 87GB 221801.9+261302 RadioS
MG2221+2018a
1 87GB 221858.1+200403 RadioS
MG2221+3359a
1 87GB 221937.7+334326 RadioS
MG2222+3157a
1 87GB 222035.2+314058 Radios
MG2223+2439a
1 87GB 222047.5+242333 RadioS
MG2223+2439Ba
1 87GB 222047.5+242333 RadioS
MG2225+2040a
1 87GB 222312.8+202509 RadioS
MG2225+2117a
1 EHB891 2223+210 ABS01 AbLS
2 [HB89] 2223+210 ABSO2 AbLS
3 [HB89] 2223+210 QSO
MG2225+3227a
1 87GB 222328.6+321123 RadioS
MG2225+3227Ba
1 87GB 222328.6+321123 RadioS
MG2226+3241a
1 87GB 222350.7+322606 RadioS
MG2227+3716a
1 87GB 222503.7+370006 Radios
MG2228+2502a
1 87GB 222538.9+244757 RadioS
MG2228+2807a
1 87GB 222610.5+275141 RadioS
MG2229+2849a
1 87GB 222728.4+283329 RadioS
MG2229+3057a
1 87GB 222717.2+304142 RadioS
MG2230+2514a
1 4C +24.58 RadioS
MG2230+2752a
1 87GB 222755.4+273811 RadioS
MG2232+2133a
1 *87GB 223015.3+211817 RadioS
2 *[WB92] 2230+2118 RadioS
MG2232+2958b
1 87GB 222950.2+294313 RadioS
MG2232+2958a
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 B3 2250+379A Radios 0.1 2.15 4.85 -1.1
2 83 2250+379B RadioS 0.7 2.08 0.408
MG2252+3813Ba
1 B3 2250+379A RadioS 0.4 2.15 4.85 -1.1
2 B3 2250+379B RadioS 0.6 2.08 0.408
MG2253+3810a
1 4C +37.67 GClstr 0.5 19 /?
MG2254+2058a
1 87GB 225227.6+204205 Radios 0.5 2.06 4.85 
-0.4?
MG2254+2445a
1 [HB89] 2251+244 ABS01 AbLS 0.0 2.36300
2 [H889] 2251+244 ABS02 AbLS 0.0 2.35170
3 [HB889] 2251+244 ABS03 AbLS 0.0 2.29640
4 [HB89] 2251+244 ABSO4 AbLS 0.0 2.15510
MG2254+3625a
1 87GB 225233.4+360910 RadioS 0.4 1.77 4.85 -0.5
MG2256+2301a
1 87GB 225344.9+224530 RadioS 0.2 2.30 4.85 -0.3
MG2257+2523a
1 87GB 225440.5+250603 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -0.9
MG2257+3233a
1 87GB 225444.2+321703 RadioS 0.5 2.06 4.85 -0.7
MG2257+3706a
1 87GB 225514.8+364952 RadioS 0.6 2.17 4.85
MG2258+2406b
1 87GB 225607.3+235148 RadioS 0.3 2.20 4.85 -0.7
MG2258+2406a
1 87GB 225607.3+235148 RadioS 0.3 2.20 4.85 -0.7
MG2258+3610a
1 87GB 225616.1+355357 Radios 0.5 1.92 4.85
MG2259+2047a
1 87GB 225712.2+203129 RadioS 0.3 1.93 4.85 -0.7
MG2300+2044b
1 87GB 225811.8+202758 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -1.0
MG2300+2044a
1 87GB 225811.8+202758 RadioS 0.3 1.86 4.85 -1.0
MG2300+3249a
1 87GB 225804.1+323329 Radios 0.4 1.86 4.85 
-0.4
MG2301+3418a
1 87GB 225913.9+340147 RadioS 0.5 1.82 4.85 -1.0
MG2301+3512a
1 87GB 225853.5+345648 RadioS 0.2 2.08 4.85 -0.4
MG2301+3726a
1 B3 2259+371 VisS 0.0 20.4
MG2302+2121a
1 87GB 225948.0+210514 RadioS 0.3 2.15 4.85 -0.7
MG2302+3629b
1 87GB 225958.1+361310 RadioS 0.3 2.02 4.85 -0.5
MG2302+3629a
1 87GB 225958.1+361310 RadioS 0.3 2.02 4.85 -0.5
MG2303+3854a
1 83 2300+386 RadioS 0.0 2.28 4.85 -0.1
MG2304+2330b
1 87GB 230210.2+231450 RadioS 0.1 2.64 4.85 -0.2
MG2304+2330a
1 87GB 230210.2+231450 RadioS 0.1 2.64 4.85 -0.2
MG2304+2330Ba
1 87GB 230210.2+231450 RadioS 0.1 2.64 4.85 -0.2
MG2304+2722a
1 NPM1G +27.0639 G 0.0 15.53 not available
MG2305+2048a
1 87GB 230248.9+203318 RadioS 0.9 Extended 2.01 4.85 
-0.2?
MG2305+2835c
1 NPM1G +28.0474 G 0.1 16.25 not available
MG2305+2835b
1 NPM1G +28.0474 G 0.1 16.25 not available
MG2305+2835a
1 NPM1G +28.0474 G 0.0 16.25 not available
MG2305+3414a
1 87GB 230310.4+335853 RadioS 0.2 1.86 4.85 -1.0
MG2307+3802a
1 B3 2304+377 VisS 0.0 Starlike 20
MG2308+2008a
1 87GB 230543.5+195207 RadioS 0.3 2.24 4.85 
-0.2?
MG2308+3429a
1 87GB 230602.7+341319 RadioS 0.2 2.16 4.85 -0.8
MG2308+3429Ba
1 87GB 230602.7+341319 RadioS 0.6 2.16 4.85 -0.8
MG2309+2321a
1 NPM1G +23.0518 G 0.0 16.12 not available
2 87GB 230631.0+230524 RadioS 0.3 2.24 4.85 -0.5
MG2309+2708a
1 87GB 230710.2+265221 RadioS 0.2 2.13 4.85 -0.8
MG2309+3726a
1 B3 2306+371 RadioS 0.2 Extended 2.16 4.85 -0.9
MG2310+2745a
1 87GB 230818.4+272759 Radios 0.5 1.95 4.85 -0.5
MG2311+3156a
1 87GB 230903.0+314010 RadioS 0.2 2.11 4.85 -0.1
MG2312+2526a








































































































































































































































































































































1 87GB 232818.5+194449 Radios
MG2330+2000a
1 87GB 232818.5+194449 RadioS
MG2330+2705b
1 87GB 232804.0+264940 RadioS
MG2330+2705a
1 87GB 232804.0+264940 RadioS
MG2331+2251a
1 87GB 232855.7+223440 RadioS
2 KUG 2328+225A G
MG2331+3144a
1 87GB 232843.3+312730 RadioS
MG2331+3253a
1 87GB 232902.7+323709 Radios
MG2331+3458a
1 4C +34.60 RadioS
MG2331+3744a
1 B3 2328+374 RadioS
MG2333+2423a
1 87GB 233041.9+240728 RadioS
MG2333+3054a
1 4C +30.44 RadioS
MG2333+3901a
1 B3 2330+387 QSO
MG2334+2010a
1 87GB 233143.2+195400 RadioS
MG2335+3457a
1 87GB 233329.1+344117 RadioS
MG2336+2354a
1 87GB 233411.1+233847 G
2 ABELL 2627:[OWG93] B G
3 ABELL 2627 GClstr
MG2336+2354Ba
1 ABELL 2627:[OWG93] B G
2 ABELL 2627 GClstr
3 87GB 233411.1+233847 G
MG2337+2617a
1 87GB 233500.6+260125 RadioS
MG2337+2717a
1 87GB 233509.4+270119 RadioS
MG2338+3457b
1 87GB 233610.1+344037 RadioS
MG2338+3457a
1 87GB 233610.1+344037 Radios
MG2338+3823a
1 B3 2336+381 NED01 RadioS
2 83 2336+381 VisS
3 B3 2336+381 NED02 Radios
MG2340+2220b
1 3C 466 RadioS
MG2340+2220a
1 3C 466 RadioS
MG2340+3026b
1 87GB 233729.3+301011 RadioS
MG2340+3026a
1 87GB 233729.3+301011 Radios
MG2340+3615a
1 87GB 233754.6+355853 RadioS
MG2341+2258c
1 4C +22.64 RadioS
MG2341+2258b
1 4C +22.64 RadioS
MG2341+2258a
1 4C +22.64 RadioS
MG2341+2352a
1 4C +23.59 Radios
MG2341+3618b
1 87GB 233845.8+360147 Radios
MG2341+3618a
1 87GB 233845.8+360147 Radios
MG2342+2610b
1 87GB 233953.0+255429 RadioS
MG2342+2610a
1 87GB 233953.0+255429 RadioS
MG2343+2339a
1 87GB 234041.0+232243 RadioS
MG2343+3449a
1 87GB 234118.4+343242 RadioS
MG2344+2559a
1 87GB 234220.8+254306 RadioS
MG2344+3433a
1 tWB92] 2342+3417 ABSO AbLS
2 (WB92] 2342+3417 ABSO AbLS
3 [WB92] 2342+3417 ABSO AbLS
4 87GB 234220.8+341700 QSO
MG2345+2257a
1 87GB 234313.7+224052 RadioS
MG2347+2159a
1 87GB 234517.5+214337 RadioS
MG2347+2217a


























































































































































































































































































































































































VLA A-array X-band Maps
139 pages
Key: The number in upper left hand contour represents the percentage
of peak of the lowest contour level.
The beamsize is shown in lower left hand corner. The length
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Table of MGV Sources Observed with C-array
8 pages
Source Source name in J2000 coordinates.
Comp Component name.
RA J2000 right ascension in hh mm ss.ssss of first component
from VLA maps.
Dec J2000 declination in dd mm ss.ssss of first component from
VLA maps.
Jy/beam Peak brightness of component in Jy/beam.
Jy Integrated brightness of component in Jy.
A Class Structure classification from previous observations with A-array.
P--point; QP--quasi point; Df--diffuse;
CJ--core-jet; Cm--cometary;D--double;T--triple;M--multiple;
CD--core-double; J--jet; ND--nondetection; OR--over-resolved;
FS--not classified [see Lawrence et al. 84].
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C) CPa Pto C0010
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C1 m10000










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Synthesis A-array, C-array Maps
13 pages
The number in upper left hand contour represents the percentage
of peak of the lowest contour level.
The beamsize is shown in lower left hand corner. The length
and direction of the arrow indicates magnitude and direction of
expected bandwidth smearing.
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Flux Density and Spectral hidex Distributions for Various Radio Morphological Classes
13 pages
Flux Density/Spectral Index Distribution by Morphological Class
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Flux Density Distribution of CD type Sources
2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Log(Flux Density in mJy)
Spectral Index Distribution of CD type Sources
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Flux Density Distribution of CJ type Sources
2 2.5 3 3.5
Log(Flux Density in mJy)
Spectral Index Distribution of CJ type Sources







Flux Density Distribution of Cm type Sources
2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Log(Flux Density in mJy)
Spectral Index Distribution of Cm type Sources
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Flux Density Distribution of Of type Sources
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Spectral Index Distribution of Of type Sources
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Flux Density Distribution of D type Sources
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Log(Flux Density in mJy)
Spectral Index Distribution of D type Sources
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Flux Density Distribution of J type Sources
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Log(Flux Density in mJy)
Spectral Index Distribution of J type Sources
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Flux Density Distribution of ND type Sources
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Flux Density Distribution of P type Sources
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Characteristics of Close Double Radio Sources
14 pages
Explanation of Table:
Source MG Source Name.
Pk int, etc. Output from JMFTX, giving the Gaussian fit to each peak.
Peak intensity is in Jy/beam; Integrated intensity is in Jy.
(1) Component separation, in arcseconds.
(2) Ratio of peak flux densities (A/B).
and (B/C) if third component.
(3) Radio of integrated flux densities (A/B).
and (B/C) if third component.
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Close Double Source Characteristics
Source 1(l) 1 (2) (3)
MG0006+3859 1.432 0.8332 1.0566
4
Pk int.= 9.141E-03( 1.680E-05), Tot int.= 2.293E-02(4.584E-05) c
RA 00 06 20.72335(0.0001) DEC 39 00 26.9351 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.46804(0.00058): Mn ax= 0.40521(0.00078) Asec: PA= 26.49( 0.70)
Pk int.= 1.097E-02( 1.947E-05), Tot int.= 2.170E-02( 5.561E-05) _
RA 00 06 20.65897(0.0000) DEC 39 00 27.9820 ( 0.000) 0
Mj ax= 0.43420(0.00055): Mn ax= 0.34448(0.00070) Asec: PA= 26.45( 0.29) --]
00063859
MG0031+2153 1.047 0.2601 0.2421
0.5
Pk int.= 2.393E-02( 3.445E-05), Tot int.= 2.574E-02( 1.004E-04) 2
RA 00 31 47.56419(0.0000) DEC 21 53 46.3086 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.40476(0.00042): Mn ax= 0.38449(0.00066) Asec: PA= 51.69( 1.43)
Pk int.= 9.199E-02(4.214E-05), Tot int.= 1.063E-01( 1.268E-04) o
RA 00 31 47.63268(0.0000) DEC 21 53 46.4879 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.43333(0.00020): Mn ax= 0.38580(0.00018) Asec: PA= 73.33( 0.16)
1 00312153
MG0052+3815 1.496 2.9308 2.9255
Pk int.= 4.367E-02( 2.858E-05), Tot int.= 5.778,E-02( 8.522,E-05)
RA 00 52 16.95459(0.0000) DEC 38 15 29.5710 ( 0.000)T
Mj ax= 0.33867(0.00022): Mn ax= 0.26647(0.00017) Asec: PA=-50.80( 0.11)0O 2"
Pk int.= 1.490E-02( 2.833E-05), Tot int.= 1.975F,02(8.508,E-05)
RA 00 52 16.91375(0.0000) DEC 38 15 28.1997 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.33589(0.00064): Mn ax= 0.26922(0.00051) Asec: PA=-54.72( 0.35)
01 00523815
MG0055+2903 0.321 1.5260 1.4417
Pk int.= 3.333E-02( 2.073E-05), Tot int.= 3.502F-02( 5.934F,05) '1 "
RA 00 55 46.24683(0.0000) DEC 29 03 49.9717 ( 0.000) o 0
Mj ax= 0.26273(0.00011): Mn ax= 0.24906(0.00018) Asec: PA=-26.27( 0.51) o
Pk int.= 2.184E-02( 2.244E-05), Tot int.= 2.429E-02(6.438E-05) o
RA 00 55 46.23187(0.0000) DEC 29 03 49.7310 ( 0.000) 0









1'k int.= 1.626E-02( 2.604E-05), Tot int.= 1.927E-02( 6.858E-05)RA 01 50 2.80883(0.0000) DEC 27 23 38.7804 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.27740(0.00026): Mn ax= 0.26379(0.00045) Asec: PA= -3.25( 0.06)
Pk int.= 1.182E-02( 2.478E-05), Tot int.= 1.740E-02( 7.179E-05)RA 01 50 2.69949(0.0000) DEC 27 23 39.9834 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.33393(0.00070): Mn ax= 0.27230(0.00051) Asec: PA=-46.62( 0.43)
MG0204+2825
Pk int.= 1.649E-03( 2.160E-05), Tot int.= 1.757E-03( 2.355E-05)
RA 02 04 50.95287(0.0000) DEC 28 25 6.0305 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.29264(0.00015): Mn ax= 0.22461(0.00015) Asec: PA=-15.84( 0.43)
Pk int.= 2.301E-02( 2.480E-05), Tot int.= 3.185E-02( 7.333E-05)RA 02 04 50.95585(0.0000) DEC 28 25 6.5710 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.30205(0.00030): Mn ax= 0.28270(0.00032) Asec: PA= 20.00( 0.56)
Pk int.= 1.521E-02( 2.518E-05), Tot int.= 2.136E-02( 7.169E-05)RA 02 04 50.95708(0.0000) DEC 28 25 5.4393 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.31885(0.00045): Mn ax= 0.27181(0.00045) Asec: PA=-44.83( 0.41)
MG0243+2225
Pk int.= 5.837E-02( 7.854E-05), Tot int.= 6.823E-02( 2.329E-04)
RA 02 43 38.17132(0.0000) DEC 22 25 29.5956 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.29333(0.00039): Mn ax= 0.26373(0.00035) Asec: PA=-23.14( 0.47)
Pk int.= 3.250E-02( 6.113E-05), Tot int.= 4.363E-02( 1.742E-04)RA 02 43 38.19043(0.0000) DEC 22 25 28.7999 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.33067(0.00043): Mn ax= 0.26867(0.00058) Asec: PA=-29.98( 0.44)
MG0246+ 2622
Pk int.= 3.336E-02( 3.734E-05), Tot int.= 3.924E-02( 1.001iE-04)RA 02 46 45.07792(0.0000) DEC 26 23 25.5522 ( 0.000)Mj ax= 0.28658(0.00028): Mn ax= 0.25674(0.00023) Asec: PA=-49.99( 0.44)














Close Double Source Ch
t 
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Close Double Source Characteristics
Source (1) (2) (3)
MG0303+3447 0.480 1.5433 1.4592
2
Pk int.= 4.113E-02( 5.731E-05), Tot int.= 4.655E-02( 1.735E-04) F--1-
RA 03 03 27.33722(0.0000) DEC 34 47 12.1506 ( 0.000) O
Mj ax= 0.27344(0.00038): Mn ax= 0.25989(0.00037) Asec: PA= 59.68( 0.43)
o
Pk int.= 2.665E-02( 5.616E-05), Tot int.= 3.190E-02( 1.642E-04) >. o
RA 03 03 27.33513(0.0000) DEC 34 47 12.6344 ( 0.000) N o o
Mj ax= 0.28310(0.00059): Mn ax= 0.26549(0.00052) Asec: PA= 12.19( 1.31)
G] 03033447
MG0312+3848 0.771 0.8532 0.8777
o.5 •o
Pk int.= 6.437E-02( 4.182E-05), Tot int.= 8.504E-02( 1.235E-04)
RA 03 12 11.76272(0.0000) DEC 38 49 8.6934 ( 0.000)* -
Mj ax= 0.30898(0.00017): Mn ax= 0.28928(0.00021) Asec: PA= 18.01( 0.49) c0o
Pk int.= 7.544E-02( 5.028E-05), Tot int.= 9.688E-02( 1.492E-04) o 0 "
RA 03 12 11.71551(0.0000) DEC 38 49 8.9721 ( 0.000) o
Mj ax= 0.31233(0.00020): Mn ax= 0.27821(0.00019) Asec: PA= 15.55( 0.24) 0
10 03123848
MG0343+3406 0.409 1.5165 1.4904
2o
Pk int.= 3.306E-02( 3.374E-05), Tot int.= 3.820E-02( 9.047E-05) ----
LRA 03 43 0.83048(0.0000) DEC 34 06 33.9853 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32565(0.00020): Mn ax= 0.27385(0.00030) Asec: PA= 53.64( 0.27)
Pk int.= 2.180E-02( 3.686E-05), Tot int.= 2.563E-02(7.759E-05) o
RA 03 43 0.84799(0.0000) DEC 34 06 34.2820 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.33349(0.00017): Mn ax= 0.27216(0.00037) Asec: PA= 52.26( 0.35)
03433406
MG0401+2516 1.193 2.1992 1.2027
4
Pk int.= 1.583E-02(5.234E-05), Tot int.= 2.640F,-02( 1.645E-04)
RA 04 01 34.86406(0.0001) DEC 25 16 20.4038 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.36873(0.00094): Mn ax= 0.29066(0.00132) Asec:.PA= 52.57( 0.54) 1T
1"
Pk int.= 7.198E-03(3.999E-05), Tot int.= 2.195E-02( 1.257E-04) I
RA 04 01 34.82537(0.0001) DEC 25 16 19.3562 ( 0.001)
Mj ax= 0.52564(0.00329): Mn ax= 0.37274(0.00210) Asec: PA= 32.82( 0.69)
04012516
520
Close Double Source Characteristics
Source 1(1) 1(2) 1(3)
MG0413+2648 2.607 0.7107 0.6148
4
Pk int.= 7.776E-03( 1.628E-05), Tot int.= 1.277E-02(5.010IE-05)2
RA 04 13 23.72345(0.0000) DEC 26 49 16.3515 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.37898(0.00033): Mn ax= 0.25896(0.00090) Asec: PA= 42.35( 0.29) c00
o~
0
Pk int.= 1.'094E-02( 1.786E-05), Tot int.= 2.077E-02(4.593E-05)
RA 04 13 23.55083(0.0000) DEC 26 49 16.2659 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.38270(0.00011): Mn ax= 0.29641(0.00067) Asec: PA= 45.57( 0.28)
-• "04132648
MG0416+3108 1.217 1."4508 1.3072
4
Pk int.= 2.526E-02( 4.629E-05), Tot int.=3.391E-02( 1.385E-04)
RA 04 16 47.36779(0.0000) DEC 31 08 12.3681 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32191(0.00057): Mn ax= 0.26422(0.00050) Asec: PA= -0.34( 0.39) 0
Pk int.= 1.741E-02( 4.416F,05), Tot int.= 2.594E-02( 1.251F,04)
RA 04 16 47.35606(0.0000) DEC 31 08 11.1717 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35935(0.00106): Mn ax= 0.26281(0.00045) Asec: PA= -4.49( 0.37)
04163108
MG0424+2126 0.970 11.3334 10.8292
1
Pk int.= 5.766,E-02( 1.756E-04), Tot int.= 8.508E-02(5.284E-04)
RA 04 24 16.14377(0.0001) DEC 21 26 31.9310 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.33957(0.00108): Mn ax= 0.28680(0.00084) Asec: PA=-12.02( 0.73) I
2
Pk int.= 4.324E-02( 1.385E-04), Tot int.= 1.026E-01(4.175,E-04)0
RA 04 24 16.15358(0.0001) DEC 21 26 30.9791 (0.001)
Mj ax= 0.46491(0.00147): Mn ax= 0.33699(0.00111) Asec: PA=-36.68( 0.39) 1 4242126
MG0623+3711 0.763 0.6964 0.6500
1 -----2---
Pk int.= 3.070E-02( 3.786E-05), Tot int.= 3.507F,02( 9.037E-05)
RA 06 23 33.13739(0.0000) DEC 37 11 6.4349 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.29333(0.00008): Mn ax= 0.26841(0.00038) Asec:.PA= 11.17( 0.13)
Pk int.= 4.408E-02( 4.277E-05), Tot int.= 5.395E-02( 1.286E-04)
RA 06 23 33.13433(0.0000) DEC 37 11 7.1964 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.30923(0.00030): Mn ax= 0.27271(0.00026) Asec: PA= 2.68( 0.31)
1 1 06233711
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Close Double Source Characteristics
Source (1) (2) I(3)
MG070 1+3656 0.641 0.6397 0.5150
4
Pk int.= 9.590E-03( 1.976E-05), Tot int.= 1.373E-02( 5.761E-05)
RA 07 01 14.99955(0.0001) DEC 36 56 12.1780 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35794(0.00083): Mn ax= 0.27587(0.00045) Asec: PA= 27.29( 0.45) T
Pk int.= 1.499E-02( 2.133E-05), Tot int.= 2.666E-02( 6.309E-05)
RA 07 01 14.96449(0.0000) DEC 36 56 11.7812 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.45747(0.00059): Mn ax= 0.26815(0.00040) Asec: PA= 22.22( 0.11)
01 07013656
MG0718+2009 0.929 0.3809 0.4665
0. 25 0 . .
Pk int.= 4.350E-02( 3.825E-05), Tot int.= 5.724E-02( 1.145E-04) -
RA 07 18 10.63558(0.0000) DEC 20 10 3.1421 (0.000) <'
Mj ax= 0.47911(0.00042): Mn ax= 0.35262(0.00031) Asec: PA= 46.90( 0.11) 'o' o • 4"
Pk int.= 1.142E-01( 4.173E-05), Tot int.= 1.227E-01( 1.264E-04) ,
RA 07 18 10.58637(0.0000) DEC 20 10 2.5431 (0.000) P 1.4
Mj ax= 0.39386(0.00015): Mn ax= 0.35020(0.00013) Asec: PA= 47.43( 0.13) o
0718200Q9
MG0808+3656 0.934 1.9808 1.9988
2
Pk int.= 2.381E-02( 2.035E-05), Tot int.= 3.458,E-02( 6.031E-05) i
RA 08 08 13.88713(0.0000) DEC 36 57 0.7281 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35870(0.00023): Mn ax= 0.27831(0.00028) Asec: PA= 69.79( 0.14)
Pk int.= 1.202E-02( 1.654E-05), Tot int.= 1.730E-02( 4.748E-05)
RA 08 08 13.82470(0.0000) DEC 36 57 0.6969 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35723(0.00056): Mn ax= 0.27699(0.00028) Asec: PA= 72.87( 0.28)
7 08083656
MG0810+3529 0.868 1.1669 1.2608
4
flL~~~ ~~ rpL A lfOt l) 7ff1'f~''4~ A Vll't Al) 0 A I MV fAA
P int.= 2.265E-02( 4.700 -05), ot nt.= . 07 - ( 1. - )
RA 08 10 10.92148(0.0001) 
DEC 35 29 49.4028 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.37454(0.00062): Mn ax= 0.29348(0.00074) Asec: PA=-69.85( 0.35)
Pk int.= 1.941E-02( 4.160E-05), Tot int.= 3.178E-02( 1.247E-04)
RA 08 10 10.87034(0.0000) DEC 35 29 49.7619 ( 0.000)




Close Double Source Characteristics
Source (1) (2) (3)
MG0917+2306 1.229 5.5839 2.9807
2
Pk int.= 2.185E-02( 3.155E-05), Tot int.= 3.404E-02( 9.663E-05)
RA 09 17 51.66278(0.0000) DEC 23 05 29.4161 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35085(0.00038): Mn ax= 0.26433(0.00050) Asec: PA= 19.66( 0.20) 1"
Pk int.= 3.913E-03( 2.491E-05), Tot int.= 1.142E-02( 7.566E-05)
RA 09 17 51.72822(0.0001) DEC 23 05 30.1604 ( 0.001)
Mj ax= 0.51067(0.00352): Mn ax= 0.34010(0.00207) Asec: PA= -1.74( 0.59)
•' 1 09172306
MG0926+2201 0.699 3.0603 2.5019
1 '
Pk int.= 3.498E-02( 2.942E-05), Tot int.= 3.873E-02( 8.817E-05) -
RA 09 26 1.67299(0.0000) DEC 22 01 37.4355 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.26579(0.00022): Mn ax= 0.24881(0.00021) Asec: PA= 12.33( 0.54)
Pk int.= 1.143E-02( 2.704E-05), Tot int.= 1.548E-02( 7.450E-05)
RA 09 26 1.64932(0.0000) DEC 22 01 36.8268 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.31591(0.00077): Mn ax= 0.25611(0.00044) Asec: PA= 22.94( 0.45)
0926220k
MG1006+3453 0.885 2.9275 2.0841
0. 25i 2'----
Pk int.= 5.012E-01( 3.839E-04), Tot int.= 7.107E-01( 1.157E-03) o
RA 10 06 1.75377(0.0000) DEC 34 54 10.3367 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.36024(0.00028): Mn ax= 0.28822(0.00022) Asec: PA=-66.68( 0.14)
Pk int.= 1.712E-01( 3.230E-04), Tot int.= 3.410E-01( 9.686E-04)
RA 10 06 1.70230(0.0000) DEC 34 54 10.7389 ( 0.000) 0
Mj ax= 0.38643(0.00071): Mn ax= 0.37741(0.00073) Asec: PA=-23.24( 3.13)
S 10063453MG1021+2158 0.795 0.3673 0.3677
0.25 .
Pk int.= 3.505,E-02( 5.026E-05), Tot int.= 4.185E-02( 1.517E-04) o %
RA 10 21 54.56820(0.0000) DEC 21 59 30.6342 ( 0.000) S°. c
Mj ax= 0.40816(0.00060): Mn ax= 0.36523(0.00052) Asec: PA= 63.57( 0.54) . * o
Pk int.= 9.541E-02( 4.978E-05), Tot int.= 1.138E-01( 1.502E-04) .
RA 10 21 54.51280(0.0000) DEC 21 59 30.5179 ( 0.000) " .
Mj ax= 0.41900(0.00022): Mn ax= 0.35547(0.00018) Asec: PA= 56.45( 0.13) ,i-p 2
.. 10212158
523
Close Double Source Characteristics
Source (1) (2) (3)
MG1121+1950 0.935 0.4185 0.5190
4
Pk int.= 6.466E-03( 2.056E-05), Tot int.= 1.160E-02( 5.767E-05)
RA 11 21 6.32636(0.0000) DEC 19 50 8.8586 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.36719(0.00106): Mn ax= 0.30995(0.00088) Asec: PA= 30.74( 0.70)
Pk int.= 1.545E-02( 2.260E-05), Tot int.= 2.235E-02( 6.700E-05)
RA 11 21 6.33000(0.0000) DEC 19 50 7.9251 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.34664(0.00049): Mn ax= 0.26462(0.00038) Asec: PA= 45.20( 0.21)
&- 11211950
MG 1150+3708 2.046 0.5043 0.8131
2. a
Pk int.= 6.431E-03( 2.241E-05), Tot int.= 1.662E-02( 6.906E-05) o
RA 11 50 2.61959(0.0001) DEC 37 08 37.3077 ( 0.000) 0 o .
Mj ax= 0.51757(0.00181): Mn ax= 0.37048(0.00139) Asec: PA= 20.77( 0.43) .. T
o• 2'
Pk int.= 1.275E-02( 2.752E-05), Tot int.= 2.044E-02( 8.326E-05) I
RA 11 50 2.53695(0.0001) DEC 37 08 35.7082 ( 0.000) 0 .
Mj ax= 0.37403(0.00085): Mn ax= 0.31793(0.00067) Asec: PA= 67.25( 0.59) .
01I 11503708.
MG1l155+1940 1.619 3.1465 3.0969
25.54 8.4193 8.2884
Pk int.= 4.207E-02( 2.124E-05), Tot int.= 4.568E-02( 6.361E-05) 1
RA 11 55 18.30187(0.0000) DEC 19 39 42.1701 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.27356(0.00014): Mn ax= 0.24695(0.00012) Asec: PA=-12.12( 0.20)
Pk int.= 1.337E-02( 1.819E-05), Tot int.= 1.475E-02( 4.260E-05) 1"
RA 11 55 18.36789(0.0000) DEC 19 39 40.9220 ( 0.000).
Mj ax= 0.27477(0.00006): Mn ax= 0.24986(0.00040) Asec: PA=-10.56( 0.68)
Pk int.= 1.588E-03( 1.281E-05), Tot int.= 1.588E-03( 1.286E-05) 11551940 A
RA 11 55 16.66708(0.0000) DEC 19 39 42.0103 ( 0.000) 11551940 A
Mj ax= 0.27900(0.00000): Mn ax= 0.22298(0.00000) Asec: PA=-33.45( 0.01)
MG1408+2347 1.911 0.6608 0.6427
Pk int.= 4.391E-02( 4.804E-05), Tot int.= 5.299E-02( 1.164E-04) 0 .
RA 14 08 21.05488(0.0000) DEC 23 47 20.6624 ( 0.000) o '
Mj ax= 0.28301(0.00008): Mn ax= 0.26696(0.00034) Asec: PA-- 6.97( 0.87)
Pk int.= 6.644E-02( 5.544E-05), Tot int.= 8.244E-02( 1.660E-04) 0
RA 14 08 20.96318(0.0000) DEC 23 47 21.9383 ( 0.000) oa
Mj ax= 0.28881(0.00025): Mn ax= 0.26892(0.00022) Asec: PA=-28.55( 0.25) 40
. 14062347
524
Close Double Source CharacteristicsSource (1) . (2) (3)
MG 1415+3859 0.79 2.2888 2.1109
Pk int.= 3.067E1-02( 1.811Ii-05), Tot int.= 3.502E-02( 5.470E-05) o
ILA 14 15 3.23467(0.0000) DEC 38 59 16.4421 (0.000)k.
Mj ax= 0.30768(0.00018): Mn ax= 0.27944(0.00017) Asec: PA=-75.62( 0.26)
Pk int.= 1.340E-02( 1.599E-05), Tot int.= 1.659E-02( 4.125E-05)
RA 14 15 3.28069(0.0000) DEC 38 59 16.0381 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32563(0.00042): Mn ax= 0.28620(0.00017) Asec: PA=-71.29( 0.36)
14153859
MG 1424+2726 .496 0.6369 0.6527
Pk int.= 1.956E-02( 5.895E-05), Tot int.= 2.365E-02( 1.702E-04)
RA 14 24 15.98328(0.0001) DEC 27 25 57.3009 ( 0.000) T
Mj ax= 0.34852(0.00107): Mn ax= 0.28106(0.00073) Asec: PA= 28.44( 0.57) 2-
Pk int.= 3.071E-02( 5.904E-05), Tot int.= 3.623E-02( 1.754,E-04)
RA 14 24 15.97828(0.0000) DEC 27 25 55.8022 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32487(0.00061): Mn ax= 0.29411(0.00057) Asec: PA= 7.22( 0.79)
_____14242726
MG1528+3247 0.752 1.5378 1 1.4680
2
Pk int.= 3.028E-02( 2.190E-05), Tot int.= 3.472E-02( 6.589E-05)
RA 15 28 9.12421(0.0000) DEC 32 47 37.4704 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32667(0.00024): Mn ax= 0.26663(0.00019) Asec: PA=-87.58( 0.14) T1"
Pk int.= 1.969E-02( 2.051E-05), Tot int.= 2.365E-02( 5.130E-05)
RA 15 28 9.16028(0.0000) DEC 32 47 37.0091 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32832(0.00035): Mn ax= 0.27803(0.00014) Asec: PA=-85.06( 0.27)
al_ _15283247
MG1528+3738 0.700 3.1009 2.6390
0.5 • 2
Pk int.= 9.247,E-02( 5.860F-05), Tot int.= 1.324E-01( 1.788E-04) o
RA 15 28 27.92693(0.0000) DEC 37 38 9.7433 ( 0.000)0
Mj ax= 0.35879(0.00019): Mn ax= 0.30138(0.00023) Asec: PA= 15.52( 0.15)
Pk int.= 2.982E-02( 5.458E-05), Tot int.= 5.017E-02( 1.652E-04)0 1
RA 15 28 27.92930(0.0000) DEC 37 38 9.0404 ( 0.000) o
Mj ax= 0.40834(0.00077): Mn ax= 0.31098(0.00057) Asec: PA= 22.23( 0.27) _.
0 15283738
525
Close Double Source Characteristics
Source 
(1) (2) (3)
MG 1534+2330 1.094 0.6877 0.8580
1
Pk int.= 3.736E-02( 4.0671605), Tot. int..= 6.367E-02( 1.015E-04) 
'-2
RA 15 34 5729079(00000) DEC 23 
30 11.3203 ( 0.000)
. .
Mj ax= 0.54149(0.00055): Mn ax= 0.43910(0.00027) Asec: PA= 45.09( 0.22)
Pk int.= 5.432E-02( 4.647E-05), Tot int.= 7.420E-02( 1.390E-04)
RA 15 34 57.22209(0.0000) DEC 23 30 11.4853 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.45114(0.00036): Mn ax= 0.42249(0.00038) Asec: PA= 65.88( 0.50)
.0 1• 5342330
MG1541+3820 0.689 2.3405 2.2900
1
Pk int.= 4.838E-02( 2.030E-05), Tot int.= 5.267E-02( 5.812E-05) ___
RA 15 41 22.98276(0.0000) DEC 38 20 29.4458 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.30080(0.00011): Mn ax= 0.27158(0.00012) Asec: PA= 55.79( 0.17)
Pk int.= 2.067E-02( 1.704E-05), Tot int.= 2.300E-02( 4.060E-05)
RA 15 41 22.94227(0.0000) DEC 38 20 29.4085 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.30395(0.00005): Mn ax= 0.27469(0.00027) Asec: PA= 56.62( 0.25)
15413820
MG 1627+2606 0.340 1.0473 1 1.0626
2
Pk int.= 3.119E-02( 2.290E-05), Tot int.= 3.848E-02( 6.443F-05)
RA 16 27 34.24459(0.0000) DEC 26 06 57.3980 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32456(0.00023): Mn ax= 0.27775(0.00017) Asec: PA=-70.59( 0.22)
Pk int.= 2.978E-02( 2.334,E-05), Tot int.= 3.621E-02( 6.333E-05)
RA 16 27 34.24000(0.0000) DEC 26 06 57.0726 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.32871(0.00025): Mn ax= 0.27027(0.00016) Asec: PA=-72.17( 0.18)
0] 16272606
MG1627+3003 1.992 1.0487 1.0940
8
Pk int.= 5.357E-03( 1.314E-05), Tot int.= 8.181E-03( 3.726E-05) 2- -- - --4
RA 16 27 22.05773(0.0001) DEC 30 04 10.3636 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.36418(0.00085): Mn ax= 0.31109(0.00067) Asec:. PA=-73.29( 0.70)
Pk int.= 5.108E-03( 1.248E-05), Tot int.= 7.478,E-03( 3.244E-05)
RA 16 27 21.92459(0.0001) DEC 30 04 10.6775 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.37019(0.00024): Mn ax= 0.29338(0.00095) Asec: PA=-60.65( 0.54) 1 16273003
526
Close Double Source Characteristics
Sou rce (1) (2) (3)
MG1629+3406 0.444 0.6910 0.7285
2
Pk int.= 2.235E-02( 2.889E-05), Tot int.= 2.993E-02( 8.447E-05)
RA 16 28 56.38001(0.0000) DEC 34 06 33.3070 ( 0.000) 8o
Mj ax= 0.32082(0.00044): Mn ax= 0.25864(0.00029) Asec: PA= 78.48( 0.29)
Pk int.= 3.234E-02( 3.095E-05), Tot int.= 4.108E-02( 9.111E-05) . o
RA 16 28 56.36328(0.0000) DEC 34 06 32.9734 ( 0.000) ..
Mj ax= 0.31222(0.00025): Mn ax= 0.25219(0.00027) Asec: PA= 81.64( 0.20) -.0 16293406
MG 1640+3826 1.773 1.4644 1.0711
2
Pk int.= 1.958E-02( 1.893E-05), Tot int.= 2.455E-02( 4.479E-05) 0
RA 16 40 32.11066(0.0000) DEC 38 26 42.3810 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.31376(0.00027): Mn ax= 0.27486(0.00013) Asec: PA=-31.09( 0.30) 0 12
Pk int.= 1.337E-02( 1.272E-05), Tot int.= 2.292E-02( 3.944E-05)
RA 16 40 32.10763(0.0000) DEC 38 26 40.6124 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.39749(0.00024): Mn ax= 0.29675(0.00041) Asec: PA=-26.39( 0.17)
IZ] 16403826
MG1732+2037 0.393 1.2146 1.1751
0.691 1.0913] 1.1831
Pk int.= 4.323,E-02( 3.631E-05), Tot int.= 4.791E-02( 1.149E-04)
RA 17 32 50.45324(0.0000) DEC 20 38 15.9399 ( 0.000) 1
Mj ax= 0.25663(0.00026): Mn ax= 0.24300(0.00020) Asec: PA= 53.42( 0.44)
Pk int.= 3.559E-02( 2.871E-05), Tot int.= 4.077E-02( 8.953E-05)
RA 17 32 50.42683(0.0000) DEC 20 38 15.9280 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.25782(0.00020): Mn ax= 0.24999(0.00023) Asec: PA=-20.63( 1.46)
Pk int.= 3.261E-02( 3.781E-05), Tot int.= 3.446E-02( 1.123E-04)
RA 17 32 50.47457(0.0000) DEC 20 38 15.9976 ( 0.000) I 17322037
Mj ax= 0.24503(0.00027): Mn ax=-- 0.24266(0.00029) Asec: PA= 50.03( 0.13)
MG2035+1949 0.841 0.3429 0.4350
0.5
Pk int.= 2.586E-02( 4.071,E-05), Tot int.= 4.010E-02( 1.229E-04)
RA 20 35 41.64871(0.0000) DEC 19 50 4.5376 ( 0.000) e
Mj ax= 0.47386(0.00066): Mn ax= 0.42145(0.00075) Asec: PA=-49.14( 0.53) F
Pk int.= 7.540E-02( 4.520E-05), Tot int.= 9.217E-02( 1.354E-04)o
RA 20 35 41.61744(0.0000) DEC 19 50 5.2851 ( 0.000) g
Mj ax= 0.39865(0.00024): Mn ax= 0.39486(0.00023) Asec: PA= 17.71( 2.43)
07 20351949
527
Close Double Source Characteristics
Source (1) (2) (3)
MG2108+2414 0.902 0.8655 0.8691
Pk int.= 3.502E-02( 4.115E-05), Tot int.= 4.789E-02( 1.041E-04)
RA 21 08 18.47649(0.0000) DEC 24 15 29.4229 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.43720(0.00026): Mn ax= 0.39339(0.00047) Asec: PA= 34.98( 0.33)
Pk int.= 4.046E-02( 4.303E-05), Tot int.= 5.510E-02( 1.241E-04)
RA 21 08 18.43826(0.0000) DEC 24 15 28.7459 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.44790(0.00043): Mn ax= 0.38245(0.00040) Asec: PA= 29.61( 0.28)
21082414 a
MG2150+2004 1.285 0.3418 0.4742MG21502004 0.. 25
Pk int.= 3.260E-02( 2.265E-05), Tot int.= 4.747E-02( 6.897E-05)
RA 21 50 55.06742(0.0000) DEC 20 04 43.8128 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.45866(0.00033): Mn ax= 0.43197(0.00030) Asec: PA= 63.31( 0.47) . ® ,.
Pk int.= 9.535E-02( 2.585E-05), Tot int.= 1.001E-01( 7.830E-05) - .o
RA 21 50 54.99079(0.0000) DEC 20 04 43.1178 ( 0.000) o ,
Mj ax= 0.39482(0.00011): Mn ax= 0.36162(0.00010) Asec: PA= 50.01( 0.13) .
70 *215P2004.
MG2202+2941 0.979 1.2255 1.1493
2
Pk int.= 2.961E-02( 3.568E-05), Tot int.= 4.047,E-02( 8.646E-05)
RA 22 02 51.80741(0.0000) DEC 29 42 6.9348 ( 0.000) a
Mj ax= 0.34815(0.00020): Mn ax= 0.31560(0.00036) Asec: PA= 85.21( 0.46) , -
0o0 oo 2"
a 10 1Pk int.= 2.416E-02( 3.455E-05), Tot int.= 3.521E-02( 8.543E-05).o
RA 22 02 51.83203(0.0000) DEC 29 42 6.0436 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35864(0.00028): Mn ax= 0.32666(0.00044) Asec: PA= 82.70( 0.19)
cT- 22022941
MG2203+3822 0.808 0.9554 .0.9626
4
Pk int.= 1.714E-02( 2.906E-05), Tot int.= 2.167E-02( 7.525E-05) 2
RA 22 03 26.15948(0.0000) DEC 38 21 51.8636 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.33364(0.00046): Mn ax= 0.29055(0.00039) Asec: PA=-33.78( 0.56)
Pk int.= 1.794E-02( 2.839E-05), Tot int.= 2.251E-02( 7.442E-05)o
RA 22 03 26.10726(0.0000) DEC 38 21 52.0532 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.33283(0.00041): Mn ax= 0.28902(0.00039) Asec: PA=-22.12( 0.53)
(D 22033822
528
Close Double Source Characteristics
Source 1(1) 1(2) 1(3)
MG2219+2627 0.637 2.3760 2.2615
1
Pk int.= 4.120E-02( 4.105E-05), Tot int.= 4.876E-02( 1.246E-04)
RA 22 19 29.85658(0.0000) DEC 26 27 24.7033 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.29216(0.00030): Mn ax= 0.25167(0.00025) Asec: PA= -8.38( 0.27) T
Pk int.= 1.734E-02( 4.026E-05), Tot int.= 2.156E-02( 1.220E-04)
RA 22 19 29.84034(0.0000) DEC 26 27 25.2613 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.30550(0.00073): Mn ax= 0.25278(0.00058) Asec: PA=-22.17( 0.49)
22192627
MG2249+2048 0.805 0.3604 0.1273
2
Pk int.= 8.367E-03( 1.326E-04), Tot int.= 7.525E-03( 3.787E-04) 1
RA 22 49 18.52611(0.0003) DEC 20 48 33.2081 ( 0.002)
Mj ax= 0.24992(0.00309): Mn ax= 0.22739(0.00387) Asec: PA=-61.50( 5.95)
Pk int.= 2.321E-02( 9.318E-05), Tot int.= 5.907E-02( 3.283E-04)
RA 22 49 18.48796(0.0001) DEC 20 48 32.7915 ( 0.001)
Mj ax= 0.57512(0.00113): Mn ax= 0.27970(0.00228) Asec: PA= 66.86( 0.22) 1 22492048
MG2249+2315 0.707 0.6434 T 0.7673
2
Pk int.= 1.835E-02( 2.903E-05), Tot int.= 3.444E-02( 9.636E-05)
RA 22 49 4.85066(0.0000) DEC 23 16 5.8274 (0.000)T
Mj ax= 0.52451(0.00109): Mn ax= 0.45602(0.00072) Asec: PA= -5.94( 0.50) 0
Pk int.= 2.852E-02( 3.125E-05), Tot int.= 4.488E-02( 1.058,E-04)
RA 22 49 4.84721(0.0000) DEC 23 16 6.5273 (0.000)
Mj ax= 0.50011(0.00075): Mn ax= 0.40089(0.00045) Asec: PA=-10.78( 0.21)
QZ 22492315
MG2250+2718 0.478 2.8779 2.6356
2
Pk int.= 3.137E-02( 3.286F,-05), Tot int.= 4.051E-02(9.749E-05)
RA 22 50 6.86568(0.0000) DEC 27 18 23.4809 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.35657(0.00035): Mn ax= 0.29159(0.00031) Asec: PA= 85.84( 0.22) . T2'
Pk int.= 1.090E-02( 2.997E-05), Tot int.= 1.537,E-02(7.506F,05)
RA 22 50 6.85466(0.0001) DEC 27 18 23.9183 ( 0.000) o
Mj ax= 0.39199(0.00110): Mn ax= 0.28962(0.00038) Asec: PA=-74.29( 0.41)
e 22502718
529
Close Double Source Characteristics
Source
MG2320+2049
Pk int.= 3.385 I-02( 2.559 E-05), Tot int.= 3.616E-02( 7.64 1E-05)
R.A 23 20 54.75861(0.0000) DEC 20 50 8.1119 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.27143(0.00021): Mn ax= 0.25004(0.00018) Asec: PA=-15.39( 0.25)
Pk int.= 2.053E-02( 2.137E-05), Trot int.= 2.405E-02( 5.288E-05)
RA 23 20 54.71394(0.0000) DEC 20 50 7.4015 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.28146(0.00008): Mn ax= 0.26441(0.00033) Asec: PA= 7.56( 0.09)
MG1710+1930
Pk int.= 3.318E-02( 2.647E-05), Tot int.= 4.037E-02( 8.103E-05)
RA 17 10 53.09681(0.0000) DEC 19 30 37.0038 ( 0.000)
Mj ax= 0.28000(0.00023): Mn ax= 0.24447(0.00020) Asec: PA=-76.98( 0.24)
Pk int.= 1.589E-02( 2.444E-05), Tot int.= 2.453E-02( 7.489E-05)
RA 17 10 53.07705(0.0000) DEC 19 30 37.4190 ( 0.000)
Mj ax=-- 0.31484(0.00043): Mn ax= 0.27582(0.00050) Asec: PA=-42.19( 0.50)
(I) (2) I. (3)












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Multifrequency Images of Close Doubles and Gravitational Lens Candidates
14 pages
The first column contains the C-band (6 cm) image.
The second column contains the X-band (3.6 cm) image.
The third column contains the U-band (2 cm) image.
Key:The number in upper left hand contour represents the percentage
of peak of the lowest contour level.
The beamsize is shown in lower left hand corner. The length
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